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Papelitos
The Visual Testimonios of Undocumented College Students

This study investigated the role art played in the lives of nine undocumented
college students at different universities in Northern California. The purpose of this
qualitative inquiry was to examine how undocumented college students use art as a
mechanism of resistance and activation of the political self related to their immigration
status. This scholarship comes at the heels of the first year in office of the 45th president
of the United States, who ran on a platform, in part, of anti-immigrant rhetoric. Much of
the activism around undocumented immigrant rights has used art as a mechanism for
collective action, allyship, and reimagining the migrant person.
This research focused on personal narrative and participant-made artwork through
an original conceptual framework called Visual Testimonio, which is formed by three
pillars: testimonio, art as resistance strategy, and Critical Race Theory. Less about the
classically defined arts, Visual Testimonio embraces the figurative visual: creative,
vulnerable work that is moved into a public sphere, stories that are shouted, acted, and
sculpted so that oppressed viewpoints are considered and marginalized folks are seen.
Four key ideas emerged from this project. One, for undocumented people, making
and sharing self-reflective art is innately political. Art offers the maker a mechanism for
taking control of the narrative regarding immigrant people—especially in a time of
political fear and turmoil. Secondly, creating art can have emotional and mental health
benefits for undocumented students dealing with trauma, stress, fear, and uncertainty. It
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can serve to channel rage. The participants showed how they have used art for self and
communal care. Third, Visual Testimonio allows for the creation of sanctuary as a
reflexive resistance strategy. The centering of immigrant art can create a haven through
shared stories. Lastly, the art done by undocumented people should serve as valuable
primary texts of a lived experience. They are historical artifacts in the making. A recent
surge of creative activity around immigrant rights is in reaction to the oppressive system
that threatens millions of people. If Critical Race Theory is the lens through which stories
are examined and testimonio is the heart of the matter, the arts are the hands that form
new, more just realities. In a time of political and social persecution, this study presents
dispatches from the spiritual front lines of the immigrant rights movement.
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CHAPTER I
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
there are people like me pushing
so the weight of this country does not crush you
that there are people like you
who will fight when I can’t
we will take turns
pushing against these walls
— “A Poem so that the Weight of this Country does not Crush You”
(Reyes, 2017)
Borders, by definition, are meant to divide. They create the dynamic of “us”
versus “them.” Not all borders are created equal, however. Immigration in the United
States, specifically between Mexico and the United States, spans a long history with
complex economic and social roots. On the U.S. side, people of Latin American heritage
now make up the largest non-White group, which is also the youngest group (Hurtado,
Cervantez, & Eccleston, 2009; U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). U.S. high schools graduate
approximately 65,000 undocumented immigrant students every year (Gonzales, 2008;
Hurtado et al., 2009). While federal law guarantees them a free K-12 public education,
higher education remains out of reach for many.
For the many students who were brought to the United States as children,
sometimes as infants, the right to access higher education has been a struggle. Higher
education is still a source of holistic education—opportunities for meeting new people,
chances at internships, building a base of general knowledge, independent living—that
can change the trajectory of a whole family. Today, higher education remains out of the
grasp of many undocumented students. Inequities related to college access, a vehicle for
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economic mobility, threaten to subjugate a whole community (Darbes & Smolarski,
2012; Pope, 2016; San Miguel & Donato, 2009). “In many cases, the schools responded
not to the genuine needs of this diverse group of children but to those of other stronger
political and economic interests who sought to use schools as instruments of cultural
conformity and of social and economic subordination” (San Miguel & Donato, 2009, p.
29). Without access to higher education, this sector of students is not able to fully
participate in the country that many of them call home.
In 2001, there was hope on the horizon with the introduction of a potential
DREAM Act, which would provide a pathway to legal status for immigrant youth who
met certain age, residency, and other requirements. Support for the U.S. Senate bill grew
after the 2006 May Day walkouts and marches by immigrant activists and allies across
the country. Protestors marched in opposition to a bill passed by the U.S. House of
Representatives that increased border patrol, prison penalties for undocumented
immigrants, and sanctions against those helping undocumented immigrants (Valdivia
Ordorica, 2015). Youth activists organized quickly via social media (Valdivia Ordorica,
2015; Yang, 2007). Later, the mostly college-aged activists developed strategies to get
politicians’ attentions, including sit-ins, walks, and mock graduations. While a federal
DREAM Act ultimately failed, several states passed a variety of measures for in-state
tuition and work permits. Meanwhile, DREAMers began to explore the potential power
of proclaiming their immigration status publically. Activists began to “come out of the
shadows” as a political act.
Enter art. Much of the activism around undocumented immigrant rights has used
art as a mechanism for collective action, allyship, and reimagining the migrant person.
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Perhaps most famous is the butterfly symbol brought about by activists and popularized
by Favianna Rodriguez, a San Francisco Bay Area artist. The butterfly symbol was used
to signify that migration is natural. In one of Rodriguez’s works, an orange butterfly
design is set against a yellow background. The stylized butterfly is depicted with spread
wings, its patterns composed of heavy black lines. They form two faces, looking at each
other from wing to wing, humanizing the immigration debate and a bordered country.
Other artists in the Bay Area, such as Julio Salgado, Melanie Cervantes, and Yosimar
Reyes, have depicted the immigrant struggle in comics, prints, and poetry.
Activists have also made internet-specific campaigns prompting viewers to
consider who is “deportable” and who is “undeportable” (The Stream Team, 2014). For
example, a split screen showed one portrait labeled “Deportable” of a dark-haired,
brown-skinned woman with type that read, “Brake light was out.” The other side, labeled
“Undeportable” with the exact same woman shown in a lightened photograph and with
makeshift, computer-painted blonde hair and blue eyes, read “Sold meth to middle school
children.” This movement aimed to show the different responses to immigrants of
different countries, as well as the minor infractions that sometimes make undocumented
immigrants perceived to be from Latin America more of a target.
Bell and Desai (2011) wrote that artistic engagement can prove essential for social
change to happen, for “as much as we use our critical faculties to grasp the complex and
invidious ways that systems of oppression operate, we also need to engage aesthetic and
sensory capacities so as to create and experiment with alternative possibilities—
imagining what could otherwise be” (p. 287). Involvement in art-making specifically
shows positive influences on language and increases syntactic complexity, hypothetical
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reasoning, and questioning approaches (Bailey & Desai, 2005, 2014; Heath & Roach,
1999).
For marginalized people dealing with complex circumstances, art can also be a
mode in which to articulate feelings of oppression (Boal, 1992; Desai, 2010; Greene,
1995; Jobin-Leeds, 2016; Roberts, 2011). However, art is still separated from other
knowledge and research processes. Eisner (2008) wrote:
Part of the reason for the separation of the arts from matters epistemological
pertains to the belief, a true one I would argue, that the arts are largely forms that
generate emotion. We seek out the arts in order to take a ride on the wings that art
forms can provide: The arts are ways to get a natural high…. The sensory side of
human experience is primary in the arts. (p. 3)
Theorists have shown the benefits of art in education, identity development, and activist
work (Bell & Desai, 2014; Boal, 1992; Duncum, 2011; Greene, 1995; Heath & Roach,
1999; Roberts, 2011). These are precisely the intersecting factors many undocumented
students are faced with when entering or pursuing college.
In this study, I examined how undocumented college students use art to examine
their political and social identities, process their experience as undocumented people in
academia, and engage in resistance efforts. I hoped to further the scholarship on
undocumented students, as well as add to research on the benefits and power of art
making.
Background and Need
Globally, migrants are a small percentage of the world’s population though they
are often placed in the center of political debates. Migrants appear as “a stereotyped
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threat to national purity; as an economic resource that fills holes in the labor market; or as
a victim of tragedy that must be saved and quickly returned home” (Feldman, 2015, p.
10). Complex and often economic-based politics have defined citizenship and those who
deserve its rights (Hinojosa, Johnson, Fox, Adlerstein, & Hernández Becerra, 2016; Pope,
2016). Mexico and the United States, intricately tied through people and labor, are in
constant examination of these dynamics. However, people from many countries and
backgrounds have been the target of anti-immigrant reactions. The 2016 U.S. presidential
election stirred up anti-Muslim sentiment, for example, which played out institutionally
as attempts at travel bans on countries with predominately Muslim populations. While a
great percentage of undocumented students are from Mexico, it is important to note that
there are many from throughout Latin America and other parts of the world.
This section examines the macro-level context for this study, specifically on the
background of migration and access to education. Mexico-U.S. immigration is
specifically explored, as well as undocumented students and their fight for education.
Mexico-U.S. immigration
The history of Mexico-U.S. immigration is complex and has had an impact on all
facets of life on both sides of the border. U.S. businesses have long looked southward for
cheap labor and resources (Castro-Salazar & Bagley, 2010; Massey, 1999). Required
documentation for entry into the United States has fluctuated throughout the years
(Acuña, 2003; De Genova, 2004). By the late 1950s, Mexico faced the insertion of
several foreign businesses, undermining the local economy and creating a population that
was socially and economically uprooted. Mexico was undergoing rapid change, namely
because U.S. manufacturing was moving its plants to Mexico (Massey, 1999; Nodin
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Valdes, 2008). The Mexican economy suffered further under the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), signed in 1994, which allowed more freedom for U.S.
companies to move into Mexico (Bacon, 2012; Castro-Salazar & Bagley, 2010; Chasteen,
2011; De León, 2015; Massey, 1999).
In the 1930s, mass repatriation (deportation) programs commenced, oftentimes
ignoring citizenship rights of native-born citizens through the harassment and repatriation
of citizens, legal residents, and undocumented alike (MacDonald & Carrillo, 2010;
Spring, 2001). Among those who remained in the United States, segregation continued,
and to further complicate matters, waves of immigration were sometimes encouraged to
support agricultural regions in California and Texas, especially in the 1940s (Chacón &
Davis, 2006). The Bracero program, which lasted from 1942-1964, sought to contract
male migrant workers from Mexico.
While border processes fluctuated, the role of the federal Immigration and
Naturalization Service intensified. In the 1980s, it served in more of a law enforcement
role, connected to a prison-industrial complex that profited from the warehousing of
people (Welch, 2000). Undocumented immigrants were no longer simply flown or bused
home; they were kept in detention centers.
In 1990, the United Nations adopted the International Convention on the
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families. In that
document, several articles detail rights migrants workers should have, such as freedom of
religion, expression, and safety. Article 16 stated that “migrant workers and members of
their families shall have the right to liberty and security of person” (United Nations,
1990), though many immigrants (and their children) carry the stress of their status
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(Suárez-Orozco, 2005). In 1994, the Clinton administration bolstered border patrol by
hiring more border agents and reinforcing the wall with Mexico. Between 1996 and 1998,
the budget of the Immigration and Naturalization Service grew by eight times, and the
budget of the Border Patrol grew six times over (Durand & Massey, 2003). It grew again
in the next century, going from 10,000 agents in 2002 to over 21,000 by 2015 (JobinLeeds, 2016).
The death rate tripled as traditional crossing points in cities like San Diego saw a
decrease while more and more people chanced desert crossings (Nicholls, 2013). A
reinforced border also meant less ebb and flow; immigrants were still coming, but they
weren’t going back. Despite increased border enforcement, the population of
undocumented immigrants grew from an estimated 7 million in 1997 to 10 million in
2002 and an estimated 12 million in 2008 (Nicholls, 2013). About 16 percent—some 1.5
million—were children. Approximately 5,000 children in foster care were there because
their parents were detained or deported (Applied Research Center, 2011; Stern, 2013).
Growth of anti-immigrant sentiment
The United States is the top destination country in the world (Hinojosa et al.,
2016). As of 2015, the United Nations estimates that 46.6 million people living in the
United States were not born here (Connor & López, 2016). It has multiple points of entry
but only two physical land borders: to the north, Canada, and to the south, Mexico, the
busiest migration corridor in the world (Hinojosa et al., 2016). The 2000s saw antiimmigrant sentiment across the globe during a time when there was more migration than
ever before. Approximately 240 million people or 3% of the world’s population live
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somewhere other than their homeland (Hinojosa et al., 2016), and this doesn’t include
internal migrations within countries.
The increase in migration is due to many long-standing reasons—politics, war,
natural disasters—and often aided by modern advances in travel (Hinojosa et al., 2016).
Though major events have been catalysts for movement, so too have they been used to
legitimize war, spin ideology, and reframe whole groups of people. September 11th
crushed hopes for a more open immigration as conservatives capitalized on the public’s
fear to create ever-more closed border policies (Andreas, 2003; Chavez, 2008; Desai,
2010; Jobin-Leeds, 2016; Leavy, 2007; Nicholls, 2013). Many Americans believe that
immigrants have a negative economic impact on the country, and opportunistic
politicians often use them as scapegoats. Historically, it has been common for there to be
a correlation between anti-immigrant sentiment and economic anxiety (Espenshade &
Belanger, 1998). In fact, much of the recent rhetoric around immigration has been
oppositional, while at the same time, businesses promote a globalization meant for open
markets only (Andreas, 2003; Barraza, 2008; Castro-Salazar & Bagley, 2010).
Post-9/11, the concepts of patriotism and terror were juxtaposed (Leavy, 2007). In
Iconic events: Media, politics, and power in retelling history, sociologist Patricia Leavy
(2007) posited that news coverage of September 11th was political from day one, with the
press narrative steeped in patriotism—matching the state’s response. “Immigrant”
became synonymous with “criminal.” Mexican and other Latin American immigrants
were not the only ones to become scapegoats during this time. An anti-Muslim sentiment
grew as well. Federal institutions such as the Department of Homeland Security were
developed as a response. The Department of Homeland Security absorbed the
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Immigration and Naturalization Service, newly named Immigration and Customs
Enforcement.
The 2016 U.S. presidential election navigated a wave of extreme conservatism,
including anti-immigrant sentiment. A surge of hate crimes and calls for stricter border
regulations became common. This is not uncommon, particularly during times of
financial instability. Feldman (2015) wrote:
Defensive citizens talk of immigrants in in catastrophic terms: they invade our
homeland; they arrive in waves; they are like viruses in an otherwise healthy
organism. Sympathetic citizens speak in patronizing terms to help smooth a
migrant's integration through language-training opportunities, job-training
workshops, cultural outreach events, and so on. In either case, difference conjures
up fear: the nationalist rejects the difference, the liberal attempts to transform it
into similarity, and the multiculturalist wants to cordon it off in its own isolated
space. Meanwhile, the migrant encounters what appears as homogeneity and feels
foreign. (p. 20)
For many people of color, regardless of immigration status, it is a no-win situation: If
you’re not an alien, you’re a leech on the system. With or without papers, the perception
is that you don’t fit in, don’t want to, or even that you want to change mainstream culture.
Acceptance is complicated and impacted by a number of other factors: skin color,
education level, socio-economic status, and birth country. Assimilation may come
through language acquisition and other social markers for some, but many immigrants are
relegated to the category of eternal Other. This struggle—this outsider status—has been
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one that many undocumented people from Latin America in particular have faced, as
many are poor and working class.
As of March 2008, there were an estimated 11.9 million undocumented
individuals in the United States (Passel & Cohn, 2009), 76% of whom were from Latin
American countries (59% from Mexico, 11% from Central America, and 6% other).
Passel and Cohn (2009) also found that about half of those people between the ages of 18
and 24 years were attending or had previously attended college. Many of these students
were brought to the United States as children and found out their status in high school as
they were thinking about driver’s licenses, jobs, and applying to college (Abrego, 2011;
Chavez, Soriano, & Oliverez, 2007; Gonzales, 2009; Gonzales & Terriquez, 2013; JobinLeeds, 2016; Person et al., 2016). For many, the United States is the only place they have
known as home. Arts educator Cristina Llerena Navarro (2015) captured this conundrum
of citizenship thusly: “Although information, policy, and economy have become fluid
across borders, there has not been a simultaneous evolution of our definitions of
citizenship” (p. 343). With so much at stake, to confirm a person’s legality is to confirm
their personhood.
A right to education
Multiple human rights treaties, covenants, and declarations explicitly name
education as a human right (United Nations, 1948, 1979, 1989). In the United States,
higher education is perceived to be a privilege, not a right. San Miguel and Donato
(2009) wrote that during the twentieth century, education was both an instrument of
social reproduction and an important site of contestation. With respect to the former:
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education in all of its forms served to reproduce a highly stratified society aimed
at ensuring the political and cultural hegemony of the dominant Anglo group in
the society and the socioeconomic subordination of Latinos… Latinos sought to
use education to promote their own identities and to improve their socioeconomic
status in American society. The result has been many decades of conflict and
tensions in the educational arena. (San Miguel & Donato, 2009, p. 27)
The K-12 years
Children have a constitutionally protected right to attend K-12 schooling through
the Plyer v. Doe ruling (Nicholls, 2013). In the mid-1990s, amid anti-immigrant rhetoric,
California Governor Pete Wilson tried to pass Proposition 187, which would have denied
social and educational services to undocumented immigrants, including forbidding K-12
schooling for children. Federal courts would ultimately deem this proposition
unconstitutional (Nicholls, 2013).
While in 1982 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Plyer v. Doe that a K-12
education would apply to all children in the United States, regardless of citizenship or
residency status, no such provision exists for a postsecondary pursuit. While the view of
higher education has shifted over time from public good to individual accomplishment, a
college-level education is generally understood to lead to greater economic opportunities
in the United States. More high-paying jobs now require college degrees while
companies export manufacturing positions out of the country to capitalize on cheap labor.
For many immigrants who start and finish their American life in low-paying service jobs,
the push for their children to succeed academically is both a point of pride and a hope for
a better life.
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Access to higher education
Undocumented students applying to college find that each state differs widely in
its laws regarding tuition rates, enrollment, and state-based financial aid for
undocumented students (Clark-Ibañez, 2015; Muñoz & Maldonado, 2012). Many
undocumented youths and college-eligible students became politically active in the early
2000s during the first introduction of the Development, Relief and Education for Alien
Minors Act, or DREAM Act. First introduced in Congress in 2001, it would allow
undocumented high school graduates who have lived in the United States since childhood
to pay in-state tuition and apply for state financial aid, and it led to a path toward
citizenship. It gained momentum in 2006 with May Day marches throughout the nation
(Valdivia Ordorica, 2015). Though defeated in 2010 at the federal level, several states
have passed their own “DREAM Acts,” mostly to grant undocumented students in-state
tuition (versus much higher international rates) (Eusebio & Mendoza, n.d.; Gonzales,
2009). At the time of this study in 2017, a new version of the DREAM Act was under
debate.
In 2012, a federal policy directive called Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA) was passed by executive order, impacting 1.7 million undocumented youth
(Migration Policy Institute, 2016). Since its enactment, DACA has benefited
approximately 37.7% of the eligible population (Pope, 2016). To be eligible for DACA,
individuals had to meet and submit evidence of the following requirements:
1. Be thirty years or younger;
2. Have arrived to the United States before the age of sixteen;
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3. Have a minimum of five years of continuous residence in the United States
since 2007;
4. Have been physically present in the United States on June 12, 2012;
5. Have no legal status at the time of application;
6. Be currently enrolled in school in the United States, have graduated from high
school or obtained a GED, or be an honorably discharged veteran;
7. Have no felony convictions. (Passel & Lopez, 2012)
DACA allowed qualifying people to request a temporary, two-year reprieve from
deportation and to apply for a work permit. It did not, however, provide access to federal
or state-based financial aid or a permanent remedy. Nationwide, undocumented students
are ineligible for federal financial aid, including grants, work study, and government
loans. Illinois is the only state to create a private scholarship fund for undocumented
youth though there limited private scholarships are available (Eusebio & Mendoza, n. d.).
The Migration Policy Institute (2017) estimated that approximately 728,000 DACA
applications were approved as of 2017. At the same time, record numbers of
undocumented immigrants were being deported—an average of one thousand people per
day (Foley, 2013).
Through it all, DREAMers have been at the forefront of immigration activism on
college campuses, in the community, and online (Valdivia Ordorica, 2015; Yang, 2007).
Students have staged sit-ins, walked for miles, and shared their stories publically as acts
of resistance and solidarity with each other. Relied on by many, DACA came about
because of political pressure (Ingold, 2012). Before President Obama took this executive
action, undocumented organizers staged a sit-in at his Denver campaign office (Valdivia
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Ordorica, 2015). Collectives of educators, community activists, and most of all, college
students gave rise to regional and national organizations, such as United We Dream, and
campaigns against deportations and detention centers and in favor of family unification
and educational access. Art has been an integral part of the movement—from the
development of the butterfly symbol to individual social media campaigns. While other
historic social movements have likewise centered art in their work (Jasper, 2008; JobinLeeds, 2016), there is need for further examination of the mostly college-aged activists at
the helm of this current effort. Many “came out of the shadows,” disclosing their
immigration status publicly at U.S. Congressional hearings, during demonstrations, and
via social media (Corrunker, 2012; Mangual Figueroa, 2015; Valdivia Ordorica, 2015).
These personal narratives were sometimes presented artfully via videos, poetry,
photography, or graphics.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to examine how undocumented college
students use art as a mechanism of resistance and activation of the political self related to
their immigration status. This study highlighted individual students through a narrative
inquiry called Visual Testimonio and focused on how art has contributed to their college
life. I hope that these stories add to complicating the narrative of immigration and that the
experiences of undocumented students serve to impact educators, institutions of higher
learning, and communities at large.
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Research Questions
My overarching research question for this study was as follows: How are
undocumented college students using art as a mechanism of resistance and reflection of
the political self? To further examine this question, I asked:
1. How do undocumented college students reflect on their immigration status
through art?
2. How do undocumented college students use art for political action?
3. What are undocumented college students portraying in artwork they make or
share publically?
I expand further on supporting subset questions in Chapter III.
Conceptual Framework
For this study, I developed a conceptual framework called Visual Testimonio that
is formed by three pillars: Testimonio, art as resistance strategy, and Critical Race Theory
(CRT). This framework brought together essential aspects needed to evaluate the
questions at the core of my inquiry, namely on the creative work of undocumented
college students. My motivation for creating this specific conceptual framework was to
better examine the visual landscape of artwork created by undocumented college students
about their lives. It is important to note that Visual Testimonio, though named “Visual,”
is not just about the fine arts. All forms of creative work might be examined through this
framework. Less about the classically defined arts, Visual Testimonio embraces the
figurative visual: creative, vulnerable work that is moved into a public sphere, stories that
are shouted, acted, and sculpted so that oppressed viewpoints are considered and
marginalized folks are seen.
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If CRT is the lens through which stories are examined, and Testimonio is the
heart of the matter, the arts are the hands that form new, more just realities. One
framework alone could not do the study justice. This weaving of testimonio, art, and a
CRT lens allowed for the consideration of this complex phenomenon.
While traditional research has promoted neutral perspectives, qualitative methods
have evolved to include participatory, advocacy, and reflective perspectives as part of
inquiry (Creswell, 2009). This approach fit my study as it asks about identity and
activism and considers the participants’ personal experiences as funds of knowledge. In
the next sections, I elaborate on the theories and lenses that were woven together to frame
this study, as well as expand on the tenets of Visual Testimonio.
Testimonio
Testimonio serves as the primary lens for this study and as one pillar of this
conceptual framework. Testimonio has both the ability to construct (solidarity, new
narratives, counter-stories) and to deconstruct (rhetoric, stereotypes). Testimonio, as a
more collaborative and expansive frame, aligns with a femenista tradition of theorizing
from the body and of bearing witness to injustice (Anzaldúa, 1990; Benmayor, 2012;
Cruz, 2006; Delgado Bernal, Burciaga, & Flores Carmona, 2012; Latina Feminist Group,
2001; Moraga & Anzaldúa, 1983). This may be why the recent growth in number of
dissertations by Latina scholars have used testimonio as framework and methodology
(Blackmer Reyes & Curry Rodriguez, 2012; Delgado Bernal et al., 2012).
For social justice educators, testimonio has become a pedagogical approach that
transgresses traditional paradigms in academia (Creswell, 2008). Unlike other research
attempts at producing unbiased knowledge, testimonio challenges objectivity by situating
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the teller in communion with others sharing a collective struggle (Delgado Bernal, 2002).
In fact, testimonio is further differentiated from the interview, oral history, and memoir
forms in that the story is because and for social change; the sharing is an intentional act
meant to shed light on a wrong (Blackmer Reyes & Curry Rodriguez, 2012; Delgado
Bernal et al., 2012). This works in partnership with an artistic lens, a point of view that
values process, nuance, and abstract thinking versus empirical data and concrete
outcomes (Eisner, 2008). “The reason the deliteralization of knowledge is significant is
that it opens the door for multiple forms of knowing” (Eisner, 2008, p. 5). This study,
then, re-centers undocumented students as the experts of their own experiences and opens
another door in which their individual stories join a larger shout for social justice.
Art as resistance strategy
Studies have long shown the benefits of art in education, formation of a sense of
self, and mobilizing political action (Bell & Desai, 2014; Boal, 1992; Duncum, 2011;
Greene, 1995; Heath & Roach, 1999; Roberts, 2011). For marginalized people, art can
also be a mode in which to articulate feelings of oppression, solidarity, and fight (Boal,
1992; Desai, 2010; Greene, 1995; Jobin-Leeds, 2016; Roberts, 2011). Bell and Desai
(2011) wrote:
The arts can help us remember, imagine, create, and transform the practices that
sustain oppression as it endures across history and locality. When tuned to that
purpose, the arts play a vital role in making visible the stories, voices, and
experiences of people who are rendered invisible by structures of dominance.
Equally important, the arts confront how we have learned to see and provide new
lenses for looking at the world and ourselves in relation to it. (p. 288)
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Art as a vehicle for resistance serves as the third pillar of this framework. The arts
have proven themselves an important part of social movements (Adams, 2002; Everhart,
2012; Jasper, 2008; Jobin-Leeds & AgitArte, 2016; Wells, 2001). The fight for
immigration rights is not left behind in this. It joins a tradition: gospel music of the Civil
Rights movement, poster prints of the Chicano Movement, and now internet-shared
memes and graphics for current issues. The arts have long helped activists connect to past
movements as well as imagine a better future (Jasper, 2008; Jobin-Leeds & AgitArte,
2016; Lipsitz, 2001). Further, many social movements make use of creativity in their
tactics and strategies, not just in the production of artworks (Everhart, 2012; Jasper,
2008). Importantly, art in social movements keeps resistance at the forefront, even in its
creation. Lipsitz (2001), in writing about the poster artists of the Chicano Movement,
said:
Unlike art created primarily for the approval of critics and for display in galleries
and museums, these posters functioned as crucial components of a Chicano public
sphere created by community-based artists and activists at the grass roots. No one
invited the creators of these posters to become artists; they invited themselves. (p.
72)
This art pillar is important because social movements often ask the common person to
confront power structures—an action that takes incredible vulnerability and courage. The
arts have proven valuable entry points for doing this. This topic is further explored in
Chapter II.
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Critical Race Theory
Critical Race Theory examines events and dynamics through a lens that accounts
for the implicit bias of White supremacy in our social structures (Ladson-Billings, 1998).
Started within the realm of law studies, CRT was soon amplified in other disciplines
(Solórzano & Yosso, 2002; Yosso, 2005). Offshoots, such as LatCrit, were created to
look at systems in a more inclusive manner (Yosso, 2005). Scholars using LatCrit as a
framework for educational research have found the theory necessary for addressing the
complexities of the immigrant and first-generation experience of many Latinx students.
This can include considerations of language, phenotype, citizenship, and assimilation
(Delgado Bernal, 2002; Muñoz & Maldonado, 2012; Solórzano & Delgado Bernal, 2001;
Solorzano & Yosso, 2001). This theory was used to examine the racialized immigration
history of the United States and the inequitable access to higher education for
undocumented students.
Specifically, the CRT tenet of the unique voice of people of color is important in
this framework. This value on narratives that force perspectives counter to the
mainstream fit my study in which individual voices speak from the margins. Delgado and
Stefancic (2017) wrote:
A final element concerns the notion of a unique voice of color. Coexisting in
somewhat uneasy tension with anti-essentialism, the voice-of-color thesis holds
that because of their different histories and experiences with oppression, black,
Indian, Asian, and Latino/a writers and thinkers may be able to communicate to
their white counterparts matters that the whites are unlikely to know. Minority
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status, in other words, brings with it a presumed competence to speak about race
and racism. (p. 6)
My study hopefully joins others in the CRT tradition, characterized by the
frequent use of first-person, narrative storytelling, the use of creativity, and
interdisciplinary work meant to validate people’s lived experience as sources of
knowledge and to disrupt dominant narratives about them as marginalized people (Bell,
1995; Delgado & Stefancic, 2017; Ladson-Billings, 1998). “The hope is that well-told
stories describing the reality of black and brown lives can help readers bridge the gap
between their worlds and those of others” (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017, p. 41). This tenet
of CRT is especially important as students share their stories of oppression, hope, and
activism.
Visual Testimonio
In my conceptual framework, the lived experiences of undocumented students
were illuminated by their own artwork. I used Testimonio as a framework for political
storytelling and to investigate art as a resistance strategy. I also used CRT to highlight the
unique voice of marginalized people surviving and creating in a White supremacist
system. Together, these components become Visual Testimonio, which is a concept that
explores the creative, intentional, tangible story products of participants engaged in
socio-political discourse.
To further explain, the key elements of Visual Testimonio are:
•

That the artwork is created to reflect the lived experience of the artist or
their community. While the art may illustrate a personal story or perspective,
the artist also joins the voices of others to depict a larger story. In this way,
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this tenet follows the practice of testimonio as well as using the aspect of art
that allows for symbolic representation. It also respects the ancestral
dimension of In Lakech, or recognizing that we are all tied. Additionally, the
artwork may have been made in collaboration with others and fails to belong
to one individual.
•

The creative work manifested as a result of an examination of power
systems that privilege some while oppressing others. This tenet calls in the
CRT frame of looking at an issue through a lens of race and ethnicity. The
works may be reactive, such as providing a counterstory to a harmful political
narrative, or simply expressive.

•

The art is deliberate in its creation and is meant to be simultaneously a
public political act and an internal healing process. This framework honors
that these artworks often serve part or all of the cyclical process of being
created first as a personal practice; shared as an act of political activism or
solidarity, or to make others bare witness; and lastly that it can serve as a
support and healing mechanism for others with similar status.

•

The piece may share a common language of symbolism with other like
works. Visual Testimonio does not judge art on subjective “originality,” a
move that is in contrast to the evaluative methods of fine arts, which shun the
use of established symbols. Visual Testimonio also pushes back against the
commercial practice of ownership through trademarks, licensing, etc.
(However, credit and praise are still encouraged.) Instead, this framework
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honors that there is collective power in the use of social movement symbols
that immediately signify to the viewer the political message intended.
In conclusion, the use of the term “visual” is twofold: It is a nod to the manifested
artworks made by the participants, and it also honors the purposeful sharing that
immigrant rights activists have done with their artwork and testimonios. It is a conceptual
framework that rejects invisibility.
Limitations and Delimitations
Like any scholarly undertaking, this study had parameters that impact the
methodology and narrow the scope of the research. The participants’ location,
availability, and willingness to participate in the study could change at any time. Further
ethical considerations and participant protection are detailed in Chapter III.
Certain parameters are set to narrow the study’s focus and truly contribute
specific knowledge to the field. Below are the limitations set by the researcher.
•

Time period for data collection: Through the end of 2017.

•

Location of the study: Four-year public and private institutions of higher
education in Northern California.

•

Sample: Undocumented college students.

•

Criteria: Participants were self-identified undocumented college students
enrolled at the time of the study or within a year of graduation.

There was no criteria for age, gender, or birthplace (other than being born outside
of the United States). However, effort was made to gather as diverse a participant pool as
possible. This study had nine participants. This small sample fits into Creswell’s (2008)
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definition of narrative qualitative research that focuses on a limited number of
individuals.
Significance of the Study
This study was meant to serve as one more brushstroke on the much larger
portrait of undocumented college students in America. I hope it has added to the
scholarly literature regarding immigration in general, undocumented college students in
particular, and to the field art as well.
While there has been much research on the role of art-making and lots of recent
research regarding undocumented students, there have not been any studies on how
undocumented students engage in art. Favianna Rodriguez, who popularized the
“Migration is Beautiful” butterfly symbol used in the immigrant rights movement, said “I
love the idea that art disrupts ideas and identities. It offers ways to reframe who you are”
(Singer, 2015). Examples of students using theatre, printmaking, poetry and other forms
of art for expression and political activism can be found online and in news reports.
In using testimonio, this study situated individual narratives within a larger
collective experience simultaneously marked by oppression, resilience, and resistance. In
doing so, the participants’ stories provided compelling counter-narratives that unveil
societal (and educational) inequities while re-centering stories of marginalization as
powerful sites of knowledge production and transformational resistance (Solórzano &
Delgado Bernal, 2001). The stories may serve to inform educators, student affairs
practitioners, policy-makers, and other undocumented students.
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Summary
More than ever, immigrant people in the United States are under attack. Although
strides were made in the recent past to gain rights, access to higher education for
undocumented students has seen ebbs and flows of support. These students, often
unknowing of their immigration status because they were brought to the United States as
very young children, have hit barriers when seeking to continue an educational trajectory
that could potentially benefit their whole family. Many have joined political movements
looking to humanize the immigrant body, fight for rights on many fronts, and change
their campus environments specifically. Often, art has been a tool in social movements,
and it is true of this one. This study explored the experiences of undocumented college
students in Northern California, especially as they navigate their identity and agency in
regards to their immigration status. My hope was that their stories, their creations, and
their collective lived experience offer the field of education a better understanding of
these students’ lives and pressures.
The following chapter reviews existing literature on undocumented students, the
role of art in education, and the theoretical framework of CRT. Chapter II also delves into
testimonio as methodology. Finally, Chapter III details the procedures for this study,
including locations, participants, and ethical considerations.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter focuses on the body of literature central for understanding the
purpose of this dissertation. It is divided into the following sections: (a) Critical Race
Theory (CRT), the theoretical framework used for the study; (b) Testimonio as a
methodology; (c) literature on undocumented college students; and lastly, (d) art in
educational and social change contexts. This literature review is meant to give
background and context to this proposed study, with an emphasis on the current status of
research regarding undocumented college students.
In the first section, I examine literature relevant to Critical Race Theory, which
serves as the lens for this research. I review major works and positions in this theory,
including relevant offshoots. Secondly, I examine the use of testimonio as method by
examining current research on this method. The bulk of this review of literature focuses
on undocumented students in higher education, including access, campus climate,
activism, and support. Then, I include readings on art in education, activism, and the
immigration rights movement. Lastly, I conclude with gaps in the literature and the
potential position of my study.
Critical Race Theory
This study applies CRT as a theoretical framework from which to analyze the
higher education experiences of undocumented immigrant students. Critical Race Theory
was used as the primary theoretical approach due to its centrality of institutional racial
inequality in the United States and the use of counter-stories (Bell, 1995; Delgado &
Stefancic, 2012; Desai, 2010; Ladson-Billings, 1998; Solórzano & Yosso, 2002).
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Because CRT inherently uses an intersectional social justice lens and testimonio is to be
the methodology, this framework makes sense for the proposed study.
CRT: History and core tenets
Critical Race Theory was first conceived in the mid-1970s as a response to the
failure of legal studies to adequately address the effects of race-based discrimination in
U.S. jurisprudence. Critical Race Theory developed initially from the work of legal
scholars Derrick Bell, Alan Freeman, and Richard Delgado (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012).
Critical Race Theory was adapted by educational theorists and elaborated by providing a
framework or key elements with a specific focus on education and pedagogy (LadsonBillings, 1998; Muñoz & Maldonado, 2012; Solórzano & Yosso, 2002). Adaptations
include Community Cultural Wealth and LatCrit (Pérez Huber, 2010; Solórzano &
Yosso, 2001).
Scholars have identified five central tenets of CRT:
•

It supports the intersectionality of race and racism with other factors of
marginalization, such as gender and class, among others, with racism being
central to analysis (Crenshaw, 1991).

•

It provides a challenge to the dominant narrative within education, which
continually perpetuates oppressive policies and practices that maintain the
disenfranchisement of groups and individuals. Thus, its focus is a commitment to
social justice that leads to acts of political and social resistance for marginalized
people to become empowered.
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•

It places value on experiential knowledge. Lived experiences are envisioned by
critical race theorists as assets rather than deficits (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 2006;
Solórzano & Yosso, 2002).

•

It maintains a transdisciplinary perspective, drawing from ethnic studies,
women’s studies, sociology, history, law, and other fields (Solórzano & Yosso,
2002).

•

It recognizes that a racial hierachy is endemic to the White supremacist
structure of the United States. Critical Race Theory acknowledges race as a
significant factor in social constructions of contemporary society (LadsonBillings, 2000).

In the following subsections, I expound on developments branching from CRT that are
relevant to my study given the proposed methodology and potential population.
LatCrit
Because the majority of undocumented students are Latinx, I found it important to
incorporate Latina/o Critical Race Theory (LatCrit), an offshoot of CRT, as part of the
framework. As an extension of CRT, LatCrit is elaborated to include the aspects of
language, immigration, ethnicity, culture, and phenotype as specific intersections of
identity (Muñoz & Maldonado, 2012; Pérez Huber, Benavides Lopez, Malagon, Velez, &
Solórzano, 2008; Solórzano & Delgado-Bernal 2001; Stefancic, 1997; Valdés 1996;
Villalpando, 2004). The inclusion of this extension of CRT also helps disrupt the
prominence of the Black-White binary in a U.S. racial context.
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Racial identity and immigration
Many scholars have noted that children of immigrants and immigrant youth go
through a particularly complex identity formation when it comes to race (Lee, 2005;
Maldonado, 2006, 2009). For Latinx people, and in particular for Mexicans, the issue of
legal status is inextricably tied to their racialization in a U.S. context, often a stark
departure from their home country’s views on race (Maldonado 2006, 2009; Muñoz &
Maldonado, 2012). They typically learn about racial identity—and their place in the
hierarchy—based on messages they receive in school (Lee, 2005; Lei, 2001; Olsen, 1997;
Valenzuela, 1999). Scholars find that parents’ message to the contrary is no match for
race-centric discourse of American society (Feagin, 2000; Lee, 2005; Winant, 2001).
Once in the United States, immigrants find a racial structure that places race in a Black
and White dichotomy, with White as the definition of American and Black as Other
(Feagin, 2000; Lee, 2005). Not only does this stratify people, but it also leaves out the
majority of immigrants.
A long-held belief is that the best course for immigrant success is to assimilate as
quickly as possible. However, in the United States this is complicated by a racialized
power system that puts people of color in an underclass position (Castro-Salazar &
Bagley, 2010; Maldonado, 2006, 2009; Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2009). While
earlier waves of immigration were predominately from European countries, more
recently nearly 80 percent of people moving to the United States have originated from
Latin America, Asia, and the Caribbean (Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2009; SuárezOrozco & Todorova, 2003).
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Much of the literature regarding immigrant racial identity focuses on the K-12
years—understandably so, as they are formative years. However, others have interrogated
college students’ racial identity (Muñoz & Maldonado, 2012; Pérez Huber, 2009). Muñoz
and Maldonado (2012) found that their participants, undocumented college students born
in Mexico, sometimes thought that their American-born counterparts exhibited antiimmigrant sentiments. The participants were able to articulate a racialized internal
oppression in their peers. Pérez Huber (2009) used a racist nativism framework to probe
the experiences of undocumented Chicana students’ experiences, examining how
immigrants are marginalized on the reality or perception of being non-native to the
United States. Pérez Huber (2009) wrote, “In this historical moment, racist nativism
targets Latina/o undocumented immigrants, regardless of their many contributions to U.S.
society as productive community members, as well as other Latinas/os, regardless of
citizenship status” (p. 705).
Several case studies and other research also highlight the strong familial support
(especially from mothers) of academically successful Mexican immigrant students
(Alvarez-McHatton, Zalaquett, & Cranson-Gingras, 2006; Cabrera & Padilla, 2004;
Flores & Obasi, 2005; Sarther, 2006). This follows a trend in the current literature, which
has begun to focus on resilience rather than suffering (Perez, Espinoza, Ramos,
Coronado, & Cortes, 2009). These strength-focused studies often employ a Community
Cultural Wealth model as a frame. Yosso (2005) created this framework through the lens
of Critical Race Theory to view students of color as fountains of social capital rather than
as inherently deficient.
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Community Cultural Wealth
Yosso’s (2005) six-part Community Cultural Wealth model builds on earlier work
by Solórzano and Villalpando (1998) drawing out resistant cultural capital. It includes
aspirational, linguistic, familial, social, navigational, and resistance capital. Yosso
defined these as inherent strengths that marginalized communities bring to educational
settings that are often seen as deficits or not recognized at all. Yosso designed this model
to capture the talents, strengths, and experiences that students of color have, creating a
strengths-based perspective for these students.
Yosso defined each form of capital and posed questions to consider in
determining how a program, school, college, or other institution can promote each
specific type of capital. Her grounding in Critical Race Theory places this work in a
tradition of honoring marginalized peoples’ lived experiences and critiquing White
supremacist notions that infuse much of our formal education system, viewing students of
color through a deficit lens. Scholars such as Pérez Huber (2009) have used the
framework explicitly, while other studies have drawn out themes that might fit the
definitions of the wealth areas. For example, several case studies and other research have
highlighted the strong familial support (especially from mothers) of academically
successful Mexican immigrant students (Alvarez-McHatton et al., 2006; Cabrera &
Padilla, 2004; Flores & Obasi, 2005; Sarther, 2006).
Testimonio
Blackmer Reyes and Curry Rodriguez (2012) defined testimonio, in part, as “a
first person oral or written account, drawing on experiential, self-conscious, narrative
practice to articulate an urgent voicing of something to which one bears witness” (p.
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525). Testimonio differs from other forms of qualitative research (and from the memoir)
by stressing the intentional and political act of sharing stories meant to draw attention to
struggles (Blackmer Reyes & Curry Rodriguez, 2012). Thus, testimonio acts as reflexive
narrative, as a political methodology that creates collective knowledge grounded in lived
experience.
The literature varies on a specific start to the emergence of testimonio
methodology, placing it broadly within the resistance movements of the 1960s and 1970s
in Latin America (Blackmer Reyes & Curry Rodriguez, 2012; Delgado Bernal et al.,
2012; Nance, 2006). This was a time when many parts of the world were going through
tremendous transformation (Della Porta & Diani, 2009) and speaking into existence a
hidden story, where before there was silence, and this was a transgressive act (Anzaldúa,
1990; hooks, 1994). Traditionally, the testimonio narrator might have been illiterate,
incarcerated, speak a different language, or have some other barrier with the researcher
(Beverley, 1989). Scholars connect testimonio to seminal works, such as I, Rigoberta
Menchú (Menchú, 1983); This Bridge Called My Back (Moraga & Anzaldúa, 1983); and
Borderlands/La Frontera (Anzaldúa, 1987), and follow a trajectory to more recent works,
such as Telling to Live: Latina Feminist Testimonios (Latina Feminist Group, 2001).
Recently, there has been an explosion of nonfiction and essay collections by Latinas with
books such as Border-Line Personalities (Herrera Mulligan & Moreno, 2004) and Wise
Latinas: Writers on Higher Education (De Leon, 2014). There has also been a growth of
testimonio in research, predominately by Chicana and Latina scholars in the field of
education (Benmayor, 2012; Blackmer Reyes & Curry Rodriguez, 2012; Delgado Bernal
et al., 2012; Muñoz & Maldonado, 2012). The growth in testimonio joins an increased
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emphasis on narrative research in education (Connelly & Clandinin, 1999; Creswell,
2008).
One of the appealing things about personal story-sharing is the unique perspective
of a larger story. When undocumented students and allies are able to document their own
narrative, they literally participate in the self-authorship Baxter Magolda (2007)
promoted as integral to a transformative experience in higher education. Indeed, it was
coming out of the shadows with their story (and immigration status) that ushered in the
first waves of undocumented student activism (Corrunker, 2012; Galindo, 2012; JobinLeeds & AgitArte, 2016; Mangual Figueroa, 2015).
While there are many examples of testimonio research being done with
compassion and care by Suárez-Orozco and Todorova (2003), Negrón-Gonzales (2015),
Muñoz & Maldonaldo (2012), and Espino et al. (2012), at least two examples of formal
scholarship produced by students emerged during this review of literature. One by the
S.I.N. Collective (2007) at the University of California Santa Cruz chronicled the
emergence and community building by an undocumented student group.
In the other example, Gomez-Pelayo and Jovez (2013) documented the making of
a butterfly-shaped sculpture called “Wings of Resistance,” which was created on the
campus of the University of California, Berkeley by two students who identified
themselves as “artists and allies of pro-migrant art and of our undocumented
communities” (p. 2). The alignment with undocumented folks—“our”—is key here in
understanding how these students feel in solidarity with immigrant people. It is putting
into practice what Meecham and Sheldon (2005) meant when writing,
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In telling one’s unique story one has to have common ground, a common sense of
self, with others before the story can be consumed. We have to believe that the “I”
doing the speaking is not dissimilar to the “we” doing the reading. (p. 239)
The student artists plastered the papier mâché sculpture with the names of local and
national support organizations, resources, legislation, news articles, student testimonials,
and photographs of political actions (Gomez-Pelayo & Jovez, 2013). In this way, the
sculpture was a work of art, tribute, and informative platform all in one. Gomez-Pelayo
and Jovez wrote, “It is made with intentionality, consciousness, and love” (p. 3).
Many of the qualitative studies on undocumented college students use testimonio
or counter-stories, centering the direct experience of the participant (Castro-Salazar &
Bagley, 2010; Hernandez, Hernandez, Gadson, Huftalin, Ortiz, White, & Yocum‐
Gaffney, 2010; Muñoz & Maldonado, 2012; Negron-Gonzales, 2015; Pérez-Huber,
2009). This methodology is often chosen not only because it makes sense to let
marginalized people share their stories in their own words, but also because so much of
the activism has been through undocumented immigrants publicly disclosing their status
as a way to “come out of the shadows.”
Undocumented College Students
Research on undocumented students has grown since the early 2000s, when the
Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act was being fought
for at the federal level and when California and other states passed their own laws
allowing in-state tuition for undocumented students graduating from state high schools
(Abrego & Gonzales, 2010; Flores, 2010; Person, Gutierrez Keeton, Medina, Gonzalez,
& Minero, 2016; Rincon, 2009). Educational researchers have contributed most of the
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scholarship, focusing on the historical shifts in legislation, undocumented student
activism and civic engagement, and more recently on mental health (Gonzales, SuárezOrozco, & Dedios-Sanguineti, 2013; Pérez, Cortés, Ramos, & Coronado, 2010; Perez &
Fortuna, 2005; Torres Stone & Aragon Cooper, 2017). The next sections examine
literature in a few areas relevant to understanding the current status of undocumented
college students: (a) immigrant youth, which focuses on the K-12 experience and the
transition to college; (b) legislation pertaining to access to higher education for
undocumented students, including the DREAM Act, deferred action, and state laws; and
(3) literature on struggles and strides, including campus resources, resistance, and
obstacles.
Before college: Immigrant youth
One out of every five children in the United States is the child of an immigrant
(Suárez-Orozco, 2000; Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2009; Suárez-Orozco &
Todorova, 2003). Immigrant youth are extremely diverse, with a variety of backgrounds
and reasons for migration, so generalizations are difficult and unfitting (Suárez-Orozco &
Todorova, 2003). While not homogenous, the literature has been able to point to a few
common factors, especially with immigrant youth from the same country or region.
Studies have found that children of immigrants often share a positive attitude towards
education but fail to maintain it when met with “a climate of insurmountable obstacles,
cultural hostilities, identity threats, and psychological disparagement” (Suárez-Orozco &
Suárez-Orozco, 2009, p. 95). They show up tangibly as lack of bilingual education
(Espinoza-Herold, 2003; Garcia, 1999), acculturative stress (Dotson-Blake, 2006; Hovey,
2000), financial issues (Battle & Cuellar, 2006), and both subtle and overt racism (Bell,
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2003; Castro-Salazar & Bagley, 2010; Espinoza-Herold, 2003; Maldonado, 2006, 2009;
Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2009).
Despite the psychological difficulties immigrant youth can go through (Cuadra,
2009; Suárez-Orozco & Todorova, 2003), several become high achieving academically.
Immigrant families, which often have an abundance of aspirational wealth, can be
extremely positive about their future. Suárez-Orozco and Suárez-Orozco (2009) wrote
that they “typically bring with them a sense of optimism about how their hard work will
open new opportunities. Hope is in the heart of every immigrant. Possibilities for the
future—especially for their children—appear obvious” (p. 87). However, as the extensive
review of research by Castro-Salazar and Bagley (2010) has shown, Mexican students in
particular get pushed out of school and have lower rates of college enrollment compared
to other U.S. ethnic groups. The rates get worse when citizenship is factored in. In their
examination of national U.S. Census data, Covarrubias and Lara (2014) found that
noncitizen Mexican immigrants were pushed out of high school at nearly three times the
rate of U.S.-born Mexican students.
Case studies on this issue have highlighted specific problems. In one study, Reyes
and Villarreal (2016) found that administrators at an El Paso public high school
automatically assigned incoming Mexican students to the lowest grade level, encouraged
Mexican students to pursue a GED rather than finish at the high school, and discouraged
Mexican students from attending school on days standardized tests were administered to
skew the school’s overall score. Similarly, Valenzuela (1999) found that in a Houston
public high school, Mexican and U.S.-born Mexican students were systemically broken
down and pushed out by experiencing admonishment for not speaking English, failure to
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hire teachers with the cultural competency to serve the mostly Mexican student
population, and having students repeat a grade, sometimes up to four times.
Despite tremendous obstacles, some students have been able to reach academic
success. External factors contributing to this have been support from key individuals,
such as a teacher or counselor (Cabrera & Padilla, 2004; Valenzuela, 1999) and specific
programs such as scholarships and college transition programs (Gibson & Bejínez, 2002).
However, sometimes a rapid absorption into mainstream society has been seen as
disruptive to established familial structures (Suárez-Orozco & Todorova, 2003).
Finally, while a vast majority of the literature has focused on college student
resistance and activism regarding immigrant rights, Hernandez Arriaga (2012) chronicled
the work of an Oakland, California organization, 67 Sueños, comprised of high school
students engaging in activism through art, storytelling, direct action, and healing. As the
current political climate remains contested, there is opportunity for continued
examination of immigrant rights activists of all ages.
Legislation
In 2001, immigrant rights activists pushed for the DREAM Act. At first general in
its criteria, it was subsequently modified to fit traditionally aged college students with no
criminal record (Nicholls, 2013). College-eligible undocumented students offered an
attractive “in” for legalization, as they fit the concept of a model immigrant: assimilated,
law-abiding, and high achieving. These were often the students reported about in local
news outlets: for example, the valedictorian who found out they were undocumented in
their senior year of high school.
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In his extensive empirical study detailing the demographics, financial impact, and
policy recommendations for legalizing undocumented immigrant youth, Gonzales (2009)
made long-term financial arguments for supporting undocumented youth, specifically
their high numbers and the aging American baby-boomer generation.
Several nationwide organizations grew from the DREAMer base. In 2007, the
Washington, D.C.-based National Immigration Law Center started United We Dream to
politicize immigrant youth through workshops, conference calls, and retreats. On the
West Coast, the Center for Humane Immigrant Rights of Los Angeles sought to create a
statewide network of college campus support groups for undocumented students
(Nicholls, 2013). Online communities brought DREAMers together and shared
legislative updates (Valdivia Ordorica, 2015). By 2010, tensions in the movement saw
students breaking away from these larger associations as the sole guiding force (Nicholls,
2013). The study of this issue is only possible through the examination of all these
interdependent individuals, organizations, and events (Della Porta & Diani, 2009).
Struggles
Many undocumented students face issues of shame, fear, frustration, and
disillusionment as they navigate education (Pérez et al., 2010). Milestones that generally
bring about celebration—reaching driving age, graduating high school—can be stressinducing markers for many undocumented students (Negrón-Gonzales, 2009).
Scholarship also has shown that undocumented students face societal exclusion and
institutional obstacles as a result of their immigration status (Perez et al., 2009), limited
financial resources (Abrego & Gonzalez, 2010; Crawford & Arnold, 2016; Person et al.,
2016; Williams, 2016), and lack of understanding from staff and faculty regarding their
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needs to achieve academic success (Huber & Malagon, 2007; Perez, 2010). Often,
students in studies shared that the threat of revealing their status and potentially exposing
their family often keeps them for asking for assistance of any kind (Flores, 2010).
Gonzales (1999) also found that students had been given misinformation within high
school and higher education contexts, results that were echoed in other studies of
undocumented students (Perez, 2010). Though safety and secrecy remained the top
concerns for undocumented students (Abrego, 2011), financial concerns were also an
issue (Valdivia & Valdivia, 2014). Nearly a quarter of children born to immigrant parents
live below the poverty line (Suárez-Orozco & Todorova, 2003), and whether
undocumented students qualify for financial aid at the state and school level varies across
the country. While some private scholarships exist, they rarely cover full tuition (Chavez,
Soriano, & Oliverez, 2007).
The literature in general seemed to evolve over time, starting with a focus on high
achievers and their struggles with college access. Because of the nomenclature of the
DREAM Act and the population getting visibility from it, the strife of students was
prominent in the literature. Many of the researchers were Latinx or used a critical
framework to examine student experiences as part of a larger, systemically oppressive
context.
Strides
Students who came of age at the advent of the DREAM Act fight became a group
to be reckoned with in the 2000s. Their political activism became intertwined with their
immigrant status and identity and their pursuit of higher education (Negrón-Gonzales,
2009, 2015; Nicholls, 2013; Valdivia & Valdivia, 2014; Wong & Valdivia, 2014). These
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students were vocal, they were visible, and they were organized. “Coming out of the
shadows” became increasingly common, even as immigrants faced a growing
nationalistic and xenophobic sentiment (Chavez, 2008; Fernández-Kelly & Massey,
2007; Mangual Figueroa, 2015; Massey & Pren, 2012; Nicholls, 2013; Varsanyi, 2008).
Anti-immigrant pundits, speaking specifically about Latin Americans, pointed to an
inability to assimilate as a great cultural threat (Brader, Valentino, & Suhay, 2008;
Chavez, 2008). Immigrants were presented as a threat on two fronts: the U.S. economy
and the country’s way of life (Chavez, 2008; Nicholls, 2013). In this xenophobic context,
Abrego and Gonzales (2010) made a case for the legalization of college-bound
undocumented youth so that they can both access higher education and enter the job
market:
Rather than valuing these youth as important societal resources, current policies
restrict their options and curb the transformative potential undocumented youth
have in their communities. Without full legal rights, they are barred from the very
mechanisms that have ensured high levels of economic and social mobility to
other immigrants throughout U.S. history. Such a denial is enough to set them on
a path of disenfranchisement, poverty, and frustration. (p. 152)
Their argument is one for fairness but also for access to the social mobility promised to
immigrants since the creation of the United States.
Resistance
Activism has emerged as a research focus, as undocumented college students have
been on the forefront of a movement toward educational access (Clark-Ibañez, 2015;
Gonzales, 2008; Negrón-Gonzales, 2009; Nicholls, 2013). In Muñoz and Maldonado
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(2012), interviews with several Mexicanas suggested that undocumented students who
manage to persist in college do so in part by staying by mobilizing strategies of
invisibility and silence. Still, many activists have found power in “coming out.” NegrónGonzales (2009) theorized that rather than wait to fully resolve feelings of shame, guilt,
fear, etc., many undocumented activists were navigating their emotional stress while
simultaneously developing their leadership, civic engagement, and political actions.
Gonzales (2008) explored activism among student leaders in California colleges and
found that many students in his study considered activism a vehicle for having an impact
on their current status in the policy arena and informing community members of their
rights. The students’ involvement in creating social change is aligned with Della Porta
and Diani’s (2009) theory that social movements are the manifestation of feelings of
depravation experienced in relation to others in society. The development of new
foundations for collective solidarity arises out of these movements (Della Porta & Diani,
2009). In the immigrant rights movement, this can be evaluated through changes in
language (“undocumented” versus “illegal”) and through the symbolism of the monarch
butterfly, an evolving and migratory creature.
Social media and other internet-based platforms, specifically, have been a fertile
ground for many marginalized folks to practice authorship over their own stories
(Benmayor, 2012; Valdivia Ordorica, 2013). A few qualitative studies and essays have
brought forth individual stories on the undocumented student experience, even by
undocumented students themselves (Chang, 2011; S.I.N. Collective, 2007; Wong &
Valdivia, 2014). As both the social movement and social media evolve, it will be
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interesting to see how their intersection grows in relation to impacting the larger narrative
of immigration.
On campus
Connecting with other undocumented students became incredibly powerful as
they shared struggles, dreams—and strategies—both online and offline (Benmayor, 2012;
Corrunker, 2012; Nicholls, 2013; Valdivia Ordorica, 2013, 2015; Valdivia & Valdivia,
2014). The power of collectivity was found to empower undocumented students. In the
piece by the S.I.N. Collective, undocumented students chronicle how they found
community and support in peer relationships and organization. This aligns with other
findings that a peer network is often a benefit to undocumented students both socially and
academically (Negrón-Gonzales, 2009; Perez, 2010; Person et al., 2016).
At some universities, particularly in California, institutional support systems by
way of staff training, a dedicated center, and programming have been instituted. Students
in one study at a four-year university suggested a “one-stop shop” with specific resources
for undocumented students (Person et al., 2016). Staff and faculty in that same study also
recommended a formal network of administrators who would be knowledgeable about
how to direct undocumented students to resources. This model of a center and formal ally
network is one that exists already at some universities but not at many community
colleges, where services are more limited (Bailey & Morest, 2006; Sanchez & So, 2015;
Suárez-Orozco et al., 2015). Several schools have held an “undocuweek,” a series of
events and programs aimed at creating a more welcoming culture and informing students
of issues (Richards & Bohorquez, 2015; Suárez-Orozco et al., 2015). As strategies are
critiqued and developed, new practices emerge.
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La lucha sigue: Intersectionality in immigration
Depictions of undocumented youth in contemporary media are typically of
college students or graduates, often admitted or attending prestigious universities—
stories that fit within the story of the American Dream (Abrego & Gonzales, 2010).
While undocumented college students were integral in the surge of activism for
undocumented immigrants, the current conversation (by way of organizations like 67
Sueños, poet Yosimar Reyes, and others) has begun to shift away from these narratives of
those who may “deserve” legal status (valedictorians, college students, etc.) as it
inevitably leaves out large swaths of the immigrant community (laborers, children,
elderly, the incarcerated) (Hernández Arriaga, 2012; Jobin-Leeds & AgitArte, 2016;
Schwiertz, 2015). In fact, in Schwiertz’s (2015) examination of a Southern California
undocumented youth organization, the researcher noted that the logo evolved from a
depiction of three students in graduation caps and gowns to three figures shown carrying
books, a broom, and a megaphone.
Young activists have been saying that deferred action is not enough (Valdivia &
Valdivia, 2014). While much of the scholarship on undocumented youth has been done in
the field of education and thus focuses on that sphere, scholars and activists alike are
calling for a balance in the narrative. Abrego and Gonzales (2010) charged that this
should be one that includes both the star students and “accounts of impoverished,
troubled young people whose daily lives of struggle are constructed by a lack of legal
access, resource-poor urban and rural high schools, a narrow pipeline to postsecondary
education” (p. 155). A few scholars have begun to answer this call with recent studies
focused on undocumented community college students (Negrón-Gonzales, 2017; Pérez,
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2010; Person et al., 2016); queer immigrants (Jobin-Leeds, 2016; Salgado, 2012, 2013);
undocumented Black immigrants (Palmer, 2017); and detained immigrants (Jobin-Leeds,
2016).
Many of the reflections and actions of the immigrant rights movement have
included artful tactics. For example, when DREAMers would stage mock graduations,
they engaged in a type of performance where they used their physical bodies as political
action (Boal, 1992; Roberts, 2011; Springgay, 2008). Artist Jenny Polak used drawings
by detained immigrants to render web-based maps of detention centers that are often
hidden away from the public (Desai, 2010). The clickable maps held both the detainees’
narratives and contextual information about the jails, such as who made them and was
profiting off the imprisonment of undocumented immigrants. Desai (2010) argued that
these contemporary artworks are fruitful sites for education.
Art and resistance
This section focuses on the arts as they relate to educational contexts, individual
efforts at political and cultural change, and larger social movements. For the purposes of
this study, the arts are broadly defined as any creative endeavor meant to express
experience (stories, explicit calls to action, portraits, etc.) and/or the abstract (feelings,
ideas, futures, etc.) with an aesthetic consideration.
Art in education
The first thought of arts in education may be the simple inclusion of famous
works—the idea that all students should have, at some point in their education, read
Shakespeare. This argument is aesthetic, placing the value on an established and
mainstream classic or on how the arts may take us away from our everyday life in
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isolation from our experience (Efland, 2002). Goodman (1978a, 1978b) argued that the
arts serve a cognitive function in human life, as much as the sciences, each medium able
to convey a different aspect of the human experience. Additionally, perception, cognition,
and emotions are involved in all domains of knowledge, and emotion itself has a
cognitive component (Boler, 1999; Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Eisner, 2008; Goodman,
1978a, 1978b; Scheffler, 1986). Additionally, scholars have made the argument not
simply for the recognition of art as its own body of knowledge, but as knowledge
embodied (Desai, 2010; Springgay, 2008). Desai (2010) made the argument that
we need to create educational encounters in classrooms that do not simply
represent knowledge. Rather, we need to experiment with ways of knowing that
are embodied – that embrace desire, movement, senses, emotions, and hope. It is
through such playful educational encounters that we make sense of our world
always in relation to others. (p. 440)
This power—of knowledge felt, shared, and affirmed—is art’s benefit to education,
especially to marginalized students seeking to create counter-stories to damaging
narratives shaped by dominant cultural, political, and economic structures (Desai, 2010).
Arts-based educational research
The area of arts-informed research in education has carved a corner for itself in
recent years, with a growth in recognition by professional associations and centers at
universities dedicated to the practice (Knowles & Promislow, 2008). Recent themes
within the Arts & Learning Special Interest Group of the American Educational Research
Association (AERA) include: arts performance and process in curriculum; arts
integration, assessment, and criticism; cultural issues; and innovative research
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methodologies (AERA, 2016). It is alternately called a variety of labels (arts-based, informed, -inspired, -related, etc.) within qualitative research.
Arts in education declines sharply in the K-12 years, and university-level classes
seldom focus on them or use them in the process of learning unless they are explicit to
the topic. Thus, arts methods might seem amateurish to adult learners unaware of their
knowledge potential (Eisner, 2008). On the contrary, arts-informed research has the
capability to raise questions and awareness more than anything. Like all qualitative
research, it could serve to highlight specific experiences within a greater context.
Knowles and Promislow (2008) wrote,
Because of the extensive commitment of energy required, arts-inspired inquiry is
something researchers choose to do; they do not take it up by default as the single
available methodological possibility (as was often the case in the past with
conventional, empirical research). (p. 518)
Surely all writing and projects take a willingness to be open and judged—certainly a
dissertation does. However, an arts-related effort can take even more “risk taking,
courage, openness to unknowing, and tolerance for ambiguity” than the average work as
both the content and the form are inherently judged (Knowles & Promislow, 2008, p.
519). Still, arts-inspired research can and should maintain the “hallmark qualities” of
qualitative research, regardless of the structure or representation of the finished work
(Knowles & Promislow, 2008).
Like any research, there are ethical implications, perhaps even more so in arts-informed
educational research. Lather (1991) asked, “How do we explore our own reasons for
doing the research without putting ourselves back at the center?” (p. 91). Certainly, there
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are also limitations, most notably about reproduction of the research project and in
finding answers or solutions (Eisner, 2008). In this way, arts-informed methods are much
like political art itself in that the “interventions are not political because they resolve a
political issue, pointing to its causes for a solution, but exactly because they point to
irresolvability and difficulty” (Amoore & Hall, 2010, p. 311).
Theater activist Hensley (2014) put it this way:
I don’t like to be preached to; I like to figure things out for myself. And I firmly
believe, from years of having to work through the initial suspicions and resistance
of marginalized people, that most of them feel the same way. They don’t want to
be told what to think; they know in their bones that life has no easy answers (p.
170).
In this regard, marginalized folks, especially undocumented immigrants, may be more
poised to gain from artful practice given that their existence is that of fluidity.
Art and social change
Bell and Desai (2011) made a case for the arts in social justice work as a vehicle
to “create and experiment with alternative possibilities—imagining what could otherwise
be” (p. 287). Engagement in “aesthetic and sensory knowledge” can help examine how
we see the world and ourselves in relationship to it (Bell & Desai, 2011, p. 288). NegrónGonzales (2009) argued that oppositional consciousness is not born of replacing
hegemonic ideals but in wrestling with them. This goes hand-in-hand with the work of
artists, who work to make and express meaning. Further, evaluating issues through an
artistic lens offers new possibilities for analyzing the rituals, structures, and rules we take
for granted (Dewey, 1934; Greene, 1995; Weber, 2008).
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While art has long been a part of political efforts, it became very integrated in
U.S. social movements in 1960s and 1970s (Jobin-Leeds, 2016; Kester, 2013; Noriega,
2001). A generation later, there was a boom in community art practices and projects, with
artists working in prisons, low-income neighborhoods, and other public spaces, “a set of
positive practices directed toward the world beyond the gallery walls, linking new forms
of intersubjective experience with social or political activism” (Kester, 2013, p. 9). It is
important to note that socially conscious political art exists in a highly stratified, forprofit art world not immune to capitalistic pull (Helguera, 2012; Sholette, 2011; Wu,
2003). The artists who have contributed greatly to the visual conversation around
immigration must also balance the conflicting forces of making money and serving the
community.
Art and immigrant rights
Several contemporary artists have used art to criticize or shed light on the
struggles of immigration (Amore & Hall, 2010; Desai, 2010; Navarro, 2015; Seif, 2014;
White, 2014). Amore and Hall (2010) wrote about artists interrupting the repetitive
border processes we have come to accept as normal. They concluded:
If the border is understood as theatrical and ritualized in the distinct ways we have
described, then within its spaces always lies the possibility of an altered
landscape, a transformed angle of vision, a new mode of attention, and a revised
reflection on how we live and how we wish to live. (p. 315)
So, if systems like the border can be constructed, they can also be deconstructed. In
another example, Boston art educator Navarro (2015) used photography to document the
everyday lives of mixed-status families. She gave the young students she was working
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with cameras so that they could capture their own reality. “I learned from my students
that many of them had never walked around their own neighborhood, in many cases
because their family members were undocumented and were wary of visiting public
places” (Navarro, 2015, p. 342).
Julio Salgado, perhaps the best-known undocumented visual artist, has drawn out
the personal narratives in his portraits of undocumented queer folks, working
collaboratively on the story and artwork (Seif, 2014; White, 2014). Dewey (1934) wrote
that the end result is an “art product” but that the true work of art is what “the product
does with and in experience” (p. 3), thus it is tied to the context of its time and to lived
experience. Salgado and other contemporary artists continue a legacy set by Chicano
artists in the 1970s to 1990s such as Malaquías Montoya, who sought to illustrate the
immigrant experience (Pérez-Torres, 2001). Artist Judy Baca said:
Chicano art comes from the creation of community. In a society that does not
affirm your culture or your experience Chicano art is making visible our own
reality, a particular reality—by doing so we become an irritant to the mainstream
vision. We have a tradition of resisting being viewed as the other; an
unwillingness to disappear…” (Del Castillo, McKenna, & Yarbro-Bejarano, 1991,
p. 21).
Undocumented artists have picked up the tradition of visibility, incorporating personal
stories in their work.
While academia catches up to the power and value of testimonio, the art world has
long relied on the personal narrative for content and vehicle. Jobin-Leeds (2016) wrote,
“Storytelling—in words, song, and art—is one of the vital practices that activists use.
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Storytelling is a connective tissue of social movements used to teach each other how to
fight” (p. xv). Also passed down is a visual language. Art that has risen from the
immigrant rights movement has developed some iconography, namely the monarch
butterfly, which moves through the Americas. The symbol systems of art throughout time
and in almost every culture have been used in constructing different versions of our real
world (Efland, 2008). They might be about imagined or actual worlds, but they may
inspire the creative force of building an alternative future through intelligent, morally
responsible action (Bailey & Desai, 2005; Bell, 2010; Efland, 2008). The intersection of
immigrant identity, activism in the educational context, and engagement in art strategies
can provide new snapshots of the undocumented student experience.
Conclusion
Immigrant youth have been active in political and social change in the early part
of the millennium, fighting for access to higher education and beyond. Part of their
activism has been an intentional shift in the narrative of who an undocumented student is
and who is to blame for perceived illegality. Youth activists chronicled in much of the
literature do not blame their parents (who may have brought them to the United States at
a young age); instead, they have come to see their immigration status as part of a larger
system that has some people in a dominant role and others in a marginalized one. This
dynamic is perhaps especially important for people who have come from families that
have been disrupted by deportation.
Organizing, whether through campus clubs, community organizations, or larger
activist networks, has helped undocumented youth find an empowering community
(Valdivia Ordorica, 2015). Some of the ways that undocumented students have found
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solidarity and compassion is through sharing their testimonios. Artists and activists have
also contributed to a more nuanced narrative of the immigrant experience. While there is
certainly literature on social justice, education, and the arts, missing are the added
dimensions of immigration and higher education. Very few writers have looked at these
overlaps, Desai (2010) and Bagley and Castro-Salazar (2012) being the exceptions
discovered while conducting this literature review. There is not much literature on the use
or production of the arts in university settings except when directly related to formal
programs, such as fine art as a discipline or theater productions, etc. Though many cocurricular programs—from Homecoming floats to t-shirt designs to murals created for
student service offices—use some type of creative effort, they are rarely evaluated on
artistic merit. This is understandable, given that these endeavors have different purposes.
However, creative work with a political purpose can be fruitful ground for better
understanding students, especially those with marginalized identities.
There are other gaps in the literature. Available research tends to focus on
students at four-year universities, typically in California. This makes sense given the
demographics of the state (with a large immigrant population). While the trend in
literature has moved away from deficit thinking into highlights of success and
persistence, this still leaves out large swaths of people from the narrative: children, older
folks, people not enrolled in college, etc. Geographically, Southern California dominates
the literature, though there are some studies set in other parts of California, Texas, and
Georgia.
Demographically, most research focuses on traditionally college-aged students
from Latin American countries, specifically Mexico. Latin Americans make up about
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three quarters of undocumented people in the United States, so much of the scholarship is
focused on them. Left out of the research are Asian and other non-Latino undocumented
students. Additionally, enrollment patterns show that overall there are more women than
men enrolled in college, thus a few studies focus on the experiences of undocumented
women. While small in number, there is an important gap in the literature when it comes
to exploring the experiences of undocumented men in college. Because the image of a
college student is of a young adult, and because most in-state tuition programs for
undocumented students target recent high school graduates, there is a lack of literature on
non-traditionally aged students. Recently, there has been some effort to research
undocumented students at the community college level, where a great many of them
continue their education after high school because of typically lower costs.
Literature on undocumented students is growing. Though academic publication is
slow to become available given the peer review process, there are likely many more areas
being explored given the ongoing political changes in the United States. My small study
mirrors the need and importance of each one of us, for each story, each little effort, to
contribute to the collective power of creating a more just world, piece by piece.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Restatement of the Purpose of the Study
The stories we tell are important: They are the blocks that construct our reality,
develop our values, and provoke our actions. Like many constructs—money, race,
borders—stories can motivate fear. However, narratives can also power the collective
humanity, motivate action for justice, and personalize the political. Because of their
command, many qualitative researchers have turned to personal, lived accounts for their
data. This project examining the literal constructed chronicles of undocumented students
through their words and art joins that tradition of testimony-based inquiry.
Literature on undocumented college students has shown that they have been at the
forefront of immigration activism, on campus, off campus, and online (Abrego, 2008;
Corrunker, 2012; Galindo, 2012; Gonzales, 2008; Negrón-Gonzales, 2009, 2015; Pérez et
al., 2010; S. I. N. Collective, 2007; Valdivia Ordorica, 2013, 2015). Art has been an
integral part of the movement—from the development of the butterfly symbol to poetry
to graphics reproduced rapidly via social media. While other social movements have
likewise centered art in their efforts (Fuentes & Pérez, 2016; Jobin-Leeds & AgitArte,
2016), there is a need for further examination of the artistic artifacts made by the mostly
youth and college-going activists. In his book, The Land of Open Graves: Living and
Dying on the Migrant Trail, anthropologist De León (2015) considered the physical
objects left during border crossings to be integral to understanding that harsh reality. In a
similar spirit, exploration of existing artworks and interviews of student artists would
illuminate experiences in the students’ own voices.
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Emerging research on undocumented students and college access has included
both quantitative (Gonzales, 2008; Pérez et al., 2010; Wong & Valdivia, 2014) and many
qualitative studies, including others using testimonio (Mangual Figueroa, 2015; NegrónGonzales, 2015; Pérez Huber, 2009). However, this study looks at the students’ narrative
through both verbal and artistic storytelling. Many of the qualitative studies have
examined undocumented high school students (Murillo, 2017; Nienhusser, 2013) or
undocumented community college students (Negrón-Gonzales, 2017; Pérez, 2010), but
most focus on undocumented college students at four-year universities. Still others have
included the experiences of teachers, counselors, and administrators looking to support
these students. Too rarely, scholarly work by undocumented students themselves is
published (S.I.N. Collective, Valdivia & Valdivia, 2014; Valdivia Ordorica, 2013) though
informal literature such as blogs.
Thus, this study, with a focus on personal narrative and participant-made artwork,
expands on existing literature of a racialized immigrant experience in higher education.
This project comes at the heels of the first year in office of the 45th president of the
United States, who ran on a platform, in part, of anti-immigrant rhetoric. With that rise in
extreme conservatism was also an increase in activism by youth, college students,
immigrants, people of color, and women. This study comes at a time when immigrant
people are painted as threatening in the public discourse, reduced to numbers, or
evaluated on their perceived economic input (or on their use of social services). Again,
the stories we tell are important.
The purpose of this chapter is to give details for how this research project was
conducted, including information on testimonio as the methodology, the research design
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(semi-structured interviews and artifact review), the steps the researcher took in data
collection, methods of analysis, and ethical considerations.
Research Design
Stories and art are social products. I examined both in this study. I used testimonio
methodology to collect the accounts of undocumented college students. Testimonio uses
personal narrative to shine a light on collective struggles. As a methodology, it is
something that “allows the narrator to show an experience that is not only liberating in
the process of telling but also political in its production of awareness to listeners and
readers alike” (Blackmer Reyes & Curry Rodriguez, 2012, p. 527). According to
Creswell (2008), “When people tell stories to researchers, they feel listened to… stories
reported in qualitative narrative research enrich the lives of both the researcher and the
participant” (p. 511). This method was appropriate to this study as it is “telling of an
account from an individual point of view whose conscience has led to an analysis of the
experience as a shared component of oppression” (Blackmer Reyes & Curry Rodriguez,
2012, p. 528). The in-depth interviews allowed access to a story that emerged as the end
product of this study, which joins a growing body of literature on undocumented
immigrants and access to higher education. Literature on testimonio is examined more
extensively in Chapter II.
Another dimension I explored was the way participants engaged in art-making. I
have included related artwork in the findings along with the narratives. Qualitative
document analysis emerged from conventional content analysis to provide a method that
better worked with the exploratory nature of social science research (Altheide, Coyle,
DeVriese, & Schneider, 2008). Thus, it evolves during data collection. One emphasis of
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this method is to demonstrate the nature and importance of thematic meanings in public
discourse (Altheide et al., 2008), which aligns with the study’s focus on contextualizing
personal narratives in a broader setting. For the purposes of this study, artwork included
pieces created with the intention of artistic expression and participant-made works for
other purposes but that retain a creative foundation (protest signs, photographs of
demonstrations, campus programming materials, etc.). The artifacts considered for this
study included paintings, poems, signage, sculptures, photographs, and drawings.
My inquiry centered on the ways in which college students were expressing their
identity and agency regarding their undocumented status through art. I asked:
1. How do undocumented college students explore their immigration status
through art?
a. What are they saying or depicting in regards to their immigration status?
b. How are they investigating other social and political identities in
themselves?
c. How are they connecting to the larger narrative of what it means to be
undocumented in the United States?
2. How do undocumented college students use art for resistance?
a. How are they engaging in political or social events related to immigration?
b. In what ways are they contributing to the narrative of what it means to be
an undocumented immigrant?
c. What are the outcomes of engaging in artistic efforts or projects?
3. What are undocumented students portraying in artwork they make or share
publically?
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a. What experiences are they sharing?
b. What emotions are they expressing?
c. What symbolism is included?
After data collection, I analyzed the data collected by reviewing for themes and
organizing testimonios under like categories. I recorded all interviews and had them
transcribed, and I used member-checking techniques to ensure accuracy.
Participants
This study sought currently enrolled college students (during any term in 2017)
who were undocumented (whether they have no legal standing or have temporary
paperwork, such as Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals [DACA]). Participants had to
be students at a four-year university in Northern California. While the majority of
undocumented immigrants in the United States are from Latin American countries
(mostly Mexico), 11 percent come from Asian countries (Buenavista & Gonzales, 2010),
and every effort was made to get a diversity of participants. Of the nine participants, one
was from the Philippines, eight were born in Mexico; two were men, and the rest were
women. Even with a study examining such a small sample, the participant group was
fairly diverse.
Students in the study self-identified in terms of immigration status, and they
shared their personal stories regarding participation in activism and making art. Over the
course of several months, a larger sample of students was sought, however, only nine
participants were secured. Because this is a qualitative study, there was still value and
meaning that was gleaned from this data, as well as relationships to existing literature.
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Because of the delicate nature of immigration status, a name or pseudonym
chosen by the participant is used, and schools are not identified by name, though relevant
contextual details are included.
[CHART]
Research setting
California is home to 2.6 million undocumented immigrants in the country, the
most of any state (Pastor, Marcelli, Carter, & Sanchez, 2013). Undocumented college
activists have grown from institutions of higher education here, demanding access,
resources, and creating change that has reverberated nationally. Many studies on
undocumented students have focused on populations in Southern California, namely Los
Angeles. This makes sense, given that about 1 million of those undocumented immigrants
live in the Los Angeles metropolitan area (Pastor & Marcelli, 2013). However, this study
focuses on participants from public and private four-year universities in Northern
California, a diverse part of the state in terms of population, types of institutions, and
geo-political communities. Though not a formal geographical region, for the purposes of
this study this area is defined as comprising the 48 northern counties of the state of
California. This region includes the metropolitan San Francisco Bay area, the state capitol
of Sacramento, the forested north, and Merced and Fresno, which anchor the rural
southern edge. This area has a variety of institutions of higher education (including
private, religiously affiliated, state schools, and land-grant universities) and illustrates the
racial, social, political, and economic diversity of the state. Universities targeted for
outreach were: Humboldt State; Chico State; Sonoma State; University of California,
Davis; Sacramento State; University of the Pacific; University of San Francisco; San
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Francisco State; San Francisco Art Institute; California College of the Arts; University of
California, Berkeley; Mills College; Saint Mary’s College of California; California State
University, East Bay; Stanford University; Santa Clara University; San Jose State;
University of California, Santa Cruz; California State University, Monterey Bay;
California State University, Stanislaus; University of California, Merced; and California
State University, Fresno. Of that list, students from eight different institutions came
forward to participate. Interviews were conducted at locations found in consultation with
the participants, most often at libraries, at coffee shops near campus, or over the phone.
Data Collection
My commitment to this research was first and foremost to ensure the safety and
confidentiality of the participants. In all of my outreach, I directed potential participants
or administrators to contact me directly (rather than send me another person’s name) to
ensure privacy. I set up this study in accordance with procedures used successfully before
in working with this population based on the literature. This section outlines the plan I
followed.
First, I gained proper approval from my home university’s Institutional Review
Board for the Protection of Human Subjects. A synopsis of the project, as well the
interview questions and consent form, were submitted with the application.
Once the study was approved, I recruited participants in the following ways:
•

Disseminated a “Call for Participants” flier that included the purpose of my
study, my commitment to confidentiality, and my contact information. This
was done via social media and emails.
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•

Reached out to a personal network of university administrators and educators
in the region who work directly with students, including
AB540/undocumented student coordinators, staff of educational access
programs, art faculty, and other professionals. Because I have six years of
experience working in student affairs at various institutions in this region, I
have formed a number of professional relationships that would allow for
outreach via direct emails to college administrators, postings on relevant email
lists, and on social media.

•

Reached out to campus, community, and religious organizations supporting
undocumented immigrants, including but not limited to: undocumented or
AB540 student groups, educational foundations, scholarship boards, and civic
groups.

•

Used snowball sampling (Creswell, 2008) once I started to make contact with
participants, asking them to share my contact information (email, phone
number, and social media handle) with others who might want to participate
in the study.

This study is admittedly narrow in focus and, thus, the sample was expected to be
small. However, even a small sample still fulfills the goals of this project, as qualitative
research is not meant to be generalizable, but to better understand experience through
specific accounts (Bogdan & Biklen, 2002).
I began conducting interviews as I got participants, so recruitment remained
ongoing as I met with students who contacted me. Data collection happened in the form
of in-person interviews, artifact analysis, and minimal participant observation. I was
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interested in visiting these students at their college campuses (or other sites where their
immigration status may be salient) and tried to do so as much as possible to gather notes
on their academic setting and, if possible, of undocumented student offices,
organizations, events, and site-specific works (such as fliers, banners, murals, club logos,
etc.).
Most participants contacted me via email. Some heard about my project on
listservs they were a part of, others were individually contacted by staff at their campus
who had received my call and knew them, and one was referred by art faculty. Here is
how I proceeded:
1. Thanked them for their interest.
2. Asked for an email if they did not provide one already. This allowed for
consistent, recorded written communication that helped me track participants.
3. Made sure they met the requirements of the sample:
a. enrolled during any term in 2017 at a Northern California university;
b. had undocumented or DACA status; and
c. had engaged in some manner of art related to immigration.
4. Informed them that the interviews would be audio recorded, but that their
name or identity would not be used.
5. Made plans for an in-person or phone interview at a location of the
participant’s choice if they fit the sample and wanted to participate.
6. Asked them to bring their artwork to our meeting or share it electronically.
During the interviews, I committed to ensuring as safe and confidential a space as
I could. I suggested meeting in a semi-private location, such as library or empty
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classroom on campus, a familiar and convenient space for the participant, but ultimately I
left the selection up to them. Prior to asking any questions, I reiterated my commitment to
ethical research and the purpose of the study, and I let them know they could stop
participation at any time. I asked them what name or pseudonym they would like me to
use in publication.
I interviewed all participants myself in a semi-structured format that included the
same basic questions for all of them (for consistency) but that allowed for the organic
flow of conversation to occur (recognizing that each person’s story varied). We reviewed
their original artwork together so that they had the opportunity to tell me about their
experience making it. I asked permission to make a copy or take a picture to conduct
further content analysis. Timmermans and Tavory (2012) described content analysis as
the study of meanings, contexts, and intentions contained in messages. The term is broad
enough to encompass a variety of communications and artifacts. The artwork published
in this study was done with the permission of the participants, and they retain all rights to
their work.
I kept abreast of relevant media and politics during the span of this project so that
I could analyze the data within the larger context of immigrant rights. Relevant public
artworks by undocumented immigrants put out via social media or highlighted in news
outlets were evaluated as part of the overall narrative of the current social movement, and
they were analyzed in terms of how they related or connected to the art made by the
participants of the study. This included similar symbolism, slogans, or labels and analysis
on who is rising to national media attention.
The following were monitored and perused:
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•

Formal news reports by established, mainstream news outlets such as
newspapers, television stations, cable news networks, wire services, and their
associated websites. Alerts specific to undocumented college students were set
up to track relevant news reports as well as current scholarship.

•

Campus-affiliated, student-produced media such as college newspapers.

•

Social media and blogs by community organizations that do work around
immigrant rights issues.

•

Exchanges and posts on social media produced by undocumented activists.

•

Official communications from universities regarding undocumented student
issues, such as press releases, website updates, and statements.

•

Fliers (paper and digital) for relevant campus groups and events.

This tracking was done throughout the data collection period of this project, contributing
to the overall analysis of the study. Still, the testimonios serve as the bulk of the data, and
member-checking was conducted during my writing process. Trustworthiness of the
testimonios as data was implied; it is set in a larger context in Chapter IV.
After the conclusion of each interview, I made sure participants had my contact
information and let them know the next steps in my project, as well as my projected
overall timeline. I audio recorded interviews and stored the digital files under password
protection. I also took handwritten notes without identifying markers of the participant,
locking these notes in my office. After each interview, I created memos from field notes
to capture my thoughts and to make connections and identify emerging themes. A fuller
analysis was conducted once all data was collected.
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Data analysis
In involving student voices through both formal means (interviews) and through
the analysis of their creative work, I join other scholars who “seek to position their [the
students’] work as legitimate ‘dispatches’ from the frontlines of the immigration debate”
(Negrón-Gonzales, 2009, p. 16). This is in line with the testimonio pedagogy of valuing
firsthand accounts as fountains of knowledge (Morales, 2001). As part of the interviews, I
asked participants to view and share a basic description of any artwork, a remembrance
of their motivation for making it, and a reflection on what it felt like in the process. In
doing this, participants engaged in the process of reflexión, which Espino et al. (2012)
define as a process “that allows us to analyze and interpret our individual testimonios as
part of a collective experience that reflects our past, present, and future, thus moving us
toward a collective consciousness” (p. 445). This action helped to situate the art in a
cultural context (Barthes, 1981; Sturken & Cartwright, 2001; Weber, 2008) as well as
integrate the participants as part of the research rather than simply offering their stories
and documents.
Using these varied approaches provided the opportunity to engage in traditional
interviewing techniques as well as including more unobtrusive research by analyzing
already created works (Babbie, 2011; Weber, 2008). This type of content analysis of
examining websites, paintings, op-eds, etc., is particularly well-suited for qualitative
research and can increase reliability since the researcher can go back and re-examine
existing documents (Babbie, 2011; Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
I must emphasize that I did not treat the student work as artifacts in a way that is
removed from the larger context of their personal stories. Rather, I sought to include
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different forms of knowledge-making not typically tapped for educational research
(Weber, 2008). This artifact analysis follows in a tradition of feminist research that
includes the content analysis of “children’s books, fairy tales, billboards, feminist
nonfiction and fiction books, children’s art work, fashion, fat-letter postcards, Girl Scout
Handbooks, works of fine art, newspaper rhetoric, clinical records, research publications,
introductory sociology textbooks, and citations, to mention only a few” (Reinharz, 1992,
p. 146). As part of the reflexión process, a holistic and participant-partnered analysis of
artwork included examinations of concrete factors such as symbols, colors, and specific
words, as well as underlying meaning (Babbie, 2011; Barthes, 1981).
I had audio recordings transcribed and examined them and my notes to code for
themes. Once I had the themes, I evaluated them in relation to existing literature. Because
there is a focus on testimonio and art in this study, I let both the stories and artwork of the
participants emerge, crafting collective narratives. Pieces of art were included as findings.
These highlights on the individual participant emphasize the lived experience in this
scholarship. I wanted them to exist together—for the academic text to respect the reality
of the personal narrative, and for the personal narrative to recognize the power of the
academic text.
Data delivery
Art is not only the focus of my project but one of the ways in which I make sense of
the data. I used my artistic lens, my journalistic skills, and my academic obligation to
make, with great clarity and sincerity, the following commitments:
1. To use plain, simple language with an aim for accessibility and understanding
rather than posturing.
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2. To elevate to the level of scholarship of the artists, well known and not, who
have produced works that interpret the world in which we live with incredible
intention, thought, and meaning.
3. To believe, wholeheartedly, in the individual stories of each participant and
view them in the contextual and holistic world in which we all live.
This approach makes use of my skills as a former journalist and creative writer
and contributes to the area of narrative research (Creswell, 2008). Because of its strong
ties to literature, it is not unusual in narrative for the researcher to craft the setting or
context of the individual narrative. “The setting in narrative research may be friends,
family, workplace, home, social organization, or school—the place where a story
physically occurs” (Creswell, 2008, p. 522). I considered this a gift to my scholarly work
and a duty to create readable, compelling academic writing.
Researcher Profile
Immigration, in general, is an issue that has been salient in my family my whole
life. Both of my parents emigrated from Mexico, and many of my family members did so
too throughout my life in a variety of ways. Some worked in the sugar beet fields of
Michigan, where I was born and raised. Others worked in a local pickle factory, in an
auto plant, and as housekeepers and nannies. Some, like my parents, were able to get
citizenship relatively quickly because of other relatives’ citizenship status or laws like the
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, which granted amnesty to many
immigrants already working in the United States. Others—my aunt, my cousins—have
spent years working informally, building a family here, and waiting in limbo through the
legal residency process for more than a decade. I cannot remove myself from the topic,
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but I also realize that I am a person with the privileged status of U.S. citizenship. Thus, I
handled these stories with care and respect.
Before working in university administration, I was a writer for The Associated
Press, the largest news service in the world. I was based in Fresno, California, a cub
reporter dropped in the fertile agricultural landscape that held both the history and current
reality of U.S. farmworkers. Later, I worked for three years as staff of a public state
university in California’s rural Central Valley and for six years at two private universities
in the San Francisco Bay Area. My role as a student affairs practitioner placed me in
direct and constant contact with undergraduate students, many of whom were firstgeneration, low-income, students of color—characteristics that often (but certainly not
always) overlap with those of undocumented students. Along with my family’s
immigration history and my contact with California’s rural communities and its everchanging urban structures, these students have helped inspire this study.
Ethical Considerations
Researching this topic presents several challenges, namely ethical issues in
protecting the confidentiality of the participants. Any good researcher should protect the
right to privacy of the participants of a project (Creswell, 2008). Work with
undocumented students in particular can present a threat to their stability. I have the
utmost respect for my participants and am committed to protecting their privacy. I
thoroughly informed them of the study in writing and verbally at the beginning of each
interview, emphasizing that their participation was completely voluntary and for
educational purposes. I was also clear that they could cease participation at any point,
even after the interview was completed. I protected identities through pseudonyms
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chosen by the participants for themselves. Some were open about their status and
activism and gave permission to use their art in publication, even that which included
self-portraiture.
Distortion of data can happen with any study, but in narrative research it has a
particularly personal impact (Creswell, 2008). I made every effort to do memberchecking so ensure the participants’ messages. This reflexivity serves to counter
paradigms that extol the virtue of objective distance in the research process, making
transparent my presence in the project while committing to fair and compassionate
analysis (Ceglowski, 2002; Creswell, 2003; de Freitas, 2008; Eisner, 2008). I have also
committed to transparency within my writing to claim and analyze my bias rather than try
to hide it. Many other scholars have made clear their positions within their work
(Cammarota, 2009; Lee, 2005). While this may blur the distinction between the personal
and the cultural, all research does so to some extent (Ellis & Bochner, 2000).
I cannot end a section on ethical considerations without articulating something
very foundational in narrative research: I used others’ stories partially for my own
purposes, that is, to fulfill my dissertation requirements. I wrestled with this basic
construct as a scholar, and I wrestled with it in my previous career as a journalist. My
internal struggle is the same, but so are my motivations: to highlight the voices that
seldom get heard. In one sense, the most caring and honest way of handling these
precious stories is to respond to them artfully, meeting these students with my own effort
at crafting a work that is reflexive, creative, and committed to social justice. Put simply,
in meeting passion with passion, my dissertation is an act of love. For you, the reader, the
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call is to respond as critically and emotionally as I did to these testimonios of radical
vulnerability.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
This qualitative study examined how undocumented college students used art for
identity development and resistance. I focused on the following questions:
1. How do undocumented college students reflect on their immigration status
through art?
2. How do undocumented college students use art for political action?
3. What are undocumented college students portraying in artwork they make or
share publically?
Research on undocumented students is relatively new, with much of it emerging
in the early 2000s. This coincides with a movement for greater access to higher education
for undocumented youth who were mostly raised in the United States. Much of the
research has been broad in nature, with concentration on students in Southern California,
students of Latin American heritage, and mostly ones at public four-year universities.
Studies have examined the trauma and struggles of undocumented immigrants (Cuadra,
2009; Torres Stone & Aragon Cooper, 2017), and certainly some have used testimonio as
methodology (Muñoz & Maldonado, 2012; Negron-Gonzales, 2015; Pérez-Huber, 2009).
However, there has not been the nuance of examining the expressed student life via the
arts, although many of these students engage in activities that lead to or use creative
expression, such as activism, online participation, and campus programming.
This chapter focuses on the findings of several months of interviews, content
analysis of student-made artwork, and exploration of relevant media in the context of
current social and political events. First, I present the nine participants, who ranged from
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first-year students to recent graduates at public and private universities throughout
Northern California. Then, I discuss how I arrived at certain themes. Lastly, I present
each of the testimonios, including artwork, within the respective themes.
Participants
Below is a list of the participants in this study (with names chosen by the
participants themselves). Their art medium is included in parenthesis.
Alejandra (painted posters, op-eds)
Alejandra was a scholar at a private university in the San Francisco Bay Area. She
has made large, public posters on immigration and has written op-eds. Alejandra grew up
in Southern California. She was in the second grade when she came to the United States
from Mexico. She graduated with a degree in politics in 2017.
Bea (dance, music)
Bea was a business student graduating from a private university in the Bay Area
at the time of the study. She has found connection through music and dance. Her family
moved from the Philippines to Southern California when she was seven years old. They
came with tourist visas and stayed.
D. (video)
D. was in his first year of college at a public university in the Central Valley,
where he has lived since he was in the first grade. A mass communications major, he has
explored issues of culture and nationality in videos he makes. D. was born in the state of
Morelos, Mexico, and raised near Fresno, California, where he was a seasonal
farmworker in area vineyards before he went to college.
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Gris (poetry)
Gris was a writer majoring in sociology and feminist studies at a University of
California campus in the northern part of the state. She crossed the border from Mexico
on her third birthday and grew up in East Los Angeles. Gris has explored issues of
gender, politics, and mental health in her poetry, and she has organized open mics.
Jessica (drawing)
Jessica was a student pursuing a degree in ethnic studies at a private institution in
the Bay Area. She draws and shares her artwork via social media. Jessica was born in
Tijuana, though all of her family is in coastal state of Nayarit, Mexico. She was raised in
South Central Los Angeles. Jessica was part of protests and marches in high school and
has continued her activist work in college.
Karina (painting)
Karina was a marketing major who was born in the Mexican state of Michoacán,
but she has lived in the Central Valley since she was eight months old. She has been
commuting to a public university in the Central Valley and sharing her artwork via social
media. She was set to graduate in 2018 and was already working full-time for a
marketing firm at the time of this study.
Marilu (printmaking, graphic design)
Marilu was born in Mexico and grew up in Silicon Valley. She was attending a
private university in Northern California on a full scholarship, where she was studying
graphic design. She considered herself a quiet and reserved person. When she was
admitted to her university, she was the only undocumented person there that she knew of,
but there have since been a handful more undocumented students.
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Oscar (photography)
Oscar was raised in the Central Valley after his family emigrated from Mexico
when he was 15. He took up photography in high school and started documenting
immigrant rights protests and demonstrations of which he was a part. Oscar recently
graduated from a public institution in Northern California and would like to work as a
fashion photographer.
Pamela (sculpture, performance art)
Pamela recently graduated with an art degree from a public university in the Bay
Area. She was very active on her campus around issues of undocumented student
support. Pamela was born in Mexico City and raised in the Central Valley since the age
of nine. She works at a community college supporting undocumented students.
Each participant’s story was analyzed and coded for salient topics. The next
section shows the data according to three main themes: “A Systemic Chokehold,” which
presents data points dealing with external, ingrained pressures; “Turning Points,” which
documents incidents that sparked a change in the participants’ educational journey; and
“Making Art, Making Change,” which focuses on the participants’ art-making and
activism. More nuanced subsections further classify the data within those three themes.
A Systemic Chokehold
This section details the participants’ internalized pressures. The participants
expressed navigating the political messaging regarding their immigration status,
interactions with bureaucracy, the push for higher education, family demands, and
financial struggles. These external stressors were often experienced as frustrating and
limiting to their social life, choice of college, and career path. Even with DACA and
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access to academia, the sense of obstruction persisted. Karina captured this dynamic
succinctly:
If you’re an undocumented person that’s a DACA student, you had to pay
minimum $500 to stay here two more years. That, for me, is where I get mad in a
sense, because we’re paying the government to stay here and that is not being
free.
Two participants, Pamela and Jessica, illuminated these complicated feelings in
talking about their artwork. Jessica shared this about two of her drawings:
I felt that, although I am very angry, there is still other ways to just cope and deal
with whatever it is that I’m feeling. You can already tell here there are going to be
praying hands, but they’re skeleton hands, and they’re going to have handcuffs.
I’m still not sure where it’s coming from, but it’s just something that I want to do.
It also does signify like I might just be changed forever in ways that I don’t know
the answer to, but that’s okay. Like, it doesn’t mean that I don’t have control over
my own life. The first one, with the calavera, felt very much like my life was
already controlled for me and decisions were already going to be made for me and
were getting made for me. I have to assert that I still have control over my life,
and I still have the desire to keep existing and to keep living the way that I’ve
been for all these years.
Pamela, a sculpture major, made the immigrant experience a focus of much of her
artwork. She often built pieces for campus events. Here, she talked about a metal
sculpture she made:
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I don’t know if you’ve ever seen the effect of welding chain links straight up so it
looks like it’s being pulled by something? I welded a fist coming out of the
United States, holding the chain link fence, which was tied to a butterfly. It was
basically kind of the idea of the butterfly representing undocumented students and
trying to pull away from the chains that are holding us down in the United States.
Because the United States kind of feels like a prison when you know you can’t
leave, when you know your family is somewhere else. When someone passes
away and you want to be there, but you can’t because you can’t come back. You
start feeling claustrophobic.
In her piece, Pamela was able to capture the feeling of an institutionalized hold that
makes life and processes uncertain. The following sections further explore these realms
of control expressed by the participants.
An American identity: The pressure to show and prove
Some participants mentioned the pressure to prove their devotion to America and
to be hyperaware of their actions. Gris spoke about the pressure to be a model student and
employee:
Because I know that I am undocumented, I always feel like there are a lot more
risks in me not doing what I’m supposed to. So, I always try to really build up this
reputation for myself where I’m a good student, good worker, punctual,
determined, resilient. I mean, at the end of the day, that is who I am, but I also
feel that it’s a lot of values that I just kind of forced upon myself because I’ve
always felt the need to work twice as hard as everyone else to prove that I belong,
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or to prove that I deserve something, or to prove that I am worthy or that I do
have value.
Along with being hyperaware of his behavior, D. expressed the need to be
knowledgeable and ready to show an understanding of U.S. history and government as he
sought citizenship:
Early on, my parents told me that there would be a test, that they would test me in
terms of political knowledge. And at first, I just did it just to learn, and then I
gained interest in terms of just how the country worked. Since I did want to
become a citizen, I felt that it would be best for me to stay as informed as possible
in terms of what’s going on in today’s politics and in past history of the United
States. I felt that if I wanted to become a citizen, I had to become an active
member of society in terms of knowing what has been going on in the country and
what goes on today.
Like D., this pressure was felt in school and at home. For Pamela, the messages
she received came through the questions others asked her about growing up in the United
States:
When I was young, I feel like it was very emphasized to me that—being an
immigrant—you have to prove that you love America and that you’re American.
You’re kind of put in this weird place where you’re expected to shed your cultural
roots in order to fit in. When people talk to undocumented students, they always
say stuff along the lines of, “Oh, I bet you feel like you’re way more American
than Mexican now because you’ve been here so long.” Identity gets really
confusing because when I talk to my family in Mexico, they see me as American.
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I guess, you know, I speak like an American, I dress like an American. But, when
you’re constantly rejected by the media and by other people in America, you also
don’t feel American. I regret pushing away some of my culture when I was
younger in order to fit in better at school because I was already coming into a case
where everybody had known each other since kindergarten, and I was already the
weird kid that moved from Mexico. The first time I got made fun of and got
called a wetback, I was only 11. That was before I even knew I was
undocumented.
In later sections, I pick up these threads of identity—immigration standing and
ethnic roots—as more participants talk about learning the stakes of their undocumented
status and reclaiming culture through the arts. The following section illustrates how
participants navigated everyday life as undocumented youth.
The life of an insider/outsider: The impact of immigration status on social life
Participants expressed how they had to change or reconsider many aspects of their
life, both mundane and important, once they realized the impact of being an
undocumented immigrant.
Socializing
School years bring about a lot of milestones for young people: learning to drive,
getting a job, applying for college. For a lot of students, these were pressured-filled
situations since their undocumented status made them vigilant about everyday life.
Jessica, who spent her childhood traveling back and forth from Mexico to Los Angeles
on visas with her family, shared about being told that she should refrain from speaking in
her newly learned tongue while crossing the border:
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We were always told not to speak English when we were crossing. To my mom, it
would mean that we were staying here. It would demonstrate that I was going to
school here instead of just visiting, like our visas said. Apart from the visa, you
have to get a permit every six months to be able to go to L.A. Every six months,
we would have it go through that process. And we were always told to just not
speak. As we got older, my mom went to a school in Mexico and got us student
I.D.s so she can always carry with her when we were crossing in case we had to
prove that our life was in Mexico and not here. At the time, it made sense. I was
very complacent as a kid, and I was just like, “Okay, whatever. My mom knows
best, she knows what to do.” But at times, I do remember thinking, “Why can’t I
speak English? I work so hard to learn it, and now I can’t speak it.” I wanted
people to know that I speak English. I was really proud to be able to speak a new
language. But in the moment, it just felt like, “This what I have to do. This is what
my family does. We go back and forth.”
Karina, a graduating senior, talked about socializing with peers who were
citizens:
Some of my Hispanic friends, they tend to party a lot more or go out more
because everyone is entitled to party and have fun. Who wouldn’t want to go
party or enjoy yourself for a night or two? But for me, it was just kind of, like, if I
get a DUI, if I do something stupid, that’s it for me. That legitimately will end
everything that I’ve ever done, just end overnight. I wouldn't say it’s dramatic
because at the end of the day that is what it is. With them, they still are able to
party, and their life isn’t over; it’s just a mistake.
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Oscar shared about his biggest challenges, which included working multiple jobs
and figuring out transportation in a small town because he did not have a license. He
came to the United States at 15, the oldest of all the participants. He shared:
Working two jobs, three jobs, and still buying stuff for myself, but mostly
thinking about rent. Not going out. Well, I didn’t have a car until like two years
ago. So, I had to walk everywhere, take the bus. Walk from work to home late at
night. It was a struggle. Sometimes my mom would have two doctor’s
appointments, or it was raining some days. If we didn’t have a ride, we had to
take the bus, and sometimes we’d have to walk.
I mean, I knew I didn’t have papers since I got here. I knew I couldn’t get
a job in good company; I couldn’t get a license to drive. So, when people asked
me to drive their cars, I was like, “No, I can’t, I don’t know how to drive.” They
would question, “Why don’t you have a license?”, and I couldn’t say, “Oh, I don’t
have papers” or stuff like that, you know? Or in school: “Why don’t you apply for
financial aid?” It was hard to say why.
Gris recalled the moment she learned she was undocumented and reflected on her
feelings about her status since then. For her, learning about being undocumented called to
question her parents’ choices and the stakes of operating in a shadow system to survive:
It has definitely been a challenge. I’ve had a lot of healing to do with just coming
to terms with what it meant to be undocumented. The way that I was raised, I
didn’t know that I was undocumented until the age of 16. My dad kind of had to
break it down to me because everyone around me, all my friends, were getting
their driver’s license, and I went up to my dad one day, and I was like, “I want to
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learn how to drive. I want my driver’s license.” His eyes kind of swelled up, and
it’s a memory I’m never going to forget. He was just kind of like, “Mija, sientate
un ratitio. [We need to have a talk.]” And he went over why I wasn’t able to get a
driver’s license. I was just really confused because I was like, “But you drive all
the time….” And he was just kind of like, “Yeah, but I do it illegally. If I get
stopped, I will get sent back to Mexico.” At the age of 16, all my life I had grown
up with just knowing that this was home, and this was the way that I should act,
and these are my rights… right? And then for my dad to all of a sudden tell me,
“Well, actually you’re different from your brother and your sister.” Ever since,
I’ve kind of felt like I’m an insider/outsider.
As many of the participants pursued education beyond high school, they found
their choices limited most often by financial constraints and considerations for their
family if they were to move away. The next two sections underline the intersectional
demands many undocumented students face in terms of navigating identities of gender,
socioeconomic class, and immigration.
Choice of college
A couple of the participants noted that their university selection was partly
dictated by their immigration status, whether it be for security reasons, resources, or
because the school’s mission appealed to them. Pamela, for example, attended a state
school in the Bay Area, though many of her top choices were in Southern California. Her
family lives in the Central Valley. She said:
Some of the other schools I had gotten into were like UC San Diego, for example.
But, I thought about it and, as an undocumented person, if your family’s there, I
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think it’s a little bit different. But, if you’re commuting, if I were living in San
Diego being so close to a border, my family wouldn’t be able to visit me, and I
wouldn’t feel really that comfortable traveling back and forth, crossing the check
points on a regular basis. I guess it was kind of a process of elimination. I ended
up being really happy with my time at State. I don’t mean for that to sound like a
complaint.
For Gris, it was important to know that the university she was attended had a
dedicated space for undocumented students:
When I was applying to colleges, I applied to both UC Davis and UC Santa Cruz,
because at that moment they were the only two in the UC system that actually had
a building structure where there were resources for undocumented students. That
was in 2013-2014. My school was the only institution at that time that also gave
me almost a full ride to college. So, it was kind of a no brainer.
Bea was drawn to her university for its social justice mission, its “focus on doing
good work for the community and changing the world from here. That appealed to me, as
an idealistic high school senior.” She went on to become a campus leader and worked
with nonprofits doing work with Filipino migrants and women, and she canvased for
local propositions in her college city.
Impact on academic and career goals
Several participants shared that their immigration status had an impact on the
career they wanted to pursue. Some changed course, while others kept to their passion,
contemplating obstacles in the future. Jessica shared an early memory that clued her in to
future limitations in life:
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I wanted to go to a trip in middle school, and my parents didn’t let me, and I
really didn’t understand why. It was to a program definitely out of state. I would
have had to travel. So, my mom didn’t let me, and I didn’t understand, but ever
since I was little, I kind of knew that there was something different with us. After
that, it was kind of like, “Okay, I won’t ask to go anywhere anymore.”
Karina felt that her childhood dream of being an astronaut was completely out of
reach as an undocumented student. She said about being undocumented:
I wouldn’t call it a shadow on my life; it’s actually my image. I say it’s a shadow
in a sense when it’s a negative feeling. You want to persevere and become a better
person, but at the same time, there are more restraints and more restrictions on
what you originally wanted to become. I originally wanted to be an astronaut. I
wanted to study physics at UC Davis. I didn’t because NASA is a federal
program, so that restrained me from reaching the ultimate goal that I wanted since
the beginning.
For Marilu, the stresses of multiple marginalized identities merged, making her
switch from being a computer science major and art minor to graphic design—a course
she sees as more steady and a mixing of the two. Still, she underscored that part of her
reason for leaving the computer science major was that she felt impacted by the lack of
diversity and feeling unprepared for the classes:
Even now as a graphic design major, my classes aren’t very diverse. When I think
of the STEM majors, I felt like I was the only one there, and I wasn’t up to the
standards. I just thought that was somehow connected to me being undocumented
and my coming from a different environment than they are. So, I don’t really
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know the same amount of information that they know. They probably had a head
start on things with their parents being more educated and stuff like that.
Two of the participants envisioned logistical challenges because of their status
that could impact their career success in the future. Oscar, a recent graduate and aspiring
fashion photographer, shared potential difficulties:
I want to move to New York next year, and they say we can’t fly anymore. So,
now I’m thinking, “Okay, now I have to take the train.” I mean, I think you can
take the train still. But if I want to come see my family on vacation, it’s gonna be
so hard because it’s like three days taking the train over here, then another three
days going back. That’s already six days. I feel like jobs won’t let me go for so
long, so I feel like that’s going to be the struggle. On a plane, you can just come
back and go. And I want to do fashion photography. I feel like if I want to work in
the industry, it will require a lot of travel, like going over here, going over there. I
mean, I can’t take the train everywhere. It’s going to take forever.
Likewise, D., who was in his first year, reflected on his urge to travel and on
potential complications:
I want to be an independent filmmaker and media producer. I want to travel a lot.
I feel like my motivation to travel was the fact that growing up I’ve been pretty
much blocked by the fact that I’m undocumented. I really want to explore
different places and basically show the world what other places are.
This section presented the impact of the participants’ immigration status on
important facets of their lives as social beings, scholars, and aspiring members of society.
They have felt stuck in a system where they are not formally persecuted but are also not
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totally free. This limbo as taken an emotional toll on many, and they worry about an
uncertain future. The next section further explores their interactions with bureaucracy.
Internalizing the struggle: Navigating bureaucracy, expectations, and pressure
Several participants expressed frustration at the amount of processes and
restrictions they faced in accessing higher education, from the costs to misinformation to
the feeling of indebtedness to their family. Karina, a graduating senior, put it this way:
“It’s just the frustration that someone that doesn’t know what hard work is, someone that
doesn’t know where we come from, have a lot to say in our futures.”
The emotional toll
Almost all participants had to process either their own feelings of fear or their
parents’ (or both) in navigating their U.S. existence as undocumented immigrants.
Common emotions expressed were fear, uncertainty, and indebtedness.
D., who has applied for residency, was frank about the impact current politics
have had on his mental health:
This new administration, for a while it did have an effect on my education. A lot
actually. It happened recently. I was talking to my mom, and we were talking
about what was going on with our immigration officer and our immigration
attorney who was helping us fill out our papers. And she was telling us that there
was an extra document that we had to fill and we had to pay the attorney more
money. My DACA ended literally a couple weeks after the deadline, and it put me
into a depression. I wasn’t able to sleep. I pretty much stopped eating. I stopped
going to class and pretty much just woke up and stayed in bed all day. And it
wasn’t until I called my mom on her birthday that I just broke down. I had a break
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down on her. She just reassured me of everything and just reminded me of why
they brought me here and everything. But, I feel that I’m not the only one that
went through that. A lot of people went through that. And that’s something that a
lot of people don’t know.
Fear
Overwhelmingly, the most common feeling expressed was fear—both the
participants’ own and the internalized apprehension of family. For Gris, going away to
college was one of the first times she took a stance. She talked about balancing her
mother’s desire for her to stay close to home in Los Angeles, as well as her own
considerations about activism:
My mom really fought me to go to Cal State LA because it’s only a couple blocks
away from our home. But I think a lot of it was fear. It was a lot of fear of
venturing into the unknown, and I mean, I’m also a first-gen college student, I’m
undocumented, I’m a Latina, and to them, that all just screams danger. I’m also a
human being, filled with my own personal fears and my own personal challenges,
and one of the things that I have always wanted to do is just stop being afraid. I
just really want to engage with those around me and kind of see where it is that
we all are, and move forward from there. I personally wouldn’t categorize that as
activism. To me, to be an activist means to be constantly active, and I feel that
there are several times when I definitely need to step back and just think about
myself and about taking care of my own needs because once I start engaging with
everyone else, it’s really easy for me to forget about myself. So, that's my
constant. That’s something that I’m constantly working on. Myself.
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For many, the rise in ultra-conservative politics made them more cautious about
their activism. Bea, a graduating senior, reflected on how a growing sense of fear caused
a shift in her involvement. She previously had been very active with local groups:
Recently, though, with the new administration, I haven’t been doing as much as I
want to, but that’s also because I’m really scared for my family. Usually, it’s the
other way around, where if bad stuff happens, you’re more prone to wanting to go
out, but recently I’ve started to see it from the lens of my parents: “Yo, I really
shouldn’t do this.” So, I don’t know. Internally, I just feel like kind of torn
because I see other people in my community doing really risky stuff out there, and
I feel bad for not being able to give myself, but at the same time I know that
things could happen. Being deported is the biggest challenge we face. Like, at this
point, I don’t even care if people know that I’m undocumented. Like, it’s none of
their fucking business. But it’s just the fear of: “I know they’ve started doing raids
down in SoCal, and especially near the Valley where I grew up. . . .” And my
sister puts it on the family group chat, like, “Hey guys, don’t go through this road
because there are stops.” And I’m just like, “Fuck.” You know what I mean? I
don’t want to put the additional burden on my parents knowing that I’m out there
in the streets. And it’s also hard with the whole work permit. If I was to be
arrested during one of those protests, I wouldn’t be able to renew my work permit.
There’s just a lot at stake, and I don’t know if it’s me growing up or if it’s just this
new administration that’s got me kind of on a different mindset recently. I think
I’m still trying to figure that out. I feel like recently I’ve definitely kind of
switched gears and have been more on the educational side of it because I know I
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can’t be risking body. Like putting your body out in the streets. It’s been just
more so like engaging in conversation. I also know that I’m a senior, so just trying
to build those little seeds within first years, get the conversation going. Hopefully
it sparks some sort of activism or wanting to change stuff in them, you know?
For D., the deep-set fear made him cautious about what he disclosed, though he
didn’t grasp the stakes when he was a child. It wasn’t until he was applying for college
that he saw how his undocumented status impacted his life. Here is what he said about it:
As I grew up, my mom really made sure that I knew that I was undocumented
because she’s really afraid about the term, and she wanted to make sure from the
beginning I didn’t say the wrong things to the wrong people. So, she made sure
that I don’t say specific things to specific people. And then as I grew up, I figured
out what being undocumented meant. My parents didn’t really take me to the
doctor often unless it was a real emergency just due to the fact that I had
emergency Medi-Cal. It really didn’t have an effect on me throughout growing
up. It really didn’t take a toll on me until pretty much my first year in college
when I really saw on the whole what it meant to be undocumented politically.
That’s when it really took a toll on me.
When the DACA end was announced, our campus president pretty much
quickly made an announcement saying that he was going to stand for the students
that were undocumented. He’ll do whatever he can in his power to hold them safe.
And I felt that that was a really good message to put out, and they put it out in
such a quick manner. It reassured me for a bit. But right after that, I got a sense of
anger and anxiety. Just the fact that I felt like I couldn’t step on campus for a
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while. I felt that at any point I could be in danger in terms of deportation even
though I knew that I wasn’t until my DACA expires. But it still gave me a sense
of reassurance that there’s still people that are looking out for undocumented
students in the community.
I choose not to demonstrate because, like I told you, my mom is really
scared. I like to be politically active. I want to, but my mom—I stay back out of
my parents’ respect. My mom gets really anxious when I get politically active
because she gets scared that if I say the wrong thing and it gets caught by the
wrong person, that it puts my family in danger. Honestly, I don’t like my mom
going through that anxiety, so I choose to stay on the sidelines even though I want
to get active.
For Jessica, drawing was a way she captured the complexity of her feelings,
including fear. She often started sketching freely, and only as the drawing progressed did
she begin to layer in meaning. She mentioned that she infused colors with meaning—reds
were anger and passion; blues were calm, acceptance, and sadness. Here, she talks about
a piece she did depicting a woman with her head bowed and eyes covered (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Jessica’s drawing.
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For this one, feeling right now that it’s okay to sit back and not to be so hard on
myself when it comes to my immigration status. She has her eyes covered because
that signifies some of my fear having to deal with. . . just everything. But also
saying that it’s okay, that not everything is always going to be as bad. There is
also going to be some flowers—something to show that there’s something nice
about just existing.
Later sections delve further into how the participants faced fear and other emotions after
the 2016 presidential election and how they used art to cope.
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Uncertainty
Participants shared feelings of facing an uncertain future, specifically the fate of
DACA. Marilu reflected on the election of the 45th U.S. president and shared a print she
made after he announced the end of DACA (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Marilu’s print .
I felt like it was just not real. Like it wasn’t happening. I just felt like, “Why
would anyone choose him to be our president?” I just kind of felt uncertain
because of all the things he was saying he would do. Build the wall and saying all
those things about undocumented people. It was just kind of a time of uncertainty
and it still is.
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What I decided to do was kind of like a spiral staircase coming down
towards the center, and there is a figure in the middle in a falling position. On the
top staircase, there’s the word “Dream.” As you go along the staircase, there’s
other different words, like “Uncertainty,” “Fear,” “Hate,” “Doubt.” All those
feelings that come with DACA being taken away. That’s kind of what I wanted to
do, and I wanted the staircase to be blue, but in printmaking it didn’t really come
out that color. I wanted it to be blue to have that bad feeling. The words were
yellow-orange to make them pop out more against the blue. But the staircase kind
of ended up being a greenish color. It’s also very clean and straight to the point so
that you can tell what’s going on.
I was inspired because those were all the feelings that I was feeling
personally when I found out about that. I kind of just put that into the piece. I
didn’t really consciously think about that, but the figure is feeling everything
falling apart. I kind of wanted to make it more like dramatic or to make it more to
the point. It’s kind of more like a silhouette, reaching out toward the word,
“Dream.” He’s trying to reach out for the words as he falls down, was my idea for
it.
Oscar and Karina described the feeling of going “back to square one.” Oscar said,
“I was pretty sad. I was telling mom, ‘It’s going to be hard, but we already know how to
struggle. We’ve already been there, so we shouldn’t be scared.’” Karina echoed similar
feelings:
A lot of people contacted me after that whole thing with DACA happened. They
were like, “Hey, are you okay? Have you heard the news?” Yeah, it was a slap in
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the face, but I’m back to square one. The DACA in itself is gone, yeah, but I was
in high school undocumented, and as soon as senior year hit, I didn’t know after
high school what I was going to do. Everybody was applying to colleges,
everybody was doing all these things, and I didn’t know where I was going. When
DACA was approved, that was actually my ticket out, that was my ticket to
become something. I think that’s one of the things that frustrates me right now in
every day, that it’s so unsteady.
I think a lot of people are afraid of their lives being unsteady. One of the
things I say is that that uncertainty and unsteadiness that’s in us is what every
immigrant has because they don’t know where their life can take them to or
what’s going to happen even. I want to say to people in power to not get in the
way of what we want to do. I didn’t know where I was going to go after high
school. That never stopped from becoming one of the 4.0 students or going to
college. But I didn’t know then that I would even be able to do that. What if I
would have stopped and gave up? I didn’t give up, and I feel like that definitely
paid off because through those grades, I was able to get the Cal Grants and leave
college without any loans.
Gris shared her thoughts of an unclear, convoluted future in a poem (Figure 3):
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Figure 3. Gris’s poem.
Balancing family systems
The path leading to college for the participants was filled with external messages
from society and from within their family structure. This section explores findings in that
realm, including growing up in a mixed-status household, messages due to gender, and
financial concerns.
Growing up in a mixed-status family
Some of the participants were the oldest of their siblings and the first to go to
college. Many grew up in mixed-status families, where some of their younger siblings
were born in the United States. Gris described this phenomenon as being an
“insider/outsider”:
And by that, I mean, yes, that is my immediate family, and that is what I call
home, and my siblings are my siblings. However, I always feel the need to place
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my own narrative, my own personal story aside when I’m talking to them because
it’s to the point where—I don’t know if it’s because they’re in their teenage years
or whatever—they’ve just kind of been like, “Oh, my gosh, just get over it. We’re
done talking about this. Yes, you’re undocumented. Yes, life is hard for you. We
care for you, we get it.” But I don’t think they really do because they don’t
experience everything that I’m currently experiencing. All these questions that I
have to figure out and navigate that they just don’t have to deal with at all. At the
end of the day, it’s also kind of nice where we do have those moments where my
sister comes over and goes, “Hey, I read this in the news today. That helps you,
that benefits you, right?” We have little discussions like that. Or my little brother
has been doing this a lot more often where he goes, “My friend told me he was
undocumented, and I told him I had an undocumented sister, so you could
probably help him.” Little things like that, they make me laugh just because they
think I can fix the world, which I can’t. It’s definitely a learning process with
them, where I always have to try to be the one to step back and see where it is
they are at and try to always meet them halfway in their own learning and
growing curve.
Similarly, Karina struggled with her younger brother, a U.S. citizen, who she saw
as lacking the motivation she had to succeed:
My brother, he’s sweet, he’s caring, he’s everything, but I see him sometimes, and
he doesn’t have the self-motivation that I had growing up. I feel like just because
everything is handed to him, he doesn’t push himself in school. He says he
doesn’t like it, but in reality nobody really likes going to school, nobody likes
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devoting two hours of studying, nobody likes doing that. I told him, “Hey, you
have everything that I’ve always wanted—why are you looking for a way out of
college?” But he doesn’t really see that.
The intersection of gender
Most of the participants identified as women, which is in line with the current
demographics in higher education that show a lower percentage of men in school,
especially men of color. Some of the participants brought up issues of gender, whether it
was regarding general ideas or specifically relating to college.
Bea, who emigrated at age seven to Southern California from the Philippines with
her parents and siblings, shared her conflicts with the expectations of her in this country.
She said her parents were quick to try to assimilate, and she hadn’t retained much of the
Tagalog language. However, her parents did try to instill morals and values:
They’re very like, “Don’t be Americanized.’” There’s this dichotomy: Fit in but
don’t go around there and sleeping with random people, or don’t be loud and
boisterous. Like a White woman. It’s pretty much just be quiet, low-key,
disciplined, conservative. That’s what my dad likes to call it, conservative. He
says I’m too radical sometimes. I don’t know what that means either. I don’t think
I’m radical.
Gris, who moved from her Southern California home some six hours north,
described the heartbreaking struggle she faced in going to college when her principles
clashed with those of her father’s:
He really believed that the only reason any daughter of his should leave his home
is because they either married or they died. So, when I told him that I wanted to
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go to college, he really, really struggled to understand what that meant because
my extended family still have a lot of very old ways of thinking. So, when I left
home to come to college, a lot of the rumors back home were, “She left because
she’s pregnant. She’s going to go have a kid.” That was really hard for my dad to
deal with. And to a certain extent, I understand where he was coming from. At the
same time, I think that was the first time that I really wanted something and I
found myself in the position to fight for it, so I connected with other people like
my teachers, and they helped me understand what it was like to apply to college.
They helped me through the process.
When it came time for me to leave for college, my dad told me, “Si te vas
ahorita, ya no quiero que regreses [If you leave now, I do not want you to come
back].” I took it as, “Okay he’s mad. He’ll get over it.” Then came Thanksgiving
break, and my mom called me two days before and told me not to come home. I
was like, “Oh, okay, he’s being serious.” And then Christmas break came around,
and my mom is like, “Go stay at your tía’s [aunt’s] house; don’t come home.”
That year was definitely a year of absence, where both my siblings and I didn't
know exactly how to process it, where I was forced to kind of figure out where I
stood with my father, and they had to figure out why this exclusion was being
made.
When I finally went home, my mom had been supportive throughout this
whole entire time. She really wanted me to get an education. And she understood
that education is powerful.
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Indebtedness
Many participants shared reflections of feeling the motivation to repay their
parents for their sacrifice of immigration. Some expressed this as choosing a major of
study that would lead to a stable financial future, others as literally paying their family’s
bills. Bea, for example, majored in business but sees her post-graduate job in accounting
as short-term:
I want to do that for at least two years, you know, get my foot in there. See what’s
up. And then I don’t know… my dad wants me to do my MBA, but I don’t know
if I want to do my MBA. God, I can maybe just do a 180 and go to sociology.
Because I don’t really like accounting. I’m just doing this as a means of… there’s
this notion in Filipino of Utang na Loob, which means “indebtedness.” Kind of
like this understanding that your parents are the ones who came before you, made
necessary sacrifices in order to get you to where you are. So, for me, this
accounting thing, it’s just a temporary gig. Just to help get my sisters through
college, pay off my parents, you know what I mean? Give them a comfortable
life. And then from there, hopefully I can do what I want. But no, my dad, he’s a
pretty smart guy. He was like, “Everybody needs accountants, so even if you like
hip hop, and you want to do accounting for a studio or something, you could do
that.” And I was like, “True.” But I hate accounting.
Jessica, whose family traveled back and forth with visas throughout her
childhood, remembered when those permits ran out. She and her brother were in high
school by then and wanted to stay in Los Angeles, a place they considered home:
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I was starting ninth grade, and my brother was already into his senior year. We
told them that we didn’t want to go back and that just wasn’t our life anymore.
Our life is here. We grew up here, and we went to school here, and we just didn’t
want to go back. So, they decided to stay, which is a little more difficult now that
I am older because I feel guilty.
My mom’s sister passed away, and my mom decided to go back, and that
was probably one of the scariest weeks of my life. She went for a week, and I
didn’t know if she was going to come back. She came back the day her visa
expired. She didn’t have the permits to go back to L.A., so she got a coyote to
give her a ride, and they were able to make it all the way. But that was when it
really hit me, like: “We can’t go back anymore. This is it.”
I know it’s really hard for them to be away from family. My grandparents
are getting old, and I know their sadness, and they wished they could see them.
They decided to leave everything behind, everything that they knew as home to
give us our home here. It’s very difficult. We didn’t want to go back to Mexico
because this is our home. They wanted us to get a good education and make sure
we were able to accomplish all our dreams. My mom, she tells me, “This is our
family. You, your brother, your dad, me—this is our family. Yeah, we love the
family back home, but this is our family, and it’s not a sacrifice.” But I know she
misses her mom and cousins.
My parents made the decision because of us, and I have a responsibility to
fulfill, to get a career, to go to college, and that’s when I feel like, “I need to do
this. They did such a great sacrifice staying here that going to school is nothing,
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and getting your grades is nothing, and even getting the degree. It doesn’t
compare to their sacrifice that they made.” It’s something that they stayed here
for, and I’m going to make sure that’s going to happen.
For Karina, repaying the indebtedness she felt to her family was her main goal in
life. She felt that to be able to financially support her parents was to fulfill her purpose:
My American Dream was to be a professional. To have a degree. But at this point,
my American Dream is to be stable in a job after college, after I get my
undergraduate degree. The moment I tell my dad to stop working because I can
take over the income, when I tell my mom and my dad they don’t have to work, I
feel like I’ve done what I intended to do here in the United States. [We pause
because the researcher starts crying.] No, no crying. I feel like I’ve cried too
much.
Financial burden
Overwhelmingly, issues of financing a college education were a top concern for
nearly all participants in this study. Many worked multiple jobs, and two started at
community colleges before transferring to a university. Alejandra, Oscar, and Marilu
admitted that they didn’t fully understand how to read their financial aid packages and
had some missteps in the beginning. In fact, financing a college education is when D.
really realized the impact of not having U.S. citizenship:
When I applied for college, I saw just how hard it was in terms of affording
college because I was considered in the low-income category along with a lot of
my friends. And when we both looked at the amount of financial aid we would
get, I was getting a lot less. The fact that I didn’t qualify for financial aid even
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though our families made pretty much similar money since we all came from
farm-working families that made pretty much under the poverty line. Yeah, that’s
when it really took a toll on me because I really didn’t want to feel like a burden
to my mom in terms of helping me pay for college. I applied to Cal Poly SLO and
I got in, but it was just a matter of financial stability. Compared to the cost
between there and State, State was such a more affordable option.
Conclusion
Undocumented college students must navigate a variety of pressures on their path
to higher education. So many of these stresses are external: an education system that
costs an exorbitant amount of money, parental pressures around gender, their own sense
of obligation, and danger from an antagonistic political climate. Participants shared the
emotional strife of this experience. The next section highlights turning points expressed,
from their early scholastic years to their experience at college. The next section ends with
participant reactions to the 2016 U.S. presidential election, a moment that many noted as
particularly impactful.
Turning Points
The participants shared different incidents in their educational journey that were
impactful, namely K-12 interventions, college campus support, and the 2016 U.S.
presidential election.
K-12 interventions
Many but not all of the participants had pre-college experiences they deemed
encouraging. For those that found support in their K-12 experience, it was typically
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through the encouragement of an individual, such as a teacher or peer. Some also
participated in high school clubs that they found positive.
Teachers
Some participants shared specific stories of a teacher who helped them or
impacted them negatively. Many of the participants remember specific moments that
propelled their education and even their interest in activism. For example, Jessica
remembered a meaningful lesson in high school that impacted her educational journey:
I remember in eighth grade our English teacher showed us the school-to-prison
pipeline, and that kind of changed me. That’s where it kind of just clicked for me.
Because it shows like how many people of color go to prison and how many
people of color make it to higher ed, and when I saw that like it was just like,
“Well, that has to be me in higher ed. If only two people make it, I’m going to be
one of them.” So, it started from there.
Alejandra, like many of the participants, had always had an interest in academics.
She came to the United States as a child and started the second grade late in the academic
year. She shared a positive experience from that first year of school in America, which
she noted was the beginning of a supportive chain of teachers:
School was always a really, really big thing. Even when I was in Mexico, I just
really liked school. I liked being with my peers. And I was a really talkative
person and social little butterfly, so going to school was, like, my favorite thing. I
think my teachers had always been a big motivator as to why I was so engaged
because they were so supportive. That really continued when I moved to the U.S.
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I have a story of my second grade teacher. So, I came to the U.S. in May,
and the school year usually ends in June, right? Instead of putting me in first
grade, they had moved me up to put me in the last remaining month of second
grade. So, then I could start third grade the following year, instead of starting
second, like I was supposed to, because Mexico is a little more advanced in math,
science, and all of that.
So, I was in her class. I remember sitting next to my friend Cynthia with
little trencitas, and she was my translator. And I’m still friends with her, she was
my first friend here in the U.S. And at the end of the year, they give out awards
elementary-school style, like they sit you in a circle, and pass out awards. And
then they called me. She called us up, Cynthia and me, my teacher Ms. Fletcher.
And she started talking, and my friend’s like, “Oh, she’s going to give you an
award.” And I was like, “Oh, that’s interesting because I’ve only been here for a
month.” And then she started crying, and I was like, “Oh, my God. What
happened?” She gave me the Bravest Student Award. The teacher said, “You just
have been so brave, just coming to the U.S. and coming to school. You’re
amazing. Just getting adapted to the culture, to the change in culture, change in
country, all of these things.” I was super happy because I thought, “Everyone is
getting awards except me.” That’s what I thought was going to happen. But I got
one.
I feel like that was a big motivator. I’m in a new place, completely new. I
don’t know anyone. But at least I felt like someone believed in me, and someone
thought that I could be able to fit in. I still have it. It’s a little certificate with a
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bear that says Bravest Student Award. My little award, I have it still. I think that
was just a pattern in a lot of my teachers since then. Third grade, great teacher;
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh. And then again, that one teacher that you always
remember: eighth grade, Ms. Wager, who I still talk to. I feel like she was one of
the first teachers that first started grasping the idea that I was undocumented. I
was really telling her about it in like very subtle ways, but I feel like she
understood.
I would say, “Oh, I don’t know if I’m going to be able to go to college. It
might be expensive… I was born in Mexico. . . .” I feel like she did understand. I
don’t know, maybe she didn’t. But in my head, she did.
She was really motivating. I remember we made a portfolio. I remember
one of the projects you had to talk about your story. So, I talked about migrating
to the U.S. and how hard it was. . . . At that point, I really wanted to go to Cal
State Fullerton because I thought I wanted to be in marketing or a teacher. She got
super emotional for me to be able to write about my life and to be able to be
vulnerable with her. She talked to another one of my teachers. They were super
sweet, really supportive. I just felt like that was another push. They believed in
me. I’d been vulnerable with them, and they were able to validate my experience.
In my junior year, the teachers at my high school got really informed
about the California Dream Act, so they told us about it. They were like “You’re
really lucky. This just passed. Make sure to apply to it.” And they also
encouraged us to apply to private schools because they sometimes give more
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money. Apply to everything. We got fee waivers, and they kind of guided us
through. I think that was another moment of “Okay, we can do it.”
D. also had a transformative moment in high school when he found an outlet for
his interest in art:
I always liked technology a lot. I’ve liked just shooting. I really like just creating
art. Early on, I got into drawing, then I got into painting, and then, once my
parents were able to afford a computer, it really fascinated because it wasn’t really
something we ever grew up with. We weren’t really financially stable, so having a
computer was a blessing. And what a really fascinated me. I first worked with
graphic design, and in high school, I took a graphic design class from a teacher
who was a photographer and a videographer. And he was the one who got me into
videography and photography. After that, I strayed away from graphic design and
focused more of my art into those two subject matters.
While several participants had positive experiences in K-12 spaces, Pamela
shared a story where she felt negatively impacted by her teacher’s callous behavior:
I had a teacher in one of my history classes who required voting as part of the
homework for the class. As an undocumented student, you can’t vote, and he
wanted us to present the voter stubs to prove that we had voted. He made a joke to
the class saying, “All you illegals, I’m gonna have immigration waiting for you
outside the door if you don't have your stubs.” That kind of environment,
obviously, it creates fear. You don’t feel comfortable opening up when you know
that that’s the attitude, the climate towards undocumented students.
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Peers
Sometimes the participants found supportive peers who helped them through their
K-12 experience though they could also be a source of harm. Alejandra remembered this
instance when she discovered some high school friends were undocumented as well:
It was my sophomore year, and we were talking about FAFSA, and we were in
the computer lab. I don’t have a social security number. When they were talking
about Social Security and stuff, I was like, “Oh, my God. That’s going to be
awkward. What do I do?” And somehow looking worried, I looked over my
shoulder, and my friend Alex was there. We kind of looked at each other. And, I
don't know, there’s like a look that you make with other people that are in your
same position.
He’s like, “Can you fill out the Social Security?”
And me, “Can you fill it out?”
“No. Can you?”
“No.”
I didn’t know he and his twin brother were undocumented, and they didn’t
know I was either. So, we left together. We started talking about it: “Should we
tell our AVID teachers? Is it safe? Who do we tell?” So, we had a little counsel of
us three, that’s when we decided to tell our teacher for help. They were all really
supportive.
Although Alejandra and her friends were able to come out to each other and seek
assistance, Alejandra shared that there were many more high school peers who she did
not realize were undocumented until years later:
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At school, there was a large Filipino and Latino population, but it wasn’t until
later, like in college, that I realized that so many Filipino students were
undocumented. I found out later on on Facebook. I’m like, “Oh, that would have
been cool to know back then.”
For Pamela, one of the earliest threats came from a high school classmate who
used information about her immigration status against her:
For a long time, I was very, very, very afraid of being openly undocumented.
Because in high school I had an issue with a student who, I thought he was my
friend, and then when I told him, he used it to control me and he threatened me,
like “If you don’t do this or don’t do that, then I’m gonna call immigration on
your family.” There was a lot of guilt associated with that, a lot of fear, because I
felt like I had put my family in danger.
Student clubs and programs
Participants mentioned formal programs and student groups that helped them in
their pursuit of college. For Alejandra, AVID was essential: “If it wasn’t for AVID, I
probably wouldn’t be in college. AVID guides you through the whole FAFSA process
and financial aid and applying to school.”
Jessica, who ended up at a private university in Northern California, shared an
early inspiration during a school field trip to a nearby university:
The first time I stepped on a college campus was UCLA for trick-or-treating. Our
elementary school took us to trick-or-treat in the dorms, and when I got to that
college campus, it just felt like, “I’m going to get here one day.” So, I just always
knew that I was going to go to a higher ed, and I knew that that was the path that I
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wanted to take. I had pressures to go to a good college or what is considered to be
a very prestigious college. That’s where I felt the pressure. But I love school. So
in that way, it wasn’t so much of a pressure because this is what I love to do. It
just felt like I had to work 10 times harder to get here.
In high school, I joined MEChA. That’s when I was more active, going to
protests and just airing out my own political views. We went to the Women’s
March, a couple in Boyle Heights. East L.A. is going through a process of
gentrification right now, so I went to a couple of those marches.
College campus climate for undocumented students
All of the participants in this study were the first in their families to go to college.
Along with dealing with the impact of political rhetoric and the bureaucracy and financial
stress of accessing college, they then had to navigate their campus experience. This
section presents findings about participants’ views of campus climate.
In search of activism
This section includes participants’ views on seeking opportunities to make a
difference in their communities. Alejandra shared how she was drawn to her school’s
mission:
I actually did a project for my class my sophomore year about this school. At this
point I wanted to be more. . . I wanted to go into law. I wanted to be an
immigration lawyer. And, I really like the social justice mission that they have.
Like I said, I lived in the Inland Empire, so L.A. was the hub. And I knew San
Francisco was also a hub where there’s a lot of organizing going on, and you
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know, all these things. And I thought that was really cool, and I wanted to be a
part of that too. So, location and social justice.
Bea shared Alejandra’s enthusiasm for political and social action, despite her
parents’ worry for safety, though her proclivity to engage openly in activism has changed
over time. She revealed navigating the opposing demands between herself and her
parents:
They freak me out, but at the same time I’m just a college student who’s like,
“We need to change things.” You want to be proactive because I just feel like if I
just sit in this and internalize all the fucked up shit that happens to undocumented
people, I’m just pretty much gonna be depressed. So, for me going out and trying
to be proactive with what my situation is more cathartic to me than just being
super quiet and shit.
For D., the undocumented student center at his state university provided resources
and a safe place to interact, despite his lack of involvement in public demonstrations:
I love the groups that I’ve been involved with, that I haven’t been vocal with, but
I’ve worked with them. My school has an actual center, which is campus funded.
They’ve brought lawyers in, they brought workshops in. Those are the type of
activists that I like, that I admire. A couple of Latino groups that stand for the
undocumented community pretty much fundraise day and night to offer
scholarships to undocumented students here. The center has provided a lot of
“Know Your Rights” workshops, “How to Get Involved” workshops, things you
can do as an undocumented student in order to be an activist but also not fear for
your status here. Those are the type of activists that I really admire because not
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only they are informing the public, they’re actually getting something done.
They’re providing help for the students. I believe there was a workshop recently
where they helped students file for their renewal for their DACA. They had free
health clinics for low-income families. Things like that, little things like that help
the community out so much.
Financial support
Because college costs are so out of reach for many, and so much more so for
undocumented students who do not qualify for federal funds, most of the participants of
this study chose the institution that offered the most financial aid. Gris called her choice
“a no-brainer” since one school offered so much more aid, and Bea had a similar story.
Marilu, who attended a private college, learned she qualified for a full-ride scholarship to
a university she had previously written off because of cost:
Actually, at the time of my senior year, there was a scholarship here that was set
up for only people of my high school; it was a full ride to this university. They
called me one day, and they said, “We have this scholarship, and you might
qualify for it.” It was a full ride. I didn’t hear back for a while, so I had already
planned to go to Santa Barbara because they gave me the most financial aid. That
was basically my determining factor—which school is giving me the most
financial aid—because obviously my parents wouldn’t be able to afford even half
of a semester here at this private college. They gave me a full ride ,and so that’s
why I chose to come here.
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The undocu-friendly/unfriendly campus
Some participants found their institution to be very welcoming and supportive,
while others felt their school could do more for undocumented students. Participants
shared how individuals, student organizations, and offices have impacted their
experience.
Individual support. For many participants, a key intervention by an individual was
their gateway to larger support systems—and were sometimes critical to their persistence.
For example, Alejandra shared her story about considering dropping out of her private
school for financial reasons after her first semester:
After my first semester, during winter break, I came home. My brother was sick.
My mom took a leave of absence at work, so she couldn’t help me to pay. My
DACA hadn’t come in yet because I had just applied. So, it was like, “You know
what, maybe I should just drop out. I’m going to go back, get my stuff, come
back. Go to some other college. Transfer out to UC or Cal State. Like, what were
you thinking? That was a stupid idea of going to a private school.” But then my
mom was, like, “Just finish this year off. We’ll make it work. We’ll find a way.”
It was that type of thing. I had to move off campus because housing was
expensive. Found a really good place off campus, and I said, “Yeah, I’ll take the
room.” It worked out.
As I was leaving the dorms, one of the graduate assistants who worked
there asked me, “Why are you moving out?”
I told him, “Because I can’t afford it.”
“Have you gone to financial the aid office?”
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“Yes,” I said.
“Can you get a loan? Do you want to come to my office and talk about it?” And
he just asked the right questions. I think I realized that he kind of knew if he was
asking these questions, so I told him I was undocumented. And then he connected
me with others, and encouraged me to apply to be a RA.
Having that support system throughout my whole academic career, they
have always really pushed me and been supportive. Even now, a few days before
graduation. Especially women, actually. Professor C. has been, like, one of my
main support systems here, my professor who really encouraged me, pushed me
to apply to Dream Summer and other stuff, even though I didn’t want to. I’ve
come into her office so many times. She encouraged me to write my thesis, to not
give up on my thesis. When I was writing, all I thought it was, “I don’t have big
words, big academic words.” I felt dumb because some of my peers did. I didn’t
think I was going to grad school, and then to publish, but look, it happened. I
didn’t think I was going to make it to that final stage. I made it so far, though.
Likewise, Bea, who found out she was undocumented right before college, also
shared a story of a campus employee being in tune with the hidden clues of her identity
and being able to connect her to supportive staff:
My first experience with another undocumented student was when my RA found
out that I was undocumented. I kept on getting international student gift packages,
and I was like, “What? Okay, I guess I’ll take the free chocolates.” But she came
up to me one time and was just like, “Hey, so, you know… Like, are you ...?” Not
accusatory, but pretty much just open dialogue for it, you know? And I said,
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“Yeah, I just found out about it.” And then she was like, “Well, you should talk to
this person, she would be such great resource for you.” I emailed her, and we had
a conversation about it. And yeah, she was really sweet, and she kind of
normalized it for me. I was just like, “Okay, I’m not the only one here.”
Alejandra also shared that individuals in other offices with whom she had shared
her situation bought her books for the next semester and paid for a short-term meal plan
so that she could eat on campus. She attributed this to attending a smaller institution and
examined her conflict with there not being more access so that others might attend her
university:
There’s a lot of crap going on here, but I feel like I was really supported at that
critical time in my freshman year. It’s a small school. I feel like people notice
individual students, and they’ll connect them. Something that might not happen at
a bigger school, right? You’ll just get lost. Which is why I really want more
undocumented students to come here. It’s just a challenging thing because I love
this school. I got a lot of support. I got great opportunities. So, it’s frustrating that
more people can’t get that. You know, more students like myself.
Bea went on to meet another undergraduate student who was undocumented, as
well as staff and faculty she found supportive:
It was just very like a community. It’s not like I had a community back home that
was undocumented. So, this is my first time building connections with other
undocumented folks. And also, hearing that their journey here might not have
been as smooth as mine.
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Student-led efforts and organizations. D. shared at length about how much he
appreciated the workshops held by the undocumented student center at his school in the
Central Valley and how he felt immediate, informed, and responsive actions were the
most effective:
When someone was on the verge of getting deported, they found out how the
process worked and let people know, “Hey, rally to this place, and try to get in
Homeland Security’s faces,” just to save this one person. And it’s doing stuff like
that where you’re going up into the front lines that most people don’t because
they don’t know what’s going on.
Pamela was very involved on campus before graduating in 2017. She shared
about some of the most significant programs:
I ended up finding a really great community in the undocumented student org. It
was the first time in my life—like I said, Central Valley's a lot more conservative
than the Bay—it was the first time that I had met people that were openly
undocumented and trying to change things for other people. I became very
involved with the group. In my second semester there, I became vice president,
and then the last year that I was at State, I was the president. I just became really
heavily involved pretty quickly, I guess you could say.
I helped create the first UndocuWeek at State, which was a week of
programming. It was in support of and to build awareness of undocumented
students on campus, because there’s a huge population there. It’s over 600
students that are undocumented, we estimate. We made a lot of posters. But, we
also had one event that’s a yearly event called “Undocumenting State: The Life of
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Dreamers Through Art.” It was basically a pop-up art show where people would
be invited to show any kind of work they had made, even if it was spoken word or
dance or poetry, singing, anything.
Gris described connecting with fellow undocumented students and allies with the
intention of fostering a healing space:
Last year, as a result of all the political changes that were happening, we created a
gathering space on campus for all artists and all people who don’t identify
themselves as artists, but want to engage in creative work as a means of
processing, resisting, healing, and simply just engaging with their community.
I’ve been attending those meetings. It was an amazing space to be a part of.
Oscar also shared about the comforting space that student organizations provided
to him as a college student. He was part of an activist group in college before graduating
in 2017, and it was a pivotal time for him:
When I came out of the closet, it was the same year I started going to college. It’s
when I started doing a lot of involvement. I joined this club, and they did a lot of
activism work, protests. So, I felt empowered. I came out of the closet at the same
time for being queer and also being undocumented, so after that happened, I went
all out.
Institutionalized responses. The participants shared a variety of experiences with
their university and how they thought it supported or did not support undocumented
students. Several of the campuses visited had UndocuAlly trainings for staff and faculty.
Some had their own logos to designate safe spaces or resources.
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Many felt their campus was taking the right steps toward being a welcoming
space for undocumented students. D. shared his love for the campus:
It’s extremely supportive for DACA students. There’s a lot of places to go to
when you want to get information, and the people are really responsive when you
need help. I really like how open they are, how they’re willing to accept different
ethnicities, different cultural groups, and including the undocumented community.
I remember specifically when the announcement by the president to
terminate DACA, immediately right away, not even 30 minutes after, I got an
email that was sent to all undocumented students on record from one of the
counselors. And it was just saying how they were going to be on it in terms of
finding different resources, whatever they can. It felt good knowing that not even
an hour or so later our counselors were right on it in terms of being able to help us
in whatever way they can. We would get emails every week or so in terms of
resources. There was a point where if students were able to qualify, they sent us
links to where we can get financial help for the fee to renew our DACA.
Marilu, though one of only a handful of undocumented students at her school, felt
welcomed in general by the campus community:
I do feel welcome. I think they are very accepting of people of different
backgrounds, people of different genders, or whatever. They keep sending emails
saying, “We just wanted to let you know that if you’re undocumented, we know
that you’re out there, and we will support you. Here are these lawyers or
whatever, that are coming, and you can talk to them if you have any questions
about renewing your DACA.” Stuff like that.
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I think the other day there was this tabling event thing, and they had a
board full of information about DACA, and they were stopping people to ask
them, “Do you know about DACA? Well here is some information about it, and
here is what you should know, and here is what you can do.” That was really nice.
Karina, though busy with work, appreciated her campus’ response to news that
impacted her:
When this whole DACA thing came out, they were opening up workshops and
informative and event nights about this whole thing. Unfortunately, I couldn’t go
because I had to work, but there was always that, “Hey this is coming out soon.”
Or when Trump announced the termination of DACA, there was a workshop for
it, and there was even an email sent out by the president. It stated something
around the lines of “Do not worry, the university will protect you,” and to not feel
threatened and to still attend classes, that nothing was going to change. They were
aware of people like us, so that was really good.
Pamela described the climate at her campus from the very beginning and how it
differed from where she grew up:
I remember my very first day, at the Welcome Days, I saw a workshop that said
“AB540 Undocumented Student Success,” and I was really excited to see that
because that’s not something that’s very present in the Central Valley. I decided
to go to see what resources were available to me at my new school. I ended up
finding out that there was a job opening. State has a position that is very cool in
the sense that it’s made specifically for undocumented students. It’s the AB540
Undocumented Student Assistant, and you work in financial aid, supporting
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undocumented students. So, I applied for that position and was eventually hired.
Part of what they wanted from me for that position was to attend the AB540
Undocumented Student Equity Task Force and the undocumented student
organization meetings to kind of be a liaison between the different entities.
Some felt their university needed to do more to show support for undocumented
students. Oscar recounted an incident in which he felt uncomfortable after an interaction
with a staff member who did not know how to help him:
So, I decided to sign up for college. I didn’t know how to do it myself, and I went
to this office, and this lady asked for my social security number. “I don’t got a
social,” I said. And she yelled really loud, “Why don’t you have a social?” in
front of other people, and it made me feel real embarrassed. I had a number to
apply to college because of DACA, which I was going to tell her next, but she
was being rude and yelling, and it made me feel uncomfortable.
Jessica, who participated in protests in high school, described feeling invisible at
her private college. She and fellow undocumented students, as well as allies—about eight
people total—stormed the stage at convocation in Fall 2017, shortly before the college
president was set to take the stage. The U.S. president had recently announced the end of
DACA, and university officials had emailed out a letter of support and resources. She
recalls the days leading up to the demonstration.
We got together, and we were just talking about we felt, and then one of the
undocumented students was like, “I just wish I can go out there and scream at the
top of my lungs.” And I was like, “Okay, yeah, let’s do it.” It became serious. We
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were like, “Why not do it?” Here, we didn’t feel supported. We felt like we had to
just make our voices heard, and we were like, “Okay. We’re going to do it.”
So, it started with us, and then we reached out to a couple of more people
to be there supporting us up stage, and we were just like “Okay, who’s going to
start it? Who’s going to speak, who’s not, who’s going to stay?” We decided to do
it because we felt we needed to be heard, and emails are not enough to show
solidarity. They’re not enough. I still have to wake up with this fear, and an email
is not going to change that, so I came just from this anger of feeling like, “This is
the most you can do for us?” So, we decided: Okay, we’re going to do this, and
we’re going to make sure they hear us and make sure that they know we’re
present.
I felt nervous because we didn’t know if we were going to be able to speak
or if they were going to try and take us off stage. So, I felt nervous that we
weren’t going to be able to say what we wanted to say. But I also felt like,
“Damn, I’m ready. This is a perfect opportunity; everyone is going to be there.
Like, I’m ready to just do this. I’m ready to fight back, and I’m ready to make
demands.”
I spoke for the first half. I don’t even remember what I said. And then the
person that was next to me spoke about our demands. And then since then, we
have been meeting, and we’re still drafting out what we want. Making it a little
more formal because we are going to meet people from the school. So, we’ve
been pretty active even though the school might not know. But we’re pretty active
right now, just meeting and making sure that we have our demands when we do
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present them and that they are going to be met. At this point, I’m more in the
mindset of “you have to” rather than “hopeful.” It’s your responsibility as the
institution to provide for your students, and you can’t just overlook what we need.
We’re telling you. So, I’m hopeful that they are going to listen to us and that they
will implement some change, but we’re also like, at this point you have to. You
have to do this.
Alejandra, a graduating senior at a different private school in the Bay Area,
shared her frustrations with the process of pushing for more financial aid for
undocumented students, specifically for help with non-tuition costs such as housing:
There was an issue of, “If we give students more than like $500 of unearned
income, their financial aid gets messed up.” So, go look for solutions! They just
told us, “Well, we can’t do it, sorry.” Basically, it felt like they were telling us,
“Now, you look for solutions and tell us how we do our job.” For me it was like,
“Okay, you are not prioritizing this issue because if you were, you would look for
funding. You would look for donors. You have a network. You just got plenty for
a new statue on campus. You just got funding for it. You have networks if you
really wanted to… if you really wanted to sell your social justice mission, you
have people that have graduated, that have established careers that you can reach
out to, but obviously, you don’t want to.”
The 2016 U.S. presidential election as catalyst
The election of the 45th president was a turning point for many undocumented
college students. Not all of the students involved in the study identified as student
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activists, though many mentioned the 2016 presidential election as a particularly resonant
event given their undocumented immigrant status.
Recollections and reactions to that night
The findings in this section show the participants’ recollection of the 2016
elections, including their reactions and reflections on the impact.
For D., the election coincided with his first semester of college at a state school in
the Central Valley, where he lived with friends and worked at a fast-food restaurant:
I was at work. All of my coworkers were against Trump. Throughout the night on
our slowest shifts, we’d constantly be checking. “Oh, Trump is slowly winning.”
“No, he can’t win.” “Trump just took another state.” “No, those are just the
conservative states. California still hasn’t submitted all their votes. That’s where
Hillary is going to take the votes. That’s where Hillary’s going to win.” And then
we got rushed during that time, and no one had a chance to check their phone. My
phone died during the night, so I pretty much went home.
I come home, and I see my roommates, and as a joke—I went to high
school with them, so I was really close with them, I was really open to joking
around my status. They joked around with it. I was fine with it. It didn’t really
offend me or anything. But that night, I opened the door, and they said, “Bye, D.”
I glanced at them, and I looked at the TV screen, and it showed that, showed the
results that Trump won the election.
That one really kind of hurt. That one hurt, and I’ve never been offended
by anyone saying any undocumented joke, any illegal joke. It took me by surprise
because I didn’t really expect it, and I just went into my room and called my
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mom. And then she started crying and it just… that’s when everything just broke
down, and I really felt what it was to be undocumented. I felt it when I talked to
my mom because I knew that I at least had a chance with DACA. But my mom
was the one that was in the most danger.
My friends, they knew that they pushed the line at that point. They knew
what this meant and everything. And I knew they were joking around, but in that
moment, damn, it really hurt me.
At another school, Gris was also stunned and looking for ways to process the
election outcome:
Around the time of elections, which I recall was during my winter quarter, there
was a lot of anxiety. There was a lot of uncertainties. I realized that my own
friends who identified as Black or Filipino, or I have some other friends who are
Taiwanese, they were really, really hesitant to have conversations with me
because they felt that they were going to break me. But what they didn’t
understand is, if I haven’t been broken before, there’s nothing more you can say
or you can do to break me. I think that there was just a lot of confusion as to what
was happening. What elections meant for the undocumented community. What
elections meant for the Black community. What elections meant for immigrants
all across the country.
The day after the elections, as soon as I got on the bus, the tension that
was in the air was suffocating. Everyone’s heads and eyes were lowered to the
floor. My eyes were swollen. And I looked at other fellow coworkers, and we just
kind of gave each other a stare of acknowledgement. Like, “I see your pain.
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Clearly, you see mine.” And then we ourselves reverted to bowing down our
heads. In that moment, I was irritated at the fact that we all felt the need to not
make eye contact and to not speak about what we were feeling, and to act as if it
was another normal day just going to class.
I remember just coming back from class. I couldn’t even focus. Actually
during class, I was sending emails to my supervisor, letting her know like, I’m
hosting an impromptu open mic this afternoon, please reserve the room. And it
was during class that I’m emailing all of these people, and I was just like, “We
need to talk, we need to speak, we have to do something. If not, we’re just all
going to go crazy.” So, it happened. That afternoon we reserved a room, we set up
mics. My supervisor bought flowers. She said she wanted to create a happy
atmosphere where everyone would feel comfortable and welcomed. You know,
where I was like, we need to stop not acknowledging each other. We need to start
talking. And I remember it was completely out of the blue where I just got up
there, and we had to actually move our open mic outdoors because of the massive
turnout of students who were all just grieving because that was what it was. It was
just grieving and fear and uncertainty, and we all needed closure, and we all
needed reassurance in some type of way.
For Jessica, the election completely changed her art practice, even altered a
drawing with which she was halfway done:
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This is a piece I did when Donald Trump won the election [see Figure 4]. At first,
my original piece with it was still going to be a calavera, but a little more
colorful, maybe with flowers. The background was going to be more sky-ish. But
then 45 won. My feelings were really angry and I felt really emotional that I felt
that the background just didn’t match anymore. So, I decided to do a fiery red
background with it when that occurred and then that was the piece that I
completed only this summer. In the end it just ended up looking a little barer and
a little more menacing. But it just shows a little more of my feelings of how I felt
when the election happened.
Figure 4. Jessica’s drawing.
I was angry. I was disappointed. I was scared most of all. Most of all when

it happened. Because I don’t know what my future is going to look like anymore.
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It feels like I don’t have anything to fall back on. So, it just became very bare,
very dead, very fiery red when I ended the piece.
Jessica elaborated on her choice not to use the U.S. president’s given name:
I just don’t believe this person deserves to be called by their name. For me, names
are very meaningful and a symbol of respect. When people mispronounce other’s
names, it’s very disappointing to me. And I just can’t bring myself to say…
Trump, because I don’t think this person deserves any sort of respect, including
something as simple as saying their name. To me, they’re just another number.
Before this, I was drawing leaves. I actually, I started getting more ideas
of putting what I was actually feeling and what on paper rather than just taking a
picture and drawing that out. Because that’s essentially what I did. I’d look up a
picture, and that’s what I’d draw. It was after the election where I started to be
more political with my drawings and my emotions. I never thought about that.
Emotional stress due to the political climate
Several of the participants mentioned mental health concerns. Gris detailed the
day after the election, when she was moved to organize an open mic:
That morning, I genuinely felt like a clay doll where the pigment of my skin was
no longer there, and I just felt white and empty. So, being able to stand in front of
that crowd and see a crowd of ghosts, because that’s what it was. As much
flowers as we had, as loud as the music could play, everyone was just
momentarily numb or momentarily empty. And I genuinely believe that we were
filled with uncertainty, and that’s how uncertainty manifested itself. Because the
moment that I shared with all my peers and all my residents, what it was that was
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haunting me the most in that moment, was me letting them know that it was okay
for us to not know how to move forward, because every single individual who
even had the courage or the strength to walk outside that night and stand in
solidarity with every one of their peers meant that we had a community that was
stronger than ever.
A (re)turn to art
Many participants turned to art for stress relief, expression, and political
processing. Some were trying it out for the first time, while others had practiced it before.
This section looks at the findings where participants made art as a coping mechanism;
later sections present findings of art-making for public spaces. Karina put it this way:
I hadn’t been painting or sketching for a while, so I was like, “Hey, this is feeling
like me again.” I guess as cliché as it may sound, it actually keeps me at my inner
peace; when I’m stressed or when I feel bummed out, I just start sketching or
paint. It’s my escape in a sense.
Gris shared her experience of moving her poetry from a space of the personal to
sharing it publically. She worked as a resident assistant on her campus and organized an
open mic the day after the 2016 presidential election:
This past year has been the most emotionally, physically, and mentally draining
school year both academically and interpersonally for me, and I had never shared
any of my poetry before. The way that I saw my poetry was just writing for me
trying to understand and process. With this past school year, that’s when I really
felt the need to not just read, but scream what it was that I was thinking or that I
was feeling. So, up until last year was the first time, through my job, that I was
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able to host my first open mic and actually present some of the poetry that I held
onto for all of these years but had never really shared with anyone else.
She also reflected on the personal power:
It is just the work of the self. Getting to know how you are, getting to know what
are your own personal morals, what are your own personal standards, what makes
you who you are, and what you enjoy doing on a daily basis. I always have these
images that just randomly come up into my head. So, I’m always sketching, and
then I don’t realize until I’m done that every sketch that I do is just a reflection of
a piece of myself. And when they’re all complied together, I’m able to see deeper
than I would be able to express. And that to me is very liberating. Just working on
myself and understanding myself. And I feel like once you're able to be
comfortable with yourself, then that’s when you can really start to create change
and allow others to be comfortable with you. It is definitely liberating.
Making Art, Making Change
This section presents findings of the participants’ public art sharing, campus
involvement, and future plans, hopes, and aspirations.
Testimonio para el pueblo
This section presents findings where participants discussed the intention and
power of sharing personal stories. For example, Jessica, who stormed the convocation
stage with other undocumented students to demand more support, shared the following:
I was ready so that other undocumented folks that might not be out with their
status yet know that we’re here for them. So, that just came more from wanting to
make sure that other people felt supported, and I was just ready. I wanted to say to
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the whole college community, “You people need to realize that we’re here, we’re
visible, we’re standing, we’re existing, we’re breathing, we’re on this campus,
and it’s time that you recognize that.” So, I felt all of that adrenaline.
Once you put a face to a movement, that’s when it becomes powerful
because a lot of students might have not known. A lot of students that see me and
that know me, they might not have known that I was undocumented. This is
happening here, like look at us. We are undocumented, and we’re telling you right
now. It’s not something foreign. It’s not just something that happens in other
communities. It is happening in our community, so having people know that
potentially someone in their class in undocumented is really powerful because I
felt it put things in perspective for other folks, and it could be anyone.
After that, I’d get a lot of people that were like, “Oh, you're really brave,”
or “I'm really glad that you did that.” The reaction has been positive. I hope
people feel like, “I can take this one more day. I can do this again. One more
day.”
Coming out
Participants shared stories of revealing their undocumented status with others.
Oftentimes, they were inspired by hearing others share their narrative. Alejandra shared
this reflection:
A friend had taken me to my first real organizing thing. They had a gathering of a
lot of organizations coming together and really talking about what were the next
steps during that time. This was post the California Dream Act. After Dream Act
got defeated federally, but when DACA passed and right after, the hope of reform
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was kind of like shattered. So, what were the next steps? And I went, and I was
just amazed by, like, everyone. I was like, “Oh, my God. Everyone’s so cool.”
That was my first big thing.
I think what encouraged me the most was, one, just being really frustrated
that the school. And two, being in that space, hearing a mom who was like, “I
know I’m never going to get papers, but that doesn’t matter. I know I have
agency. I know I have a voice. I’m worthy, and I’m going to always speak.” I was
like, “Oh, shit, yeah. You’re fucking right. We should speak. I’m going to speak
because who else is going to speak, no one is speaking. No one was like saying
anything.” Just remembering that mom, just seeing her. She was working. She
was cleaning houses. I saw my grandma, my dad, my mom, and her. She was still
actively advocating with so much to lose. You know what I mean? Even then I
understood, I didn’t have the language or anything, but I understood that I was
somehow more protected because I had just gotten my DACA. I was in school. I
fit the character of what at that point was deemed as worthy. So, I was like, “Why
am I not talking if I already have this platform?” I think that’s what pushed me the
most.
Intersections of queer identity
A couple of the participants reflected on the overlap of language and process of
“coming out” in an undocumented and queer identity. Gris described this realization as
she recollected an exchange with a peer:
I was having a conversation with a fellow co-worker of mine. They identified as
queer, and I identified as undocumented, and as we were sharing our own
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personal stories with one another, we realized that a lot of the language that we
were using to describe our “coming out” experiences was very similar. That point
of realization—that “coming out” is such a stigmatized term that is right away
associated with gender or sexuality—I was like, “Well, you know, I kind of also
have to come out in my own way.” Like maybe not about my gender or sexuality,
but about being undocumented. And I’m sure there are so many other forms of
coming out, right? Where some people can come out with their mental illness or
about their disabilities, and once that really resonated with us, and we realized the
power of just sharing our stories with one another, it became this concept that we
just obsessed over. And we really wanted others to experience what we were
experiencing.
Gris would go on to create open mic events on her campus that focused on story
sharing. Meanwhile, Oscar, a photographer, explored his own identity in his work (Figure
5). He said that since he came—both as undocumented and as queer.
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The glitter, I love glitter. Glitter is like the type of queerness I feel. Glitter for me
is happiness, joy. I feel like this inner me, I’m just full of glitter. When I’m
around my friends, I try to bring the best out in them and always try to bring the
positivity. When people see glitter, it’s not sad, they just smile and are happy and
laugh. So, showing glitter to me is like showing the me inside me.

Figure 5. Oscar’s portrait.
Intersections of racial, ethnic, and national identity
Naturally, participants often intertwined other salient identities into their
testimonios, speaking from beyond their immigration status. Many contemplated their
racial, ethnic, and national identity, whether it was in-group dynamics with folks with
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whom they shared characteristics or layers with other aspects of their lives. For example,
Bea talked about her experience in working with Asian activist groups on and off
campus:
The summer before I turned into a senior, I spent a lot of time working with
Migrante and GABRIELA USA, which are Filipino-based orgs that focus on
migrant workers and women’s rights. Senior year, I co-founded a Pan-Asian
student organization on campus. It’s been hard because I feel like… when you’re
so passionate about talking about these issues dealing with your community and
you don’t see that among your peers, it’s difficult. Here, especially Filipino,
Filipino-Americans, we’re a majority here, a big group. Kasamahan is the biggest
cultural org on all of campus, and when they’re offering you socials and booze
and a good time, and I’m over here like, “Let's talk about our community! Let’s
talk about anti-blackness within the Asian-American community!” Like, nobody
wants to go. So, most of our meetings [of the Pan-Asian student group] are just eboard and like, two or three members who are first years, trying to build
community. But it’s so sweet, because one of the members that is a first year told
us that the space meant a lot to her, and I was just like, “Fuck. I’m doing good
work.”
For Oscar, the layers that lived within him as a queer, Mexican immigrant led him
to create photographs that highlighted those marginalized identities. Here, he talked about
expectations of gender, sexuality, and skin color:
A lot of people, like the Latino community, especially men, they think macho is
like tougher, I guess. But it shouldn’t be. I think feminism or queerness—there’s
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nothing wrong with it, you should embrace it como nada [like nothing]. What I
show in these photos is “It’s okay to be femme.” I see now friends being more
understanding in this era, but a lot of people, they just try to be machos. So, I still
represent my culture but, you know, I’m proud to be Brown, undocumented,
Latino, queer. Even in the Latino community, people who are light-skinned still
minimize Brown people that look more indigenous. So, people who look like me,
they think I’m no one, que no somos nadie [that we are nobody]. It’s not like I’m
proving myself to them, it’s for the Brown people to see that, “No, we’re
someone, and I’m not gonna be ashamed to be Brown or be queer.” It’s beautiful.
So, I’m doing it mostly for them, to embrace it and let them know it’s okay to be
who you are.
Creating an artistic sanctuary
A majority of the participants expressed that their willingness to share their stories
was to help others like them. This sentiment carried over into their art-making, where
they intentionally posted art in real life or online for others to feel a sense of community
(Figure 6). Alejandra stated,
It was partly in response to Trump 2016 stuff, because the sentiment, you could
start feeling it. It was like hostility on a national level. So, how do we ensure that
students who might not be out, who might never want to come out as being
undocumented, students who are visiting, staff that are undocumented, how do we
make a point that our campus is a place that they’re welcome? That it’s a place
that respects their humanity, in a very passive way? You know, not asking people
to say that they’re undocumented or anything, but for them to be passing by and
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see those were just a beautiful type of thing. That was the whole purpose of it.
Just saying, “Fuck you, Trump. Your rhetoric is not welcome here.”

Figure 6. Posters.
Pamela created a pair of butterfly wings she set up for fellow students to take
pictures with, share on social media, and create a campaign in support of undocumented
students on her campus (Figure 7). She shared her thinking behind this piece:

Figure 7. Pamela’s butterfly wings.
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The “Spread Your Wings” campaign was created to empower the undocumented
community and building awareness. I hand-crafted wings that show the world
map with no borders or markers as a reminder that borders are man-made and of
the Earth that we all share. The wings were meant to remind the undocumented
community of its strength and beauty as well as to raise awareness at public
events hosted by undocumented communities. I also customize wings as a way to
give the user back their agency in deciding how they want to see themselves and
their identity represented.
Gris used her position and resources as a resident assistant to create an open mic
series for fellow students to share thoughts, poems, songs, and other work post-election.
It was the first time she shared her poetry publically. Gris described the audience as a
crowd of ghosts:
I went into “My Coming Out Story” right after that. And at the end, there were no
claps. And there was no snapping. But the color was back. The color in our skin
was back. The life in our eyes was back. And what came after that was just the
most powerful voices that I had ever heard filled with courage, filled with rage,
filled with passion, just simply filled with determination to not give up. And to
me, that was the most beautiful experience I’ve had entirely in my college career.
Being together just really gave me the courage to share “My Coming Out
Story.” That was the first time I ever shared that piece. And soon after that, it just
became this weekly thing we did for ourselves to just help ourselves process and
feel on a broader spectrum, because if that space had not been open for us, if that
space had not been there for us to actually engage in conversation, then I truly
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believe that there was just going to be a huge amount of students who were just
not going to be able to finish that school year as strong as they did.
I feel that emotions are a huge part of what we as human beings neglect to
speak about or neglect to engage in in a public sphere. It’s just all a fear of not
knowing what reactions will come about. We fear not being understood. We fear
being judged. And all this fear is just something that becomes bottled up inside.
Then we need to figure out a means to get it out, because if we don’t, then that’s
when depression hits the most. You kind of lose sight of what’s important to you
because you’re so overcome by all this fear. We need to kind of break it down for
ourselves. Because if we don’t, it’s so easy to just fall back, and once you fall
back, it’s really hard to catch up.
Art as inherent power
This section presents findings where participants discussed art as an accessible
way to tap into their authentic selves and convey their thoughts to a wide audience. Many
considered their artistic practice as something that was first and foremost linked to their
innate power as creative beings. Gris shared this example about writing as a mechanism
for healing:
Once I actually began putting pen and paper together, it was as if I had discovered
this entire new galaxy where suddenly I would get lost in my writing. It just made
everything better in the sense that I was finally able to acknowledge myself and to
acknowledge whatever emotion I was feeling at that moment. And I allowed
myself to dwell on those emotions but also to move forward and move past them.
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Jessica, who saw a shift in her subject matter after the election, also felt a keen
sense of purpose in her drawing:
Not that this isn’t fun. But before it was a lot more like, “I’m going to draw to just
to draw.” And now it’s: “I’m going to draw something that means a lot more to
me.” That means that putting what it is that I’m feeling onto paper. Now it’s just
like, “Well, I have all these emotions, and I don’t know what to do with them.”
Draw a picture about them. Draw what it is that I’m feeling. What it is that I have
in my head. I’m glad that I started to do that to some extent because I didn’t know
what to do with myself. Since DACA was going to be put on the line, I felt lost
and very fearful, and when I started this piece, it just grounded me a lot more.
And it made me realize that like I can do something with my emotion. I can just
put myself into one piece and let it be that for just a moment.
A universal language
Many of the participants viewed art as a “universal language” that was easier to
understand and access than formal, academic writing, for example. It was a way to make
people feel something, as many said. Pamela linked it to a human practice that is as old as
time: “It is a universal way to communicate because art is everywhere and has been for as
long as humans have been around. Art is how we preserve history. A mode of
communication and creation.”
Oscar had a similar sentiment, that art was present for all the universal
experiences:
I feel like everybody has a type of connection with art. Their lives, their
experience—a breakup, someone dies, happiness—it’s gonna be a statue, a
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painting, a photo, a poem, a song that will make them feel something. They’ll feel
it was meant to be. If you have none of that stuff, people will be numb, no
feelings, no nothing.
Marilu felt art was especially successful at communicating emotion:
I think expressing your feelings and your thoughts through art is a more effective
way than just speaking about it. Because I feel like you can put so much feeling
and so much emotion in your piece that you can make your piece really strong.
Your feelings come through in a very visual way, so that anyone can really see the
picture and understand those feelings. Even if they might not exactly know the
subject, they will understand that that is how you feel about it.
D. emphasized the ability—and danger—of sharing creations through the use of
technology, something he thinks about as an aspiring filmmaker:
It hits everyone. Everyone has a phone. Everyone, at least a majority of people,
have a social media account. That’s really powerful, and I feel that at this point
the power of video has gone into a lot of people’s wrong hands. Before this whole
fake news movement, I felt that videographers and photographers were able to
bring out the emotions that writing doesn’t. That writing can’t. You can report an
incident on paper, but it doesn’t get the message until you show the true gruesome
details. That’s when I feel people get more involved.
Reclaiming culture
For some participants, engaging in art related to their country of birth was a way
to reclaim culture for a place most could not remember. Oscar, who was a teenager when
he crossed the border, liked to infuse his photographs with Mexican imagery. He often
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chronicled immigration protests he went to and had the opportunity to show his fine art
photography at a gallery as a student (Figure 8). He shared more about that experience:

Figure 8. Oscar’s photography.
When I do like people at protests or showing culture, I feel like it has more
meaning not just to me but to everybody. Like when I did my La vida dulce de las
conchas, I thought about it for, like, months. So, I just did it, I bought the
conchas, and I got everything ready, and I did it, I showed it on Instagram, some
of them, and then I put it away. Then one of my professors said, “Oh, we have a
new student show coming up, you should apply.” I brought these photos. People
were amazed. Here in the Central Valley, there’s no culture, it’s mostly White
hipsters trying to put out art. So when I put my photos up at the gallery, a lot of
people in the Latino community were happy to see photos that represent them. I
remember we had the opening, and I asked the organizer if I could bring pan
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dulce. When people walked to my photos, they had the connection. I got 1st place
for my portraits. I was happy—people actually liked my photos. You know, L.A.
has a lot of things like that, a lot of culture. San Francisco, too. But small cities
don’t, so I feel like that’s another reason that motivates me to show more my
culture, to represent. It’s beautiful.
Pamela’s family is all in Mexico. Only her immediate family members are in the
United States. For her, reconnecting with a home country meant thinking realistically
about what one would take in return—a situation she said she often heard immigrant
folks speaking to but that did not rise to public consciousness. She developed a
performance piece to explore this phenomenon of being afar and wanting to go back
home (Figure 9):

Figure 9. Pamela’s performance piece.
I created a boat and named it Los lejanos. That’s what my parents always referred
to themselves as when speaking to my family, because we were the ones that were
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far away from everybody else. In the United States, it’s pretty much just my
parents and my brother and I, so it’s pretty lonely out here. With this project, I
was thinking about how, when people talk about immigration, I think more often
than anything they talk about leaving the place where you come from and going to
a different place. I think the question that a lot of the times is asked is, “Well, if
you suddenly had to leave, put yourselves in their shoes, what would you take if
you could only take a backpack or a suitcase?”
Something that’s very often addressed in the immigrant community is the
desire to go back to your homeland. No one else really ever talks about that. What
would you give back to your homeland, other than presents for family members
and stuff? What would you bring back from being in the United States for so
long? What would you like to share? So, that’s what I was thinking about.
I created this boat, and it was a working boat. It could fit eight people in it,
maybe. We did a test sail with it in the Bay Area for about three hours, and it
worked just fine. It was a very exciting day. My idea was to sail it maybe part
way at the Rio Grande towards Mexico. The borders get a little muddled there,
and I was trying to figure out the logistics of it, if an undocumented person could
even sail through it. I didn’t want to get myself kicked out of the country. The
idea was to fill it, get community members to put in letters or trinkets, stuffed
animals, whatever it is that they would want to send back to Mexico. Then, let it
float down the river and hope that it washed ashore on the other side of the border
somewhere. So, Los lejanos is a performance project built from scratch in that
sense. The whole idea was to explore the feeling of wanting to return to your
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homeland but being unable to. Unfortunately, I had it in my back yard, not
chained up, and someone stole it.
This desire to connect to culture was not without its complexities. For example,
Bea discussed her participation in an indigenous Filipino dance as part of a student
organization:
I just feel like I did it once just to say I did it. You know what I mean? But at the
same time, I’m just so like eww about it because at what point is that appropriated
off indigenous folks in the Philippines who don’t even have a voice, and you guys
are out here fucking flaunting their aesthetic? I don’t know…. During junior year,
I was just kind of like, “I want to discover more about my roots and learn about
back home.” I left when I was seven. There wasn’t much exposure that I could
have had. I have little glimpses of back home, but it’s not like I grew up there. It’s
just kind of this weird limbo or trying to find yourself. I feel like my parents were
so focused on coming here, it was just like a means of survival. Wanting to
integrate so fast. You know, I can’t speak my own language. And they try to
speak it to us, and we understand, but we just can’t articulate ourselves in it.
Inspired by other artists and media
During the time of this study, there was a surge in the media produced by and for
undocumented immigrants. Two of the larger production companies, UndocuMedia and
Define American, had a large social media presence and even hired undocumented artists.
The Butterfly Story Collective, a podcast of immigrant stories, started in 2017.
Undocumented poets, such as Marcelo Hernandez Castillo, were touring college
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campuses and getting published. Hernandez Castillo’s collection, Cenzontle, won awards
and was set to be published in 2018.
Some participants expressed finding inspiration in other artists. Jessica shared
how she felt moved by murals, found throughout the Bay Area where she was in college.
She said,
I am definitely inspired by folks that share out pieces, and I really love murals. I
feel on a mural, you can say so many different things through so many ways, so
many pictures, and just a huge piece of artwork that’s really beautiful. They are
just phenomenal. Murals really impress me and inspire me to just take a breather
and just look at it. I really like looking at art resistance murals—it just takes me
away a little from my own world. It makes me realize that “Damn, there are other
people that are resisting, too, and I’m not alone.” And I think, “I’m not the only
one who is going to look at this mural. There are other people who are going to be
standing in this exact spot as me looking at this beautiful artwork and just feeling
inspired and feeling the resistance that came with it.”
Alejandra mentioned looking to undocumented artist Julio Salgado for imagery
and slogans to use in posters she others put around campus. Pamela said undocumented
poet Yosimar Reyes’s concept of “UndocuJoy” helped her think more holistically about
her immigration identity: “I’m more in the camp of Yosimar Reyes, who talks about
undocumented joy and how undocumented people continue to thrive in this country
regardless of everything that it throws at us.”
Mexican painter Frida Kahlo served as an inspiration for Karina and Oscar, who
admired her as a person and artist. Here, Karina shared about how she was motivated to
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create a painting called Extranjera, which depicts Kahlo with butterfly earrings (Figure
10).

Figure 10. Karina’s painting of Frida Kahlo.
Recently I did this painting of Frida Kahlo. One of her earrings has a Monarch
butterfly, and it’s set to fly. On the other one, it’s already flying off her ear. On
her shoulder, it has a caterpillar, so that kind of shows that you’re still capable of
soaring and reaching your goals, even if you were meant to do something else, or
people tell you one thing, but you can still break away from it and become a
person that you want or be free. I looked at a picture of her and tried to recreate it,
but the butterfly and the caterpillar, that was actually out of my head. I’ve never
done anything with symbolism. Frida Kahlo in her paintings, she had a lot of
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symbolism and metaphors in her paintings. Her paintings were just there when I
was little, but I took an art appreciation class for general education, and after that,
her paintings were always something to look at in detail. A lot of paintings, you
see them, but you don’t really look at what’s there. With Frida’s it’s more of,
“Hey look, I’m doing a statement. I am putting this out there.” Looking at her
work motivates you to do something far from what you are originally pushed to
do.
Oscar has used Kahlo’s motifs in his photography (Figure 11), and he has her
image tattooed on his arm. He admired her queerness and how she channeled her strife
into art, something he strives to emulate:

Figure 11. Oscar’s depiction of Frida Kahlo in one of his photographs.
Queria Frida, always always always. I see this strong face and I see myself. And I
have a quote she said tattooed on me, too: Lo que no me mata, me alimenta [What
does not kill me, feeds me]. That’s my motto.
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Art as counter-academic
Several participants saw their art engagement as counter to the academic
experience, as an escape or distinctive way of expression. Gris shared her thoughts on
this when talking about poetry:
My language is changing every day. Every day, I’m being asked to speak
academically or to write academically or to interpret certain philosophies or
certain theories, and you have to do all of that academically. And in that process, I
forget how to do what I know to do best, and that is to be descriptive. That is to
use my native tongue, to use my native language. All those details that I’m able to
portray in Spanish becomes so much more beautiful than dry English to me.
Art as a way to control the narrative
For many of these student artists, art was a way not only to respond to political
and societal messages about immigration, but also a tool for taking control of that
narrative. Pamela, who was very active on her campus creating events for undocumented
students, shared about her intentions as a student leader and event coordinator,
specifically in presenting an art show by undocumented students:
We just wanted to give a voice to undocumented students on campus and have
them share whatever they wanted to share. Because I feel that undocumented
people are so often spoken for, but are hardly ever given the mic to talk about
themselves, so it was just giving that voice to the students. Art gives you the
control, I think. A lot of the time when it’s not an event by undocumented people
for undocumented people, when there’s not unity, I feel like undocumented
students are tokenized and used—politicized, basically. People advocate for
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undocumented students more as a “vote for me because look who I support,”
rather than because they actually care. A lot of the time people just want to hear
the sob stories. They want to hear your migration story, the hard things that have
happened to you, so they can feel something. The nice thing about having that art
show particularly created for undocumented students is we were able to talk about
our highs and our lows and anything we wanted to talk about. We didn’t have to
tailor our speech or our work to fit any specific narrative. I guess you could say it
let us create our own narrative as undocumented people.
Challenging the narrative
One of the themes expressed by several participants was the motivation to change
the current rhetoric of good immigrant versus bad immigrant. Pamela shared about how
this shift happened internally first:
When I first started college, I was all about the Dreamer Movement. I thought it
was great. But then I started learning more about the rhetoric behind it and
thinking about how I don’t blame my parents for bringing me here. I don’t think
that they should be punished. I don’t think that they’re criminals. I’m thinking
about how it just shifts, shifts blame, and it’s a Band-Aid solution like DACA. So,
I went through that phase. I was really excited about the Dream Act, and then I
started meeting all of the people that would be left out of it and realizing how
exclusive it was and how divisive it was within the undocumented community. It
shifted the narrative so that now a lot of the talk about reform only involves
DACA recipients, which is really unfair to all the people that were left out of it.
Because a lot of the rules, like the 16-year-old clause, are kind of arbitrary and
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unfair. Some people call themselves AB540, but AB540 is just a bill, and it only
works in California. And a lot of people don’t qualify for that. Likewise, Dreamer
is specific to people that got the opportunity to go to college, but that can be so
difficult that it’s not fair to leave people out who might have tried but might not
have been able to make it or may have had to take care of their families.
Jessica echoed Pamela’s feelings regarding the focus on college-seeking
immigrants when it came to conversations of reform. Jessica said that moving the
emphasis away from the Dreamers is a goal of hers:
Right now, I’m really fighting against language being used to refer to
undocumented folks. I don’t use the word Dreamer anymore. It creates a divide in
the undocumented community because it creates the “good versus bad immigrant”
and who’s deserving of getting rights. It is easier to criminalize folks when there
is someone to compare them to. It’s easier to focus on one group of people first
rather than a whole community, and Dreamers have always been the main focus
of the undocumented movement. Instead of looking for a broader reform, it’s
always been Dreamers that have been given a chance or that have been fought for.
It’s just easier like for other folks to be like, “Well, the only ones deserving are
the people that are going to make a change in America or whatever.”
To me, every undocumented person deserves to have rights, not just
Dreamers. And Dreamers typically refers to those that are young, people in higher
ed, and that are taking the “right steps.” To me, that’s just not okay. Every
undocumented person, regardless whether they’re in higher ed, whether they’re
working in a factory, whether they’re not working—they all deserve the same
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rights, and they all deserve a chance and to not be criminalized. So, it’s something
that I’m hoping that some people become more mindful of. Because it’s not just
Dreamers: we’re an undocumented community, people that are just existing. I
keep going back to this. Undocumented folks are humans. They’re people living
here. This is their home.
Others shared this sentiment, the danger in delineating the deserving and not,
based on their potential benefit to the country. Bea described it as being put “in a box”
and highlighted the conflict of being an undocumented immigrant who doesn’t think
about that status on a day-to-day basis:
This notion of, “You work so hard, so you’re deserving of it.” We’re the ones that
were able to float up from the crud of what the rest of what society thinks of
undocumented people. And that just annoys the shit out of me because I know
people who deserve to be here too, you know what I mean? And weren’t fortunate
enough or didn’t have the access that I was afforded. So, it just bothers me that we
are worth only what we are able to produce or give back.
In the media, all they have of undocumented immigrants is either you’re
the rapist killer or you’re the successful college grad who delivered the
valedictorian speech—it’s one or the other. I don’t put myself in a box where
we’re all the same. Some of these people literally had to fight tooth and nail to get
here. With me, I’m thankful enough that my parents were like, “Okay, we’re
gonna keep storing money until they have a secure college fund.” So, my journey
here has been hella smooth, thankfully. But yeah, why does this box still exist? I
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think just representation. America just wants to see us like, “Oh, you’re an
exception.”
D., who studied mass communications and politics, was also especially critical of
the narrative crafted in various media:
This whole movement of fake news and everything, how the new Trump
administration just seems to pinpoint, it frustrates me as a journalist because it
really has diminished the power, the real power that I know a lot of journalists
have as videographers and photographers. It really diminishes their credibility and
their power because they do have a lot of power. I guess I shoot from my biased
perspective. I feel that everyone, every photographer, every videographer is
biased. They shoot what they want to bring out into that picture. And me being an
undocumented student and undocumented immigrant, I feel that I want to bring
out that portion that I feel that people don’t know about. Because I feel as a
videographer, my main focus is to bring out stories that people don’t know about.
Oscar reiterated earlier feelings of control as the rationale for why some
immigrants are granted a different level of access:
I think everybody should have some type of amnistía [amnesty]—everybody, not
just me because I’m a student, everybody, my mom, my sister, everybody. There
shouldn’t be any type of “Well, you don’t have this, so you can’t apply for this.” I
think that’s unfair for everybody. Everybody makes mistakes, everybody works
hard to be here. In their eyes, students are the better ones in the community:
We’re going to school, no criminal records. We’re young, and that’s pretty much
it. We’re valuable for the society; we’re the approved. We’re okay because even
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though we got DACA, that’s not full citizenship. It’s kinda like controlling us in a
way. “Don’t fuck around or do anything because you’re gonna lose it.”
Collective symbols
Many of the participants used a shared visual and textual language of resistance,
recreating the slogans and iconography created by other artists and activists.
The Monarch butterfly
This popular symbol for the immigrant rights movement was used in many of the
participants’ artworks (Figures 12, 13 and 14).

Figure 12. The Monarch butterfly symbol.
Pamela explained,
The butterfly was a something that was chosen by undocumented people for
undocumented people. So, it was kind of talking about choosing our own identity
and rising out of what we were being called, like alien or illegal or that kind of
stuff. The butterfly is actually one of my favorite things to go by because that’s
another issue, being undocumented is, in this society, you kind of have to find a
way to label yourself as much as you may not want to.
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Monarch butterflies fly from Mexico to Canada and back throughout the
year without recognition of borders. So for me, it’s kind of a symbol that shows
borders are manmade, and we don’t need to adhere to these arbitrary, invisible
lines. It’s natural, I guess you could say. Migration is natural. Migration is
beautiful. Migration happens all the time in any other species, and it’s not
punished the way that it is with humans.

Figure 13. Oscar’s photograph with Monarch butterflies.
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Figure 14. Alejandra’s poster with a Monarch butterfly symbol.
For Karina, the Monarch butterfly has an added layer of significance since she
was born near the spot where they stop in Mexico. She spoke about what the symbol
meant to her as she wrapped up her senior year of college:
For me, the color orange in itself is actually my favorite color, but the fact that I
was born two hours away from the Monarch butterflies—I love that. I think the
Monarch butterfly is a symbol of living your life, exploring and traveling, and not
allowing anybody else to push you or to neglect you to go away since it’s their
natural way of doing things. It’s like their circle of life. I’m thinking about doing
that for my cap at graduation, doing a Monarch butterfly, pinning it on there, and
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put, “So, where next?” Basically, this is a step but not the end. You know how the
butterflies stop in Mexico and then in Canada? I feel like that, like I won’t stop
here. This is not my stop.
Slogans
Some participants used established slogans from protests and other actions in their
art. For example, Alejandra talked about making posters with her student organization for
UndocuWeek at her school:
It was really fun. I think it was just being with my friends, and like, what should
this one say? Let me think, what do we chant? So that was it really, just putting
that in posters. Sayings that were really familiar, that you see when you go to
marches, you follow people online, you know. What does Salgado write? So, kind
of putting that together.
In Oscar’s photography documenting a march in Sacramento, he captures art on
the banners of protestors that is replicated work by Julio Salgado, Rommy Torrico, and
other artists who have created pro-immigrant art (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Oscar’s photographs documenting protestors’ banners.
Documenting a current moment in history
While most of the participants who made art focused on activism, community
building, or individual expression, a few highlighted the future historical value of art.
Pamela explored the very notion of history in an artwork she made:
I did a book project where I edited a United States history book, putting in pop-up
art throughout the pages to question what is being said and what is true and what
is not in what we’re taught as history. I wanted to question how concrete is history
and how much is it tailored to serve the nation that is teaching it.
D. was interested in preserving the immigrant rights movement as a video-maker
himself and balancing the narrative:
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The fact that my history, the history of undocumented students, gets swept so
under the rug, and when it gets brought up, it gets brought up in a bad light. I
want to bring out the facts that don’t get brought up because they’re not juicy.
They’re not sexy in terms of media. I want to find a way to get them, get people
thinking, “Hey, this is something we actually need to bring up.” That’s my main
motivation in terms of when I make videos that are politically based.
Similarly, Oscar is interested in capturing the action of the current struggle (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Oscar’s photographs of protests.
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The great uncertainty
This section presents participants’ views of their personal future and the future of
the country.
Continuing in higher education
Several participants planned to continue in higher education in some form,
whether it was pursuing it as a career or aspiring to go to graduate school. They had
different entry points of inspiration for continuing in academia. Gris, for example, was a
peer advisor within an academic advising office and came in contact with a young
professional who told her about his graduate program:
I’ve been the lead peer advisor there for the past two years, and this is my third
year working with them. That’s where my passion lies. I really would love to
become an academic counselor. That’s my long-term, ideal job. It’s just
something that I’m really passionate about and something that I really want to
dedicate myself to. Ideally, I would like to attend a higher ed and student affairs
program. I definitely want to be given the opportunity to learn more about how to
open new pathways for undocumented students into higher education. I feel that
higher ed, in terms of grad school, is something that is not talked about as much,
at least within the community that I come from. This is all something that you
have to be on top of yourself. I just feel that there should be a resource, some type
of resource to help navigate this huge uncertainty for undocumented students in
particular because of all the political barriers that are placed in our way in order to
get there. Like I mentioned, not being able to qualify for financial aid is one of the
biggest barriers that we encounter. There are these other organizations like Define
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American and UndocuMedia, and many other tools to provide updates on
scholarships that are opening up, which is helpful, but I still feel like there’s so
much more that the universities themselves need to be held accountable for.
Essentially, I would like to attend a student affairs program just to kind of learn
how it is that the universities really function and what are the areas of pressure to
be inflicted on them so that there could be changes within the institution that
come about to benefit marginalized students in general.
Pamela, who graduated with an art degree in 2017, opened up about her current
professional position working as an undocumented student success coordinator at a
community college. The role carries a full-circle dynamic for her, as she started at
community college before transferring to a state school in the Bay Area. She reflected on
her trajectory:
Throughout college, I saw myself evolve from being afraid to say that I’m
undocumented to being, like, a leader of the undocumented movement at State.
Now my role has also shifted because now I’m a coordinator, so now I’m the
graduated one and supporting students that were in my shoes. They were the
people that I was five, six years ago. Trying to pull myself out of being the one
that was given support to being the one that is now giving support to other
students—it’s been really great. As one of the people who was around before
DACA and before the Dream Act, I understand how frustrating it can be to feel
like there’s a road block at every step that you take trying to reach a college
education. So, now I’m able to be the person that helps students find financial aid
or register for classes or shows them that it’s possible. In a way, I’m an example
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because most coordinators for Dream Centers are not undocumented themselves.
So, the fact that I can be a role model in that sense is very exciting because I can
show them that I did it. All these things weren’t around when I started college.
At the same time, it’s a little bit of the weird Imposter Syndrome that I get
because I think, “Who am I to be doing all these things?” I have to remember that
I have been doing this work for a long time and have a good amount of
knowledge. That works to be able to do the work that I do. Also, I guess being
young and just gotten out of college, it’s a little strange, but I’m very happy to be
here. I’m so happy to be able to help the students and to see how excited they are.
There’s still a lot of students that don’t know about AB540 or DACA or the
Dream Act. To see the change in them when they realize that college is something
that’s possible for them, is a really, really beautiful thing.
The future
Overall, the participants talked about hope (or lack thereof) for immigration
reform that would make their future more secure.
DACA. D., still in his first year of college at the time of this study, was left
wondering what would become of his future after the federal announcement about the
end of DACA.
It just put me in a mindset of: “Why am I trying so hard in school? Why am I
going through this? Why am I staying up until three in the morning finishing this
essay if none of this is guaranteed, pretty much?” My degree isn’t even promised
because I didn’t qualify for the renewal of DACA.
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Gris, too, contemplated her potential plans for the future. She said that her “dream
is to go to grad school and get my master’s degree, but now that my DACA is probably
going to expire by 2019, I’m not entirely sure what that means. I could start grad school,
but not finish grad school.”
Career. A couple of the participants wanted to be immigration lawyers, a
common calling for undocumented students and children in mixed-status families. Jessica
considered the emotional impact that career might have on her personally:
With anything but I’m scared of getting too emotionally invested and how that’s
going to affect me. I’m very passionate about law and I feel like there is so much
change you could do through law. I don’t know if that’s going to be the right path
for me yet. But it is one of my possibilities.
Speaking to the privileged
Participants expressed exasperation with the lack of understanding for
undocumented immigrants’ plight. For Gris, the struggle is literally close to home, as she
tries to enlighten the views of her U.S.-born siblings:
Just having a basic conversation about privilege all its own becomes complicated
by this notion of, well, because they’re not living it, it’s just kind of like not there
and not real, which is really problematic. And I’m kind of forced to just let it go
because they are my siblings, and they are my family. I can only push so much.
Karina used the analogy of “walk a mile in my shoes” to try to communicate her
thoughts to people who are anti-immigrant.
I feel like for those people that don’t know, they should really evaluate their lives
and to really evaluate their shoes because some of us don’t have the shoes that
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they have and the positions that they’re at. So, we can’t really step on the steps
that they step, or even step in the direction that they’re going, just because we
don’t have those shoes. They don’t stop to realize that we are left behind because
our shoe is torn, and we have to learn to [she pauses because she is tearing up]…
We have to learn to keep moving forward without any shoes.
Jessica grew aggravated with the common messages given to immigrants from the
right:
To be born is easy. Those who were born here did nothing to earn citizenship. So,
to them it’s easy to say, “If you want to be with your family, then go. We don’t
want you here.” Not to get technical, but the U.S. did ruin Mexico’s economy. It’s
just really hard for my parents to find a job there. My mom had to sell cosmetics
when we were born, and she had to sell perfumes. It just wasn’t enough to
survive, and people don't understand that. People just think we’re here to get a
free ride and to just leech off of whatever. When in reality, we can’t even get all
the benefits that they think that we have, which is pretty funny. People just don’t
get it. The reality is that my parents had a family and needed a way to survive,
and the only way that they say they can survive was to come here and find a job.
They were able to get that opportunity here.
D. has tried to understand where conservatives are coming from. He explained his
thinking related to the 2016 Presidential election:
Most conservatives, they’re not racist. I understand where they come from. In
terms of caring about national security, their country comes first. I understand
that. But they don’t understand the toll of choosing this new president just
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because they didn’t want Hillary Clinton. Majority of them resorted to that just
because they didn’t want her. They didn’t know there were other ways, there were
other options. They don’t realize the damage that it has on so many individuals
that pay taxes, which people think they don’t. And they provide so much to the
American economy. And I feel that a lot of conservatives, they’re not racist, but
they don’t understand the toll that it has on so many students, so many people that
provide to the economy, pay taxes, and bring so many jobs to this country.
Conclusion
This chapter examined the systemic messages and bureaucracies undocumented
college students face, the positive and negative occurrences that became turning points
along their educational path, and the ways in which they are responding to their everdivided world. The undocumented college students in this study had to navigate an
unfriendly political terrain as they sought a higher education. Obstacles included financial
concerns, choosing a major of study and career, and insensitive educators. Still, many of
them found agency in joining student groups, connecting with fellow undocumented
students, and participating in activism. While the 2016 presidential election ushered in
animosity and fear for these participants, it also greatly activated many.
Art emerged as a mechanism to repair the scars of xenophobia, racism, sexism,
and emotional wounds. For some, art was a tool for speaking out, whether it was to create
a visual sanctuary or help shape the narrative of immigration in the United States.
Storytelling became a political act when coming-out stories were proclaimed, and
existing artwork and slogans by other activists served as a palette. The Monarch butterfly
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symbol was used and reused. Student artist/historians captured and shared a slice of the
immigrant experience through various creative work.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
The visual testimonios of undocumented college students will be the documents
we look to in the future to help inform our understanding of this point in time. We will
wonder what it was like to wear a pair of butterfly wings made by Pamela or to sail in her
boat, pockets loaded with trinkets para el otro lado. We will wish that Oscar had taken
our portrait. We will read Gris’s words, feeling earthquakes in our soul. We will feel the
sense of helplessness trapped in the ink that Marilu pressed onto paper. Alejandra’s handpainted posters will fall slowly off the wall, landing on our shoulders; we’ll wrap them
around our bodies, political blankets for harsh nights. These artworks are relics de
corazón. They are handcrafted evidence of an ongoing battle. They are proof positive of
resistance. Their thoughts expressed as art are the artifacts we need, dispatches from the
spiritual front lines of the immigrant rights movement.
We can wait for history to illuminate them, or we can pay attention now.
*
This study analyzed the way that undocumented college students have found art
as a way to grapple with the unspeakable: an immigration status completely out of their
control, the mixed fear and empowerment of sharing their story, a hostile presidency, and
an unknown, unstable future. This project used the conceptual framework of Visual
Testimonio to capture participant experiences and highlight the ways in which they are
making sense of their immigration status. It has also incorporated participant-made art
that serves as data, along with their narratives.
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The nine students at Northern California universities who shared their testimonios
are a snapshot of a larger community making sense of their political reality. For this
study, I examined how the participants reflected on their immigration status, how they
may have used art for political purposes, and what it was they portrayed. For some, art
has become a strategy of resistance and a way to process and heal. For others, it served as
a way to share a counterstory of the undocumented immigrant experience. For many, art
became a way to engage politically on their campus and online, creating a sense of
sanctuary for their fellow undocumented immigrants. This study fulfills the following
purpose: to examine how undocumented college students use art as a mechanism of
resistance and activation of the political self related to their immigration status.
Summary of the Findings
Through this research project, I discovered four key ideas on which I elaborate
throughout this chapter. Here is a summary:
•

For undocumented people, making and sharing self-reflective art is
innately political. Art offers the maker a mechanism for taking control of the
narrative regarding immigrant people—especially in a time of political fear
and turmoil.

•

Creating art can have emotional and mental health benefits for
undocumented students dealing with trauma, stress, fear, and
uncertainty. It can serve to channel rage. They have used art for self and
communal care.
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•

Visual Testimonio allows for the creation of sanctuary as a reflexive
resistance strategy. The centering of immigrant art can create a haven
through shared stories.

•

The art by undocumented people should serve as valuable primary texts
of a lived experience. They are historical artifacts in the making.
Discussion

This section presents my explanation of the findings, including the relationship to
literature and the implications of this study. I have examined them under similar general
themes found in Chapter IV, drawing out significant points. I conclude this section with a
summary of the key findings. Following sections delve into recommendations for
practitioners and for further research, as well as reflections on the methodology.
Biting the hand that chokes you: Responses to a systemic chokehold of external
pressures
Many of the participants shared a deep-rooted value for education, oftentimes
promoted by their parents. They felt the pressure to succeed academically and the burden
of college costs. This fits with the current literature about undocumented students’
struggles with financing higher education (Abrego & Gonzalez, 2010; Crawford &
Arnold, 2016; Person et al., 2016; Williams, 2016). The combination of immigration
status and socioeconomic status also impacted their choice of university and major of
study. Many stayed close to home in an area with which they were familiar or chose a
college simply based on financial aid packages. One of the participants, Gris, looked for
colleges that specifically had an office dedicated to supporting undocumented students.
Some of the students felt a sense of indebtedness to their families and chose majors they
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thought would provide a stable financial future, even when their own interests lived
elsewhere. Two of them, Pamela and Oscar, majored in fine art fields (sculpture and
photography, respectively). Others sought a marriage of what they loved and what they
thought would lead to a viable job after college: Marilu, the graphic design major who
also did printmaking; D., the media studies major who wants to make films; and Karina,
the marketing major who saw her field of study as a mix of her creative side and her
dad’s push to study business. It is important to note that for some of the participants, art
was seen as a direct counter to their formal schooling. Gris saw her poetry as an escape
from the academic writing she did as a sociology and feminist studies major.
Along with notions of the importance of education, participants also shared about
gender, race, and especially political messaging. While the sentiments they shared around
race and gender resonate with existing literature, their fears during an anti-immigrant
political climate were enlightening (Lee, 2005; Maldonado, 2006, 2009; Muñoz &
Maldonado, 2012; Pérez Huber, 2009; Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2009;
Valenzuela, 1999). Students expressed feelings of frustration with DACA, a temporary
permit afforded to college-going undocumented students. Many saw it as insufficient and
rightfully so. “It’s just the frustration that someone that doesn’t know what hard work is,
someone that doesn’t know where we come from, have a lot to say in our futures,” Karina
said. The program costs money to apply, is limited to younger people, and is only for two
years. During the time of this study, the president announced the end of DACA,
something that sent panic through the hearts of these students. Still, as others have noted,
undocumented students have fought for expansive rights, not settling for the exclusive
cracks of access that leave out many in the undocumented community (Negrón-Gonzales,
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2017b). Nearly all of the participants involved in this study—regardless of institution,
year in school, or self-proclaimed level of activism—decried the unfair immigration
system that restricted a chance at higher education to a few. They were keenly aware that
the governmental hand that pretends to help them is also the one that has them and their
families on hold. As the political climate grew ever-more hostile during the course of this
study, students found ways to express frustrations and fear through the arts.
With pen in hand: Taking back control
Art allowed participants to regain control of some of their lost privileges, cultural
roots, and destinies. The act of drawing, writing, painting, etc., is literally an act of
creation and ways in which the participants sought to regain domain over their lives: by
expressing freely, having space to heal, and engaging with the common symbolism of the
immigrant rights movement. Jessica and other participants shared that their art became a
way of exerting control over their emotional lives, even as other aspects of their world
felt very much out of control in the larger, very real socio-political and systemic context.
Art became a way to express themselves in their full humanity without concerns or fear.
Scholars of both social movements and the arts have explored this dynamic (Jasper, 2008;
Jobin-Leeds, 2016; Negrón-Gonzales, 2017b). This resistance strategy is one of the most
interesting results of this study.
Desahogo: Validating vulnerability and processing the emotional toll
While some participants mentioned a change in their activism because of an antiimmigrant, racist administration, they continued to engage in art, using it as activism and
an alternative to active forms of in-person protest. Bea expressed her conflict between
participating in activism events that might lead to an arrest and keeping her work permit
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under DACA. Others declined to step into the streets for marches though all shared their
story and art with others in some form or another.
Perhaps the most unexpected finding of my study was that many of the
participants did not consider themselves activists, conceivably thinking of leaders who
march in the streets. Bea called it “risking body.” Many made art primarily for emotional
healing, yet all shared it in hopes that others might see it and be comforted or at least
better understand undocumented immigrants. The participants did not see this action as
activism, but I would argue that it highlights the use of art for political engagement in a
time of tremendous fear. The literature regarding undocumented student activists has
featured the loud, overt change-makers—exactly who the participants in this study think
of when they think of “activists” (Clark-Ibañez, 2015; Gonzales, 2008; Negrón-Gonzales,
2009; Nicholls, 2013). However, my research uncovers that even those too afraid to
protest publically show resistance through the art they make and share.
Woven into the stories about fear, uncertainty, and anger was a strong thread of
resilience. While the toll—many used this word specifically—was burdensome, most of
these students were not without hope and a sense of charge. Some, like Gris and Karina,
expressed reaching back to their own past where this sense of dread was familiar. To
paraphrase Gris, nothing had broken them before, and nothing would break them now.
Thus, art was used simultaneously as a platform for coping and for helping others cope—
whether they even interacted with the viewer or receiver of the art or not.
Turning points
If the educational journey is a stream, then the teachers, peers, clubs, and college
experiences are the stones that can radically change a course. Many participants shared
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stories of positive experiences in K-12 and in college. However, we must consider that if
these successful college students were bolstered by meaningful educational interactions
early on, then what happened to those who did not have supportive experiences?
K-12: Early lessons in encouragement
Just like many a student, the participants in this study identified points in their K12 education that were transformative. Many shared positive experiences with teachers,
peers, and school clubs that helped them on the path to college. Alejandra in particular
could name every teacher along the way who had encouraged her, from her very first
weeks in the United States to her graduating year of college. This is in line with the
literature that shows that key individuals, such as a teacher or counselor (Cabrera &
Padilla, 2004; Valenzuela, 1999), and specific initiatives, such as scholarships and
college transition programs (Gibson & Bejínez, 2002), can aid in academic success. Not
all, however, had nurturing experiences. Pamela recounted a harmful incident with a class
assignment and teacher that magnified her undocumented status and gave her a sense of
insecurity. It is not surprising that most could pinpoint instances of support, as those
events helped them, in part, successfully pursue college. They were important moments
along the track. However, I have to wonder if the converse is true: Of the undocumented
students pushed out of K-12 or who did not move on to college, how many had negative
experiences at school? Literature on Latinx students in general shows that their push-out
rate is higher than any other group (Castro-Salazar & Bagley; 2010; Covarrubias & Lara,
2014). Undocumented students face additional layers of challenge and stress. The
implications of these findings are essential to consider.
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The undocu-friendly/unfriendly college campus
The participants described their arrival to campus and various elements that made
them feel welcome or unsupported as undocumented college students. Many shared key
connections with peers, student staff, full-time staff, and faculty who helped create an
undocufriendly campus. This connects to the literature that says that through training and
signage, it is possible to create campus cultures that are hospitable for undocumented
students (Suárez-Orozco et al., 2015). While some later found community in student
groups or specific offices, participants were often one interaction away from dropping
out. Other researchers have noted that lack of understanding from staff and faculty
regarding undocumented student needs hinders academic success (Gonzales, 1999; Huber
& Malagón, 2007; Perez, 2010).
There was definitely a difference in the participants’ method of engaging in
immigration issues that seemed clearly defined along geographical lines. Students in
schools in the metropolitan San Francisco Bay Area (Alejandra, Bea, Jessica, Pamela)
were very open, public, and personal with their status. They were known in their
university communities and engaged in immigrant rights work on and off campus. Gris, a
student at a state university outside of the Bay Area, was also an out and open campus
leader. Of the participants in Central Valley schools (D., Karina, Marilu, Oscar), only
Oscar participated in public actions such as marches and demonstrations at detention
centers. However, they all overlapped greatly in their understanding of the political
dynamics of the country and shared similar fears and anxieties. Several of them engaged
in other movements, such as Marilu, who marched against gentrification in her Silicon
Valley hometown, and Oscar who fought for access to health care and wrote an op-ed
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about it. The students at Bay Area schools and the University of California were in areas
that were generally seen as liberal and had a history of activism for social change. Those
schools were progressive in various aspects, from deep roots in ethnic studies to
movements for gender-neutral bathrooms and living spaces to issues of food justice. The
participants in schools in the Central Valley were in an area of more conservative
ideology. All of the participants, except for Marilu, were raised in the area and went to
school there. This may have impacted their level of participation or decision about how
public they were with their status. They knew the area intimately.
45: The unimaginable
Already, college is a time of rapid and profound transformation for a lot of
students. Historically, college campuses have been sites of activism and discourse.
Students—at least traditionally aged undergraduates—for the first time are grappling with
their identity and place in the world. If they are intellectually engaged (because of the
high costs of higher education, college has sometimes become a checklist of tasks to get
through to graduate), then the ideal is that they are considering new paradigms and
learning how to contribute to the world.
The 2016 U.S. presidential election was a turning point if ever there was one. For
many participants, it was the gut-punch of a lifetime: their worst fears manifested in a
power position that could—in fact, promised to—negatively impact their lives and those
of their families. The crossroads of entering college and the 2016 presidential election
activated the political sense in some of the participants, namely D. He was in his very
first semester of college during the election,and living away from home. D. had saved
money to go to school by working as a farm laborer during high school. He played by the
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rules and was a devoted student of U.S. history and government—knowledge he felt
might prove useful when he applied for citizenship. D. even joked about his
undocumented status with his friends, buddies with whom he’d grown up.
Then the election happened. It was a sideswipe, but it was also a moment of
awakening. D., like others, got mad. He became devoted to news monitoring and to
becoming a more ethical, informed videographer. D.’s next years will be in the shadow of
this presidency, but he is positioning himself to be a light in the murky mess of racist and
xenophobic rhetoric. Like others, D. is not stopping at getting mad; he is developing the
skills to use his fury and education for good. Anger was one of the most expressed
reactions to the election, second only to fear. While D. didn’t turn to public
demonstration because it would upset his already worried mother, others certainly did.
Making art, making change
Imbedded in this study is the position that making art matters. Undocumented
students sometimes used art in very public, intentional ways but also in more muted,
personal ways. Here is the thing: College students do not need to know art theory or even
call themselves artists to engage in creative practice. They do not have to have training or
involvement with political or community action organizations to understand—very
deeply and easily—that art can be a powerful tool for change.
A new galaxy: Art as the manifestation of inherent power
Some of the participants were keenly aware of the power of shifting the popular
narrative regarding immigration as well as the historical implications of making their own
imagery for historical purposes. Several participants challenged both the language of
legality when it comes to immigration and the notion of “deservedness.” Many took issue
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with the dichotomy presented in the current political culture of the good versus bad
immigrant.
Another notion that was raised by a few participants was the concept of
“undocujoy.” Popularized by undocumented poet Yosimar Reyes, this idea seeks to paint
immigrants as whole people with full lives that include pride in academic success, hopes
for the future, and moments of delight. Pamela cautioned that undocumented students are
sometimes used for their “sob stories” by others seeking social and political capital. The
notion of “undocujoy” is to refocus on resilience and feature undocumented folks as
everyday people.
Many of the participants wrestled with these ideas through their artwork, later
sharing it out to a community beyond their own. For a generation that is often criticized
for passive, social media-based activism, these young people are very in tune with the
easy ability to contribute to a collective voice online.
Creating sanctuary: Art as visual refuge
Overwhelmingly, the participants said their motivation for sharing their artwork
and personal stories was to help other undocumented people feel supported. Take
Alejandra: When her university’s president declined to name the campus a sanctuary, she
and her Latina student organization created large, painted posters to plaster on the side of
buildings during an UndocuWeek of programming. While other participants did art for
themselves first and then shared it, this was purpose-driven art. The pieces were less
personal—they were intended to be for the public eye. Other scholars have highlighted
the use of testimonio as an act of sanctuary-creation (Fuentes, & Pérez, 2016).
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Alejandra’s artwork, made in collaboration with others, continues this tradition of
creating both for the listener/viewer and for the person speaking/making.
Sharing in a common imagery of resistance
The Monarch butterfly persisted as a common symbol of the undocumented
immigrant experience. Selected for its migration allegory, the winged creature showed up
on posters, as costumes, and on the logos of undocumented student centers and ally
networks, and it was integrated into self-portraits. Karina found strength in the symbol
and in artist Frida Kahlo, and she created a painting where she combined the two (giving
Kahlo flying butterfly earrings). Oscar and Pamela, both fine arts majors, used the
symbol in very thoughtful and nuanced ways: Oscar in a self-portrait that featured
butterflies on his face and Pamela in the creation of wearable wings. Gris, the poet,
described herself as a clay doll post-election because she felt hollow and like the color
was gone from her skin. These depictions should be praised for their thoughtfulness.
However, just as interesting as the original artwork were the replicated slogans,
iconography, and drawings. Rejecting the Western notion of individual “originality,”
other participants center collective symbolism, even directly copying the existing artwork
of other artists, such as Julio Salgado and Rommy Torrico. Most fascinating to me were
the photographs taken by Oscar at a march in Sacramento: His art (photography) captured
the art of the protesters (banners and signs) that showed, in part, hand-drawn copies of
Salgado and Torrico’s prints. Each layer of reproduction moves them further from the
original source and closer to collective ownership.
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Documenting the undocumented: Art as historical record
I am bringing us back to the idea that student art is an on-the-ground record of this
social movement. The art of undocumented students joins a long line of artwork that
chronicled social movements from within, such as the Black Panthers, the Young Lords,
and the United Farm Workers. Pamela said this about art: “It is a universal way to
communicate because art is everywhere and has been for as long as humans have been
around. Art is how we preserve history.” In the following sections, I make suggestions
for capturing these valuable cultural products and give various recommendations.
Recommendations
This study has several implications for practice. I offer the following
recommendations as a way to use this scholarship in a tangible manner to create more
inclusive spaces. I end this section with suggestions for further study. I propose the
following through the position of ally and educator, with the grounding that there is no
action that is too small and no such thing as a neutral state. In fact, doing nothing is one
of the most impactful decisions we can make in any situation.
Recommendations for would-be allies
The world is a scary place right now. For those of us who are citizens of the
United States, we have a duty to enact all of our rights and responsibilities, including but
not limited to voting and holding politicians accountable. We also need to be better
educated on existing and potential laws that impact all members of our community,
especially undocumented people. Lastly, there is power in our language and rhetoric. We
need to retire the narrative of the good versus bad immigrant when so many people are
fighting for a basic sense of safety.
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Recommendations for K-12 educators
Almost every one of the participants was able to share a significant experience in
their pre-college education, sometimes in instances as simple as a teacher who was nice
to them. However, as Alejandra shared, there were teachers who were up to date on laws
impacting undocumented students and college access. To be an educator at any level is to
encourage a limitless future for our students. Keeping abreast of politics is one way to
ensure this.
Recommendations for faculty
The syllabus is an excellent source of inclusion. The stories and scholarship about
and by undocumented people fits into lessons about higher education, social movements,
politics, economics, history, and more. Non-academic materials abound: Recent
undocumented immigrant-led media companies have produced videos exploring various
topics, and visual and literary artists are receiving national attention. Consider making
creative work part of your pedagogy, as well.
Recommendations for student affairs professionals
It is important for student support and programming staff to recognize that art can
serve as an important mechanism for expression, action, and solidarity. Creating an
undocufriendly campus means a safer place for students to feel welcomed and affirmed.
Some of this can happen through signage, training, and knowing how to ask the right
questions about financial aid. Bring undocumented speakers to campus. Additionally,
make art a factor when designing co-curricular events as a way to reach and engage
different methods of processing feelings.
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Recommendations for campus librarians and historians
Collect fliers and community artwork for archival purposes. This is a perfect
opportunity for university archivists to collect history as it happens with the voices of the
most impacted at the forefront.
Suggestions for Further Study
Research on the topic of undocumented college students is emergent by nature as
the political winds change and people respond. The scholarship has started to expand and
specify, and I am proud to contribute a small but heart-felt piece to the overall picture. If
I were to expand this study, I would be interested in expanding my geographic scope to
collect data on a larger scale. It would also prove beneficial to narrow the art dimension
down to medium, as there may be differences to how students engage in visual arts versus
writing, for example. Because I work in student affairs, it is a professional interest of
mine to further interrogate the role of art in the following established practices: campus
programming, extracurricular education, and postings or signage.
In general, scholarship regarding undocumented students has grown in the last
two decades, most recently (and most excitedly) by undocumented scholars themselves.
In doing this study, I can see a need for more research on mixed-status families (both in
how undocumented students navigate their family structures and how U.S. citizen
children support their immigrant siblings and parents). There has been a bit of focus on
the mental health of immigrant children, but I would be interested in research on the
emotional toll of the recent anti-immigrant political climate on undocumented people
(Cuadra, 2009; Gonzales et al., 2013). Additionally, there is a great need for more
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scholarship on the role that art plays in social movements, in marginalized communities,
and in education for liberation at the college level.
Conclusions
Art is the language of the human condition. Words are for thoughts, diagrams and
charts for numbers. But emotions? These belong to the realm of art. There is no doubt in
my mind that the surge of creative activity around immigrant rights is in reaction to the
oppressive system that threatens millions of people. Art has always been a way to fight
back and create new realities. The participants of this study—passionate, intelligent, and
creative—have also used art to process the horrific political existence under an antiimmigrant U.S. presidential administration and the rise of overt White supremacist
actions.
Summary and purpose
This study investigated the role art played in the lives of undocumented college
students at different universities in Northern California. The purpose of this qualitative
study was to examine how undocumented college students use art as a mechanism of
resistance and activation of the political self related to their immigration status. I
conducted the study by putting out a call for participants, gathering testimonios, and
analyzing their artwork—methods I established were culturally relevant to this
scholarship. My purpose was to focus on a seldom-explored area, which was art made by
undocumented students, to see what new insights it might offer. We may think of art as
the sphere of the extremely gifted or of the child, but let me tell you: A person who can
learn to be creative can learn to create solutions for our complex world.
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I developed a conceptual framework called Visual Testimonio for this study that is
formed by three pillars: Testimonio, art as resistance strategy, and Critical Race Theory.
This framework brought together the critical aspects needed to evaluate creative
landscape of artwork created by undocumented college students about their lives. This
framework was important in analyzing the creative, vulnerable work that is presented
publically. My methodology included collecting testimonios and assessing artwork, as
well as reviewing the current culture of undocumented writers and artists.
Reflexiónando: Engaging in Visual Testimonio
This research project is the manifestation of so many passions, skills, and
knowledge. Engaging in arts-based research is one of the most rewarding efforts of my
academic career. Here is why I think it is vital: Story sharing is powerful. Art is powerful.
Combined they have the command to transform data into social change. I believe wholeheartedly in the role of the arts in our society, in our social movements, and in our
academic spaces.
Integral to this study is a reflective practice. When the participants are making art,
they are forced to slow down (in fact, I believe this deliberate stop to think is partly what
feels like healing in art-making). Likewise, when conducting research—especially in
collecting qualitative data—there is a lingering that happens: Your thoughts become a
simmer. Bea enjoyed the interview experience because “it picks at my brain in way that
I’m not usually thinking.” Similarly, I’ve had to rethink my role as a student and scholar,
as someone who engages in academia but cares about the world at large. Once this
project is done I will, presumably, have a new title. What will I do with this added status
or access? How will I transform this stack of papeles?
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I titled my dissertation Papelitos for a number of reasons. First, it connects to the
testimonio methodology and conceptual framework of this study, harkening the
“papelitos guardados” of the Latina Feminist Group (2001). In the introduction to Telling
to Live: Latina Feminist Testimonios, the authors write about the stories we all carry, like
little pieces of paper in our pockets, that we are just waiting to tell. I hope that this project
has served as a platform for those stories.
As far as the use of the Spanish suffix “-ito,” it serves to minimize the importance
and validity of a formal immigration system that requires specific forms and
authentication—often called “papeles” or “papers” colloquially. The suffix can infer
affection, but when used sarcastically, it diminishes the power of the original word. I
highlight this intentionally to say this: Papeles, borders, and a criminalizing system of
immigration are a sham. This does not reduce the impact that these formal laws have on
real people; I show my disrespect for these systems because they are oppressive.
Returning to the title Papelitos, a more common use of the diminutive ending -ito
is often used to show affection. Here, it is attached not to the official papeles of
immigration status but to the papeles documenting the immigrant experience. “Papelitos”
in this context refer to the artworks made by the students, and the term is meant to convey
care and love. For people labeled undocumented, these artworks are evidence of
challenges, joys, and triumphs. They are tales of perseverance.
*
I love papel for its history, exclusive turned humble. Once scarce and precious,
paper is now as everyday an object as you can image. But do not throw it away so easily,
friends. Paper can become a box, a poster, a card. Paper can cut. Paper can make you
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official, change your life. Paper—you can crumble it up or archive it and revere it,
propped up on the wall of a museum. Who decides? We decide. Paper, like borders, laws,
and values, is created by our effort. Individually, the paper and power we hold may be a
ballot or a letter. Collectively, we are a book, a whole new testimonio of resistance. The
participants in this study showed the power of papers: a driver’s permit, a paycheck, a
university admittance letter, a college degree, and certainly the lack of “papers” that
signifies their undocumented status. Their testimonios are linked together, one by one,
delicately like a child’s paper chain. May the links show the strife, but may they also
show the resistance and the hope. As for this paper—this paper that you’re reading right
now—it is one page more in a united fight for educational access, human rights, and a
more just world.
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